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Abstract

Thinking outside the NR box - advancing novel non ligand binding pocket antagonists 

for the human androgen receptor

Laura Caboni

Current treatment of prostate cancer (PCa) typically involves administration of 

'classical' antiandrogens, competitive inhibitors of natural androgen receptor (AR) 

ligands, dihydrotestosterone (DHT) and testosterone (tes), for the ligand binding 

pocket (LBP) in the C-terminal ligand binding domain (LBD) of the AR. However, 

prolonged LBP-targeting can often lead to androgen resistance and alternative 

therapies and therapeutic strategies are urgently required. We advance evidence that 

alternative non LBP-mediated modulation of the AR with selective small molecule 

scaffolds can directly disrupt the AR coactivator interaction, affording the possibility to 

overcome the problem of androgen resistance. Here, we report the identification and 

characterization of a novel series of diarylhydrazides as selective disruptors of the AR 

interaction with coactivators through application of structure and ligand-based virtual 

screening. Lead optimization and SAR studies for this novel class of compounds are 

reported by the application of an in silica protocol combining induced fit docking and 

MM-GB(PBSA) methods, and by biological validation with time-resolved fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (TR-FRET) techniques as a primary screen. The novel 

diarylhydrazides reported demonstrate full ('true') antagonism in AR with low 

micromolar potency, high selectivity over both the Estrogen Receptors alpha and beta 

(ERa and ERP) and the Glucocorticoid Receptor (GR) and only micromolar partial 

antagonism in the Progesterone Receptor (PR). The lead compound, MDG506 

demonstrates efficacy with low determined toxicity in different PCa cellular models 

and reduces DHT induced or 'classical' antiandrogen induced prostate specific antigen 

(PSA) expression in a dose responsive fashion. These data provide compelling evidence 

for such non-LBP intervention as an alternative approach to classical PCa therapy.
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Summary

Traditional nuclear receptor research has been focused in the discovery of modulators 

directed at the heart of the NR LBD, the ligand binding pocket (LBP), \where the natural 

ligands bind and allosterically modulate NR transcriptional activity. In fact, as NRs exert 

their function as transcription factors by communicating with a series of auxiliary 

proteins (coregulators) and by binding to the DNA, one major goal of drug discovery at 

present is to explore alternative non LBP drug docking sites. Amongst these alternative 

sites, the nuclear receptor cofactor interaction site in the LBD has been extensively 

explored in the past decade due to its essential role in the transcriptional activation 

cascade of NRs. Such work has been reviewed in detail in Chapter 1 of this thesis and 

forms the basis of a paper in press (2012) in Medicinal Research Reviews. This thesis 

aims to exploit the druggable characteristics of the conserved NR cofactor binding site 

on the androgen receptor (AR) LBD, the AF-2, in order to design small molecule 

inhibitors of coactivator recruitment to this site as a possible alternative to current 

available therapy for prostate cancer. AR alternative targeting is explored in this thesis 

as a possibility to overcome the pitfalls of current AR LBP targeted therapy. AR LBP 

targeted therapy demonstrates its utility in the first stages of prostate cancer, where 

the cell is dependent on androgen ligands for its signalling. Eventually, this stage 

evolves to an androgen independent stage, where a plethora of other factors can 

signal through AR in absence of androgens and illicitly activate its pathway. Although 

many explanations for such behaviour are available in the literature, the mechanism is 

unclear. One of the mechanisms involves mutations which broadens the AR ligand 

specificity at the LBP. Targeting alternative sites in AR is thus critical in understanding 

the molecular mechanism of CRPC and its treatment.

By utilising the structural requirements of the interaction of androgen receptor with 

several phage display identified peptide sequences our group created a 3D 

pharmacophore model, whose essential aim was to mimic the two phenylalanine (F) 

functions of the specific AR NR box of the type FXXLF at the / and /+5 positions, found 

in the N terminal region of AR where they mediate the N/C interaction, but also found 

in natural occurring coactivators such as ARA70, ARA55, etc. The methodology is
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briefly described in Chapter 2, which covers the additional progression from virtual 

screening to lead optimization, based on the chemical similarity search on the initial 

two novel diarylhydrazides hits identified, with the aim of improving activity and build 

a SAR model. A total of 37 compounds bearing the diarylhydrazide scaffold were 

herein selected from the Specs commercial compound database, and subsequently 

targeted modifications were performed to optimize the initial scaffold. In Chapter 3 

we hypothesize and explore the binding mode of diarylhydrazides within the AF-2 

through induced fit docking and molecular dynamics simulations of 10ns on AR. In 

addition, we introduce and model the potential drivers of selectivity towards other 

members of the NR steroidal receptor subfamily such as ERa. All the diarylhydrazides 

were biologically evaluated in Chapter 4, with active ligands validated as full 

antagonists of the AR interaction with a fluorescein labelled short peptides containing 

the FXXLF motif derived from phage display studies using TR-FRET techniques. This 

furnished four hit compounds with improved potency. The predicted inability of the 

diarylhydrazides to displace a proprietary fluorescent ligand from the LBP 

(Fluormone™) was confirmed by a fluorescence polarization assay. Assay conditions 

were optimized to exclude the possibility of false positive/negatives following 

previously published protocols. Utilising these same protocols, we expanded 

characterization of our scaffold to build a robust SAR and to investigate selectivity 

towards the other members of the steroid receptor subfamily, such as PR, GR, ERa and 

ER3. Despite the high sequence similarity, greater than 70%, none of the compounds 

were found to displace SRCl-4 from GR, but in PR, it was found that compounds 

partially antagonize LXXLL coactivator recruitment. The same partial antagonistic 

behaviour for LXXLL type motifs was observed at higher concentrations in ERa and ER 

3. The non LBP nature of such interactions was confirmed by a fluorescence 

polarization assay. Furthermore, we introduced a basis of design for a novel 

competition experiment for natural AR coactivators such as ARA70 using SPR 

techniques. Soaking and protein co-crystallization trials were also conducted with 

promising outcomes towards providing a diarylhydrazide crystal structure with AR 

LBD. This work was conducted in collaboration with Dr Eva Estebanez-Perpina, IBUB, 

Barcelona. In Chapter 5 the diarylhydrazides were validated in different prostate



cancer cellular models to determine their efficacy and explore any potential toxicity. 

Favourable compounds were brought forward to characterize their action on DHT 

dependent cell proliferation in LNCaP, or CPA (a LBP classical partial antagonist) 

stimulated cell proliferation in androgen depleted conditions. Effects were evaluated 

by monitoring secreted levels of a common androgen regulated gene, prostate specific 

antigen (PSA) through ELISA.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Parts of this chapter have been published as a review article:

Caboni L. and Lloyd D.6. Beyond the ligand binding pocket: Targeting alternate sites in Nuclear 

Receptors. In press, Medicinal Research Reviews 2012.



1.1 Overview

The Androgen Receptor (AR) is a llOkDa protein belonging to the steroid hormone 

receptor family of ligand activated nuclear receptors (NR3) that upon activation by 

androgens, mediates transcription of target genes that regulate growth and 

differentiation of prostate cells^’^. Unliganded AR is present in the cytoplasm bound to 

heath shock proteins (HSPs) that stabilize the tertiary structure in a conformation that 

allows androgen binding'^. Testosterone (Tes) circulates in the blood bound to sex- 

hormone binding globulins (SHBG), and in the cell 90% of Tes gets converted by 5a- 

reductase into its more potent metabolite, dihydrotestosterone (DHT)^. Binding of 

DHT to AR leads to HSPs dissociation, receptor homodimerization, phosphorylation, 

translocation to the nucleus where interaction with Androgen Response Elements 

(ARE) in the DNA occurs and coactivators are recruited at this point leading to 

transcriptional activation of AR dependent genes.



dihydrotestosterone

Figure 1.1 AR signalling scheme. Unliganded AR is present in the cytoplasm bound to heath shock 

proteins (HSPs) that stabilize the tertiary structure in a conformation that allows androgen binding. 

Testosterone (Tes) circulates in the blood bound to sex-hormone binding globulins (SHBG), and in the 

cell 90% of Tes gets converted by 5a-reductase into its more potent metabolite, dihydrotestosterone 

(DHT). Binding of DHT to AR leads to HSPs dissociation, receptor homodimerization, phosphorylation, 

translocation to the nucleus where interaction with Androgen Response Elements (ARE) in the DNA 

occurs and coactivators are recruited at this point leading to transcriptional activation of AR dependent 

genes.

The AR function is essential for physiological male development, but it has been also 

implicated in prostate cancer initiation and progression^' Currently available 

therapy includes adrenal suppressors (like abiraterone or ketoconazole, Figure 1.2), 

5a-reductase inhibitors (dutasteride. Figure 1.2), or the most popular antiandrogens, 

such as cyproterone acetate, bicalutamide, and the recently developed MDVSIOO 

(enzalutamide. Figure 1.2) and ARN-509, currently in clinical trials. However, androgen 

depletion through traditional ligand binding pocket (LBP)-targeted therapy with 

antiandrogens, although effective at initial stages evolves to a castration resistant 

stage where the cancer becomes more aggressive and inevitably fatal. Thus, there is a 

need for novel therapeutic agents and strategies to overcome castration resistant



prostate cancer (CRPC). In this thesis, we focused on the AR interaction with 

coactivator proteins, essential partners in the regulation of AR transcriptional activity, 

as a promising alternative strategy that can be modulated with small organic 

molecules. The small molecules described in this thesis have been discovered through 

virtual screening and extensively characterized through optimization of their chemical 

properties and functional AR inhibition.

A general introduction to non-LBP strategies applied to NRs is given in this chapter. 

Structural information on AR is outlined in chapter 4 and a more detailed description 

of CRPC molecular mechanism is outlined in chapter 5. The aim of the thesis is to 

investigate the validity of a particular non-LBP strategy, the interaction of AR with its 

coactivators, with the aid of small molecules discovered through virtual screening. 

Extensive chemical and functional characterization will improve the small molecules 

characteristics such as potency and selectivity to afford a novel generation of 

therapeutic agents for the treatment of CRPC.



Figure 1.2 Possible therapeutic points of intervention in castration resistant prostate cancer. The AR can 

be activated in a ligand-dependent fashion during prostate cancer. In this case, androgen suppression 

can be achieved by blockade of androgen synthesis at an adrenal level (abiraterone, ketoconazole), by 

blockade of 5a-reductase (dutasteride), by inhibiting Hsp90 association or by directly displacing the 

androgens from the LBP with antiandrogens, such as MDV-3100 or ARN-509. Such antiandrogens would 

also block nuclear localization and DNA binding. Histone deacetylase inhibitors have also been used at 

this level to block AR transcriptional activation. Strategies to block cofactor recruitment have also been 

developed. In the ligand dependent pathways, other steroids other than androgens (glucocorticoids and 

progestins) can also initiate AR mediated signalling. In the ligand independent pathway the AR 

transcriptional activation is initiated by cross talk with membrane bound tyrosine kinase receptors 

(HER2/neu), and by growth factors and cytokines. Kinase cascade may be blocked with Dasatinib. From® 

and®.

We will start by giving a general introduction about the nuclear receptor (NR) 

superfamily as a drug target, and we will then focus on the non-LBP strategies so far 

advanced for different NRs. Recent outstanding progress in our understanding of NR 

biology has shifted the focus of drug discovery efforts from inside to outside the LBP, 

affording consideration to the interaction between NRs and coactivator proteins, the 

interaction between NRs and DNA and the NRs' ligand independent functions. This



chapter encompasses such currently available NR non-LBP based interventions and 

their potential application in therapy or as specific tools to probe NR biology.

1.2 The Nuclear Receptor Superfamily

1.2.1 Nuclear Receptors: an important pharmaceutical target 

Nuclear receptors (NRs) are part of an evolutionary related superfamily of ligand 

regulated transcription factors that directly bind to DNA and modulate a wide variety 

of physiological functions^°'The essential role covered by NRs makes them ideal 

drug targets^^, mostly for cancer and metabolic diseases^^'Since research on NRs 

began in the early 1960s, 48 human NRs have been characterized and divided in six 

different subfamilies according to their amino acid sequence homology. For 

approximately half of them, their endogenous ligands have been well characterized, 

and they mostly belong to the steroidal nuclear receptors subfamily (NR3)^^; however, 

for some NRs the ligand is unknown, and these receptors are defined as orphan NRs^^.

Sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree construction resulted in a classification of 

the human NR family into six evolutionary groups of unequal size^® (Figure 1.3).

1. TRs, RARs, VDR and PPARs, as well as orphan receptors like RORs, Rev-erbs, 

CAR, PXR, LXR and others.

2. RXRs, COUP-TF and HNF-4

3. Steroid receptor subfamily, ERs, GRs, PRs, ARs, MRs and ERRs

4. NGFI-B, NURRl and NOR-1

5. FTZ-Fl and steroidogenic factor 1

6. GCNFl receptor



Figure 1.3 Phylogenetic tree of human NRs. The NR superfamily is divided in 6 evolutionary groups of 

unequal size. From Wikipedia^^

1.2.2 Structure and function of Nuclear Receptors

Even though they are implicated in different physiological processes, all NRs share the 

same modular structure, composed of five to six domains of homology (A-F going from 

the N-terminal to the C-terminal region) including an N-terminal domain (NTD), a 

central DNA binding domain (DBD), a connecting hinge region and a C-terminal ligand 

binding domain (LBD) (Figure 1.4). The DNA binding domain (region C) and the ligand 

binding domain (region E) are the most conserved domains across all NRs, whereas the 

N-terminal domain (region A/B) and the hinge region (region D) are the least 

conserved and the least structurally characterized. In fact, the three dimensional 

structure of the A/B domain has not yet been elucidated. The C-terminal F region, 

contiguous with the E domain, is not present in all receptors and its function is poorly 

understood.
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Figure 1.4 Structural domain organization of Nuclear Receptors (NRs). Nuclear Receptors share the 

same structure, starting from a less conserved N-terminal domain (NTD), also called A/B domain in 

violet and containing the transcriptional activation function 1 (AF-1); a DNA binding domain (DBD), also 

called the C domain in orange. The close-up picture represents a glucocorticoid receptor (GR) dimer 

bound to the DNA (PDB id: IGLU^®); a hinge region (H) in green, and a C-terminal ligand binding domain 

(LBD) in blue, containing the transcriptional activation function 2 (AF-2). The close-up picture represents 

the androgen receptor (AR) LBD 12 helical structure (PDB id: 1T7R'®) with bound ligand (carbons colored 

in green). The helix 12 is colored in dark red. 3D images were generated with MOE 2011.10^°.

1.2.2.1 The A/B region (N-terminal domain)

The NTD is the least conserved domain in NRs and it is an intrinsically disordered 

region (lacking a stable tertiary structure). This region contains an activating function 

(AF-1) which per se regulates gene transcription in a ligand independent fashion, in 

contrast to the other activation function (AF-2), located in the ligand binding domain 

of liganded NRs. In the context of a full length receptor, however, the AF-1 activity 

could also be controlled by the ligand binding in the LBD. The A/B domain acts as a 

phosphorylation site and it's a target for post translational modifications; also it 

interacts with coactivators and other transcription factors^^. The N-terminal/C- 

terminal domain interaction (N/C interaction) has been reported for AR, PR and ER^^. 

The A/B region is also the main transactivation domain for AR, for this reason it 

represents a challenging but attractive therapeutic target for protein-protein 

interaction inhibitors (section 1.3.5).
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1.2.2.2 The C region (ONA binding domain)

The DBD is the most conserved domain, mediating NR binding to recognition elements 

of specific genes in DNA. Some NRs bind the DNA as monomers, others as homodimers 

(for example steroid receptors) or as heterodimers, often with the retinoid X receptor 

(RXR). X-ray crystallographic studies revealed that the DBD is composed of a 66- 

residue core made up of two cysteine rich zinc finger motifs and two alpha helices and 

COOH extension. The first zinc finger motif contains the highly conserved P box, which 

determines the sequence specificity for binding of response elements. The response 

elements are short sequences composed of two hexameric core half sites motifs that 

position each receptor and transcriptional equipment by them recruited close to the 

target gene. The second zinc finger contains the D box, which is involved in 

dimerization. The C-terminal extension plays a role in sequence recognition and in 

dimerization. The DBD, like the NTD, is also target of post-translational modifications 

and it may interact with coactivators or transcription factors^^.

1.2.2.3 The D region (Hinge region)

The hinge region, located between the LBD and the DBD is poorly conserved. It has a 

functional role by harboring a nuclear localization signal (NLS) and by its involvement

in proper DNA binding and dimerization^^.

1.2.2.4 The E region (Ligand Binding Domain)

The first NR LBD X-ray crystal structure corresponding to unliganded RXRa^^ (solved in 

1995) showed that the LBD is composed of a 12 alpha helical sandwich {H1-H12) and a 

short 3 turn (sl-s2) that encloses a central portion called the ligand binding pocket 

(LBP) wherein the natural ligands bind. The LBP greatly varies in shape and volume in 

different NRs, but nonetheless it is highly conserved in both superstructure and amino 

acid sequence (Figure 1.5).



PR-LBD

Figure 1.5 Structural similarity between NRs. The steroid receptor superfamily here shown have the 

same structural fold of the 12 helices that enclose a central ligand. The helix 12 is shown in dark red. 

Pictures were generated with MOE 2011.10^°.

LBP helix 12 (H12) is the most flexible part of the molecule, as it is not engaged in any 

salt bridges. Conformational changes of this specific helix are unambiguously 

associated with the molecular mechanism of action of ligands bound to the LBP. When 

an agonist is bound, following receptor conformational change, a second activation 

function {AF-2) is generated on the surface of the NR LBD, involving interplay of helices 

3, 4, 5 and 12. AF-2 regulates NR ligand dependent transcriptional activity by recruiting 

auxiliary protein components such as coregulators - which activate (coactivators) or 

repress (corepressors) NR transcriptional activity once the NR has associated with the 

DNA. Some NR LBDs are bound to a set of transcriptional corepressors in the absence 

of ligand^^. The aforementioned ligand driven conformational changes at the LBD also 

influence the interdomain interaction between the NTD AF-1 and the LBD AF-2, as 

described in the androgen receptor (AR)^^. Some NRs, notably within the steroid 

receptors, have a direct tethering to other DNA-bound transcription factors such as
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nuclear factor kB (NFkB) and activator protein-1 (AP-1), which, for example, are 

believed to mediate anti-inflammatory actions for the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and 

the estrogen receptor (ER) without a requirement for the NR binding to the DNA^^.

The importance of the conformational flexibility of the H12 and its role in 

transactivation was deducted by comparing the crystal structures of unliganded LBDs 

vs liganded LBDs. Direct evidence of the involvement of the H12 in the molecular 

mechanism of LBP based antagonism was proved by an X-ray crystal structure^® of the 

antiestrogen raloxifene, demonstrating its ability to rearrange ERa 1-112 conformation 

so that it prevents the binding of coregulators at the AF-2, and thus NR transactivation 

(Section 1.3.1, Figure 1.6). This is believed to be the general molecular mechanism by 

which LBP directed antagonists block NR transactivation.

Within the LBD, there is also another interface that is important in transactivation, the 

dimerization interface. To exert their action as transcription factors, some NRs bind 

the DNA as monomers, others as homodimers (for example steroid receptors) or as 

heterodimers, often with the retinoid X receptor (RXR). Structural elements involved in 

homodimerization and heterodimerization interfaces are identical. The interfaces 

comprise H7, H9, HIO and Hll, as well as loops (L) 8-9 and L9-10 with H9 and HIO, 

which contribute more than 75% of the total surface and constituting the core of the 

dimer interfaces'^.

In addition to the AF-2, structural and mutational studies have unveiled a hydrophobic 

allosteric surface on the androgen receptor, that may have a role in communicating 

with the AF-2 and thus in indirectly regulating coregulators recruitment, called binding 

function 3 (BF-3)^^'^®. BF-3 is conserved across different NR subfamilies^^ and it is 

composed by HI, H3-H5 and H-9, on top of the LBP and adjacent to the AF-2. This site 

has emerged as a potential non-LBP therapeutic target for the androgen receptor 

(section 1.3.3.5).
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1.3 Beyond the ligand binding pocket: Targeting alternate sites in Nuclear 

Receptors

1.3.1 Thinking 'outside the box': Principles of alternative inhibition of Nuclear 

Receptors

For several decades, the focus of drug discovery in NRs has been the ligand binding 

pocket - rationally designing agonists, antagonists, partial agonists or inverse agonists 

that would compete with natural ligands for binding and induce conformational 

changes of the H12. These changes ultimately allosterically disrupt the NR's interaction 

with coactivator proteins. This strategy has brought forward some of the most 

important drugs currently in the clinic for cancer and metabolic related diseases^^.

However, there are many limitations of LBP directed strategies. First of all, displacing 

the natural ligand from the binding pocket may alter physiological homeostasis 

eliciting unwanted side effects. The physical nature of LBP itself has consequences in 

limiting the nature of molecular diversity (in terms of size and shape of binding 

ligands), which can result in subsequent lack of tissue specificity. Furthermore, drug 

resistance is a common outcome of LBP based regimens, partly due to mutations 

leading to functional changes and in many instances antagonist conversion to agonism 

in a physiological context. Examples include tamoxifen based therapy for breast cancer 

or antiandrogen based therapy for prostate cancer, where drug resistance is inevitable 

and its onset is associated with poor prognosis and high mortality^°. In addition, LBP 

based strategies may not be applied in those cases where the endogenous ligand 

might not be accommodated within the LBP ('true orphans').
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Figure 1.6 Classical LBP-based antagonism. 1T7R structure with AR enclosing DHT and the helix 12 

disposed in a way so that a hydrophobic anchoring surface for coactivators, AF-2, can be generated. 

3ERT^^ structure of ERa enclosing the antagonist tamoxifen showing a proposed molecular mechanism 

of tamoxifen antagonism that is potentially applicable to other NRs. Figures generated with MOE 

2011.10^°.

Current LBP drug discovery strategy is based on the design of 'super' antagonists^^ and 

modulators with superior potency than the natural ligands or on the design of 'pure' 

antagonists that lack intrinsic agonist activity and bear tissue selective properties. 

Examples include enzalutamide (MDVSIOO)^^'which demonstrates effectiveness in 

castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) in phase III clinical trials^^ and the pure 

antiestrogen fulvestrant (ICI 182,780)^®, an FDA approved drug for metastatic breast 

cancer^^.

Non-LBP approaches are accordingly focused on circumventing drug resistance 

associated with 'classic' LBP based regimens. This could be achieved by directly 

blocking the crucial steps in NR transcriptional activity, such as the interaction 

between NR and cofactors, ligand independent interactions or the NR interaction with 

the responsive elements of target genes in the DNA.

The NR-cofactor interaction has been successfully validated as a 'bona fide' 

pharmaceutical target in the last decade^®"^, inspired by successes in the design of 

inhibitors of protein-protein interaction^^. This approach is indeed very challenging 

from the point of view of specificity, potency and flexibility of the protein surface, and 

the different conformations (and the possibility of different sites generation^®) elicited
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by different ligands in different in vivo conditions. The specificity challenge arises from 

the overlapping of coregulators and NRs. To exert their physiological role as 

transcription factors, the 48 human nuclear receptors bind to more than 300 

CO regulators'^, with complex combinations of overlapping specificities and affinities. 

Moreover, coregulators interact within the AF-2 surface with conserved or common 

short alpha helical motifs. The, so-called 'NR box', is composed of five amino acids that 

fold into amphipathic helices mostly of the type LXXLL (where L is a leucine and X any 

amino acid). This interaction is based both on fit (depending on the shape of the AF-2) 

and also on electrostatic interactions with the NR 'charge clamp' composed of highly 

conserved, oppositely charged amino acids flanking both ends of AF-2. Shape and 

electrostatic complementarity suggest that the AF-2 site could be a druggable target. 

X-ray crystallography studies at this interface reveal that despite the high sequence 

homology between NRs' AF-2, NRs could indeed present different surface shapes and 

different electrostatic characteristics, which may be exploited to achieve selectivity 

(Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8).
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ER alpha ER beta

AR GR

Figure 1.7 AF-2 amino acid analyses. Amino acids of the AF-2 site are shown for Estrogen alpha receptor 

(above left), Estrogen beta receptor (above, right). Androgen receptor (below, left). Progesterone 

Receptor (below, middle) and Glucocorticoid receptor (below, right) receptors (PDB ids: 3ERD^\ 30LL^®, 

1T63^®, 1E3K^° and 1M2Z^^ respectively). Green represents lipophilic residues, blue represents basic 

residues, red represents acid residues and white represents neutral residues. The residues enclosed in 

black boxes represent the coactivator motif amino acids projections in the AF-2 pocket at position /, i+A 

and /+5.
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Figure 1.8 AR vs ERa AF-2 shape and electrostatic comparison. AR (a and a') PDB id: 1T7R 

cocrystallized with a FXXLF coactivator motif; ERa (b and b') PDB id: 2B1Z” cocrystallized with a LXXLL 

coactivator motif. Subtle differences in electrostatic and shape may be exploited to achieve selectivity. 

Surfaces generated with MOE2011.10^°; a) and b) electrostatic surface, red: negative; blue: positive; 

white: neutral; a') and b') molecular surface, color set to constant.

Phage display technology combined with X-ray crystallography has also advanced the 

'coregulator preference theory'. Specific sequences interacting at the coregulator 

interface were identified, through variation of residues flanking the common LXXLL 

'NR box'. Interestingly, in the case of AR, there is a clear preference towards bulkier 

motifs, of the type FXXLF^®'These motifs occur in natural coactivators such as 

ARA70 or ARA55. The intramolecular crosstalk between the N terminal and the C 

terminal domains, (N/C) interaction, is based on NTD motifs of the type FQNLF 

(residues 23-27) and WHTLF (residues 433-437) that bind to the AR AF-2 surface^^'^^ . 

To accommodate aromatic rich motifs at positions +1 and +5, the AR AF-2 cleft 

rearranges through an induced fit mechanism to form a long, deep and narrow binding 

groove^^'^^ when compared to other NRs like ER, which are shallower^^.
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The significance of AR coregulator inhibition is mostly based on the inhibition of the 

N/C interaction as it bridges between the AF-1 and AF-2 transactivation domains and

may be important for stabilization of the LBD-ligand complex in an active state^®.

Given these premises, NR cofactor interaction is a challenging but attractive 

pharmaceutical target. This approach is believed to overcome traditional LBP drug 

resistance issues by direct blockade of NR transcriptional activation. It is predicted that 

this interface would have lower incidence of adaptive mutations compared to the LBP, 

as any mutations at the NR cofactor interface that renders the drug ineffective would 

also block the cofactor recruitment^^.

Interestingly, instead of looking at the NR protein interface to block coregulator 

recruitment, direct coactivator inhibition with small molecules was also recently 

explored^®. As coactivator overexpression is believed to be one of the hallmarks of 

drug resistance, this strategy would offer several advantages, such as the possibility of 

tailoring each inhibitor for a specific coactivator.

Moving beyond the LBP (inside and out), the interaction between NRs and DNA is also 

an essential step for transcriptional activation. Inhibitors at this interface have also 

been developed as a possibility to overcome drug resistance. As the DBD is the most 

conserved region in nuclear receptors it is very challenging indeed to achieve 

specificity with such strategies.

Since ligand independency is one of the hallmarks of drug resistance, one additional 

alternative approach has focused on the identification of NTD inhibitors. Drug 

discovery efforts at the NTD interface to date are hampered by the lack of structural 

information; therefore, high throughput screening (HTS) has been the only approach 

employed to discover new inhibitors. The relevance of inhibition of the AF-1 has been 

only demonstrated for AR^®, as AR AF-1 has an essential role in transactivation, unlike 

in other steroid receptors

In the body of this chapter, we intend to outline the alternative (non-LBP) drug 

discovery efforts progress in terms of the evolution from peptidic to small organic
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molecule modulators, and the challenges for the future. We will group strategies by 

site, starting from the LBD, DBD and finally NTD.

1.3.2 Nuclear Receptors alternative site modulators:

1.3.2.1 Peptidic Inhibitors

The validation of the NR-cofactor interaction as a pharmaceutical target was provided 

by the study and identification of several peptide sequences that interact on the NR 

AF-2 surface.

McDonnell and colleagues®^' ^ first applied phage display methodology to identify 

protein sequences interacting with nuclear receptors (ERa and ERP), in an effort to 

develop a novel class of ER antagonists, and so overcome drug resistance. Phage 

display is a method to study protein-protein interactions, where highly diverse peptide 

libraries are generated and displayed individually on the surface of phages. The 

peptide libraries thus generated are then exposed to a protein such as the full length 

NR or the NR LBD in order to identify potential binding sequences, and obtain 

information about their specificity. Utilizing this approach, peptide libraries were 

screened for their ability to interact selectively with estradiol or tamoxifen bound ERa 

and ERp. The rationale behind this project was in first instance to explore the validity 

of NR cofactor interaction as a pharmaceutical target, and in second instance, given 

the promiscuity of coactivators and the similar structural requirements for their 

interaction within the AF-2, to assess the possibilities pertaining to specificity. Their 

work demonstrated that different ER conformations are elicited according to the 

nature of the ligand bound in the LBP (in this case, estradiol, 4-hydroxy tamoxifen or 

apo-ER)®^, and a different set of high affinity peptide probes are recruited as a result. 

An interesting implication is that the biological activity of 4-hydroxy tamoxifen and 

other ER modulators could be accounted for and differentiated based on the 

presentation of different sites outside the LBP that recruit a particular set of peptide 

sequences. The functional significance of disrupting novel non-LBP binding sites was 

confirmed at a cellular level using a mammalian two hybrid assay. The study has 

interesting implications regarding the NR-cofactor interface being an accessible
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target, but introduced the concept that NR signaling was strongly dependent on 

environmental factors, such as the cellular environment and the nature of ligand 

bound.

It was known that the NR cofactor interaction is largely conserved around common 

motifs such as LXXLL but it was not clear how specificity in such intervention might be 

achieved across NRs. Additional phage display studies suggested that selectivity of 

peptide sequences between different NRs is dependent on the residues flanking the 

core LXXLL motif, so that even within this specific and common core, functional 

variability can be achieved. This was demonstrated for ERa and ERP, by designing a 

large (more than lO^members) focused combinatorial phage library. The library 

consisted of a constant LXXLL core flanked on each side by a seven-mer of random 

amino acids (Xy-LXXLL-X?)®^. Screening identified three distinct classes of LXXLL 

interacting motifs that functionally differed in their ability to interact within the AF-2 

of ER LBD mutants in a mammalian two hybrid assay. Not all the phage display 

identified peptides containing the LXXLL motif shared the same interaction pattern 

within ER AF-2. When the peptide sequences were co-expressed in cells, they were 

able to mimic the interaction between ER and endogenous cofactors and block ER 

transcriptional activity. Residues flanking the LXXLL core at -2 or -1 position were 

found to play a critical role in specificity and in determining the motif orientation on 

the protein surface. Remarkably, peptide #293 showed ERP selectivity compared to 

ERa, indicating that residues in addition to the -1 or -2 positions surrounding the core 

may also influence or determine receptor selectivity. A focused library was then 

advanced to further investigate ER subtype specificity and develop different classes of 

potent ERP peptide antagonists, effective in presence or even in absence of the 

hormone^®, with interesting implications for chemotherapy-resistant breast cancer. In 

addition, such combinatorial phage display approaches were also applied to 

understand which specific sequences flanking the core motif confer peroxisome 

proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) specificity®^. These studies identified an 

extended PPAR consensus motif (HPLLXXLL), and selective peptides such as NBM131, 

which binds (Ko^BOnM for PPARa and PPARy) to PPAR LBD with higher affinity than the 

endogenous coactivators PGC-la or TRAP220. Peptides identified were able to
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compete with coactivators and to repress PPAR mediated transcriptional activity. 

Recently, using the same approach, a 10® set of different 19-mer peptides was 

screened in the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) in presence of different ligands®®. The 

report identified potent and selective MR antagonists of MR mediated transactivation. 

An MR unique interacting motif, MPxLXXLL, was identified in around 50% of the 

peptide sequences that interacted with MR in a ligand dependent fashion.

It is generally accepted that coregulator and NRs function overlap, therefore different 

NRs may bind the same set coactivators, but they utilize different LXXLL 'NR boxes' 

within the same coactivator for interaction, thus achieving specificity. For example, 

although thyroid receptor (TR)p and ERp bind to the same Steroid Receptor 

Coactivator (SRC)-l, they have different NR box preferences within SRC-1. TR or ER 

specificity is achieved by directed mutations on the residues around and within (at 

positions +2 and +3) of the LXXLL motif of the NR box®®. These studies contributed to 

elucidating the specificity of interaction of the common LXXLL NR box with different 

NRs and the potential required features in the design of specific peptidomimetics.

A great advance in our understanding NR selectivity was provided by the identification 

of NR box motifs other than LXXLL that specifically bind AR AF-2 with higher affinity. 

AR has been shown to preferentially bind (F/W)XXL(F/W), FXXF(F/Y) and FXXLY type 

motifs, in addition to the classic LXXLL NR motif^®' Chang and colleagues

identified high affinity peptide motifs mostly containing aromatic side chains in the 

'NR box' and have designed selective AR peptidic inhibitors directed at the coactivator 

interface^^. The aim of their work was also to find other possible coactivator 

interacting surfaces on the full length AR, but despite the expectations of the authors, 

only sequences binding at the LBD were identified. Interaction of the peptides with full 

length AR was evaluated in a mammalian two hybrid assay. Peptides were found to be 

AR specific over GR and ER, but had moderate affinity for PR, consistent with our 

understanding of the higher similarity between the AF-2 regions of AR and PR. This 

was the first report validating the AR cofactor interaction as a drug target and afforded 

a good starting point for the design of novel inhibitors.
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It is known that aromatic rich motifs are found in naturally occurring coactivators such 

as ARA55 and ARA70 and in the AR N terminal domain (FQNLF and WXXLF), where 

they mediate the N/C interaction^^’Recently, additional specific interaction motifs 

in AR cofactors such as FXXFF (gelsolin) and FXXMF (PAK6) were also identified^^. 

Gelsolin promotes AR transactivation both in presence of androgens and in presence 

of antiandrogens like hydroxyflutamide^^. Increased expression of gelsolin was found 

after androgen ablation and is thought to be associated with prostate cancer 

progression. In a recent report, the FXXFF motif from gelsolin was found to inhibit AR 

function^^ and to also affect PR function. A gelsolin based screen was employed by 

Joseph et alJ^ to identify novel AR small molecule non-LBP inhibitors and will be 

discussed in section 1.3.3.6.

The selectivity and affinity of AR for bulky hydrophobic residues at positions /+land /+5 

in the 'NR box' was confirmed by mutational studies, in silica models^^'^^ and by X-ray 

crystallography combined with phage display technology^^. A clear role in the 

determination of AR selectivity was established for residues flanking the FXXLF or 

LXXLL core^^' Recently, another approach^® studied the 'ideal' alpha helical 

conformation and length required for AR coactivator interaction, through the 

computational design of a series of miniproteins - optimizing the amino acids around 

the central biomotif and identifying which were the critical features for AR binding. 

Other miniproteins have been successfully designed for ER^^. Expanding this approach 

to other NRs could underpin the design of selective inhibitors based on the distinct 

molecular recognition signatures recognized between AR, ER and other NRs.

Phage display screening can be also informative about the NRs mechanism of 

transactivation. It was applied in probing the orphan receptor ROR"/ interaction with 

LXXLL type coactivators®° and in understanding Vitamin D Receptor (VDR) mechanism 

of transactivation linked to RXR heterodimerization®^'®^. In the latter study, subsets of 

previously identified small LXXLL peptides®^ were selected for their ability to interact 

with VDR or RXRa and showed that the inhibition of RXRa transcriptional activity also 

indirectly affects VDR transactivation, reinforcing the idea that RXR is a necessary 

heterodimeric partner for ligand mediated VDR activity.
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Collectively, such phage display studies contribute to validate the NR cofactor 

interaction as a drug target and to our understanding of the principles of selectivity in 

cofactor recognition, describing the first potent and selective inhibitors of NRs 

cofactor interactions, functionally disrupting NR transcriptional activity. These studies 

have important implications in assay development, in determining appropriate peptide 

sequences or combination of sequences to be used in screening campaigns. It has 

been demonstrated that the use of a full length NR protein as opposed to NR LBD can 

lead to different phage display screening outcomes^°'hence the need to combine 

this technique with X-ray crystallography, mutational analysis and in silica approaches 

for more powerful results.

Many issues associated with phage display peptidic inhibitors limit their application in 

clinical settings. In particular, these include the challenge to achieve efficient 

intracellular delivery in vivo, due to poor stability and poor permeability, while short 

plasma half-life reduces their efficacy in vivo. Formulation advances may ameliorate 

such adverse pharmacokinetic characteristics, with extensive investigations ongoing in 

the choice of optimal potential carriers, conjugates or tags to improve adsorption, 

solubility and tissue specific targeting"*^’

1.3.2.2 Improving the 'drug like' properties of peptide inhibitors

Phage display studies provided proof of concept for the possibility of selectively 

targeting NR coactivator interactions through functionally blocking NRs transcriptional 

activity. The design of non-natural cyclic and stapled peptides incrementally provided 

a valid step towards a more 'drug like' intervention, with the ultimate goal to design 

small molecule peptidomimetic antagonists. Cyclization is frequently used to stabilize 

peptides in an alpha helical conformation. Macrolactam constrained peptides were 

firstly described as inhibitors of the interaction between TR-|3 and the coactivator 

glucocorticoid interacting protein 1 (GRIP-l)®^. This approach was expanded in the 

computational design of a library of peptidomimetics bearing different substitutions 

on the common L1XXL2L3 NR box motif with non-natural amino acids to understand the 

basis of selectivity in the inhibition of TRjB and ERa/ERP interaction with SRC2-2®^.
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Cyclic peptides were studied in presence of different hormones, as they are able to 

affect the conformation of the AF-2 surface.

Leduc et al designed disulfide bridged cyclic peptides based on the co-crystal 

structure of ERa with a coactivator^^ yielding a novel class of peptidomimetic 

estrogen modulators (PERMs). This approach combined the formation of a stabilized 

cyclic alpha helix by / and /+4 amide formation (macrolactam cyclization) and the 

combination of D,L-dicysteine to form a / and /+3 disulfide bridge. The latter was found 

to give maximal helix stabilization, demonstrated by high potency and confirmed by X- 

ray structural studies (PDB id: IPCG). The most potent peptide identified (K|=25nM), a 

disulfide linked nonapeptide containing the LXXLL motif (PERM-1), was isoform 

selective (around 15 times more potent for ERa than ERP). Synthetic analogues of 

PERM-1 were investigated by evaluating non-natural analogues of cysteine at /, /+3 

positions, such as lanthionine and cystathionine (redox stable compared to its 

counterpart cysteine, therefore more applicable for evaluation at an intracellular level) 

that form a thioether cyclization®^, and furthermore penicillamine and homocysteine 

substituents that give variable conformational flexibility to the disulfide bridge®®. The 

introduction of non-natural amino acids such as tertiary leucine or neopentylglycine 

within the NR recognition motif LXXLL improved affinity dramatically . The 

introduction of neopentylglycine in the 'NR box' at the /+4 (L2) position, replacing 

leucine in /, /+3 disulfide constrainedcyclic peptides, yielded a potent and selective ERa 

inhibitor (potency 70pM as determined by Time-Resolved Fluorescence Resonance 

Energy Transfer (TR-FRET)). This is of particular interest because the leucine at /+4 is 

oriented outside the coregulator groove. The side chain of the neopentylglycine, being 

the same length as leucine side chain, would not be expected to make extra van der 

Waals hydrophobic contacts that could account for this dramatic potency 

improvement. However, structural studies demonstrated that intramolecular van der 

Waals contacts are formed with the side chain of isoleucine at the / position, and are 

responsible for the stability of the peptide. The activity of these non-natural peptides 

was correlated with their conformational features, suggesting that other factors in 

addition to the peptide alpha helical character are important in determining the 

activity and selectivity of the peptides.
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The functional inhibition of NR mediated transcription mediated by these peptides has 

not yet been described, suggesting that the poor permeability could be an issue for 

effective delivery at a cellular level. Thus, these studies encouraged efforts in 

improving peptide permeability and selectivity. In a recent report, a nona-arginine tag 

(Rg) was found to facilitate cellular permeability when attached to natural high affinity 

LXXLL motif sequences that were previously found to inhibit ERa transcriptional 

activity when overexpressed in cells®®. The nona-arginine LXXLL peptide coactivator 

inhibitors disrupt ER mediated transcriptional activity at a cellular level and have been 

used as molecular probes to inhibit and evaluate ERa coactivator interaction in living 

cells and to monitor ER cellular localization (in fact, ERa is displaced from the nucleus 

to the nucleoli upon binding of peptides).

In order to improve peptide permeability , another approach, the design of stapled 

peptides, has been applied for ERa and ERP®°. Stapled peptides are thought as helix 

stabilizers, and afford increased permeability and resistance to proteases®^. An 'all 

hydrocarbon' link functions as a 'staple' between alpha helix successive turns through 

the addition of olefin bearing tethers that link the / position with the /+3, /+4 or /+7 

positions of the peptide. X-ray crystal structures (PDB id: 2YJA or 2YJD) demonstrate 

that the hydrocarbon linker modifies the binding properties of the NR box LXXLL to the 

ERa or ERP so that the staple tether drives the interaction on the coactivator groove 

through van der Waals hydrophobic contacts. The consequences of this modification, 

in terms of increased hydrophobicity, on the NR cofactor interaction are not easy to 

predict and further studies are required to verify the cellular permeability of the 

stapled peptides, their functional inhibition of ER transcriptional activation and their 

NR subtype selectivity.

1.3.2.3 Peptides directed at the NR dimerization interface

In parallel to the NR cofactor approach, other peptides have been designed to block 

NR function by targeting the dimerization interface in ER LBD. A 12 amino acid 

phosphotyrosyl peptide (Yp537) from the helix 12 region of ER (amino acids 532-543) 

inhibited ER binding to estrogen responsive elements (ERE). While further studies are 

needed to validate the peptide mechanism of action, this is possibly due to disruption
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of ER dimerization®^. Yudt et al.®® rationally designed a 16 amino acid oligopeptide 

(also called the l-box) derived from the alpha helical region of ER involved in 

homodimerization, encompassing the majority of the helix 10/11 region (amino acids 

503-518). This peptide specifically precipitates ER from cell extracts depending on its 

alpha helical nature, but with an unclear mechanism, possibly due to misfolding. 

Protein misfolding and aggregation are not likely to be the best options to inhibit NR 

activity in a therapeutic context, and the functional in vivo consequences are not 

straightforward, as NRs are associated with molecular chaperones in their inactive 

state, intent on preventing misfolding. Recent in silico studies®^ have elucidated the 

molecular recognition principles at the ERa dimerization interface in different 

conditions (unliganded, agonist or antagonist bound ER) and designed a peptide that 

interacts with ERa independently of the liganded state. This particular approach could 

be useful in the rational design of peptide or small molecule inhibitors for the 

treatment of selective estrogen receptors modulators (SERM) resistant breast cancers.

1.3.3 From peptides to irreversible and/or selective small molecules

1.3.3.1 Thyroid Receptor (TR)

The thyroid receptor is involved in regulation of metabolism, growth, development 

and cardiac function®® and therefore constitutes an important pharmaceutical target. 

Like all other NRs, strategies to modulate TR function have largely been focused on the 

ligand binding domain. Inhibitors of the natural thyroid hormone (T3) and their clinical 

utility in hyperthyroidism conditions have previously been described®®'®^. Quantitative 

high-throughput screening campaigns coupled by Fluorescence Polarization (FP) assays 

utilizing SRC-2 as a fluorescent probe led to the discovery by Arnold et al. of the first 

series of irreversible small molecule Coactivator Binding Inhibitors (CBIs) of the TR-p 

interaction with SRC-2 ®®'®® (Figure 1.9).

The most potent molecules identified, exhibiting IC50 values of ~2|jM and showing full 

inhibition of TR transcriptional activity, belong to the class of aromatic p- 

aminoketones. These compounds are Mannich bases, and function as pro-drugs that 

covalently interact with nucleophilic cysteine residues at the AF-2 surface after in situ 

deamination and liberation of a,p-unsaturated ketones, the active principle
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responsible for TRp-SRC-2 inhibition. The presence of cysteine residues in TR-p AF-2 

surface is unique and affords selectivity over other classes of NR. Compounds 

evaluated were still active in presence of the natural ligand T3 and strongly suggest a 

differential mechanism of interaction.

The covalent interaction between the molecules and TRp was confirmed with mass 

spectrometry and mutagenesis studies to identify which cysteine was involved in 

binding, leading to the hypothesis that the compounds interact with Cys298 on the AF- 

2 surface. This hypothesis was validated by the X-ray crystal structure of a P-aromatic 

aminoketone 3-(dibutylamino)-l-(4-hexylphenyl)-propan-l-one (DHPPA), where the 

deaminated active principle was shown in the AF-2 region, supporting the specific 

mechanism of alkylation and a deamination in situ catalyzed by Cys298^°°. This report 

represents a very significant advance in the study and design of inhibitors at the NR 

coactivator interface, providing structural evidence of the mechanism of action of a 

small molecule at a NR AF-2 site.

These compounds present distinctive characteristics of an irreversible mechanism of 

inhibition, such as time-dependency and binding to TRp with 1:1 stoichiometry. 

Furthermore, to demonstrate functional TR inhibition, the authors used a combination 

of full length SRC-2 (containing three 'NR boxes') and full length TR, which did not 

affect the compounds inhibition.

Extensive Structure-Activity Relationship (SAR) and optimization studies for the p- 

aminoketone class were subsequently reportedCompounds were evaluated for 

their potency using FP techniques in TRa and TRP isoforms, and also for their 

cytotoxicity, solubility and permeability with a view to in vivo studies. Selectivity was 

confirmed by lack of inhibition in AR, ERa and PPARy. The in vitro potency did not 

change compared to that reported for the initial hits, but the pharmacological 

properties in terms of cytotoxicity and ion-channel off-target effects were improved.

The above mentioned adverse characteristics of P-aminoketones in vivo led to a 

second quantitative high throughput screen (qHTS) in the search of a novel improved 

chemotype. This screen identified a novel class of irreversible binders,
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methylsulphonyinitrobenzoates (MSNB)^°^'(Figure 1.9), which also target Cys298 in 

the AF-2. The irreversible mechanism was again confirmed by mass spectrometry 

analysis and by the time dependency of the interaction. MSNB were selective for TRP 

when compared to AR, VDR or PPARy. This class of compounds constitutes a significant 

improvement regarding off target effects (the lack of the basic tertiary amino group 

eliminates the off target activity towards ion channels) but present similar solubility 

and cytotoxicity profiles to the P-aminoketones. The most promising molecule from 

this screen, ML151 was reported as a selective probe to block TRP-SRC-2 interaction, 

with a potency of 1.8|JM^°^.

A third class of irreversible inhibitors was recently advanced to improve the in vivo 

properties of the MSNB probe, belonging to the class of sulfonyinitrophenylthiazoles 

(SNPTs),designed by substituting the ester linker with a cyclic bioisostere such as 

thiazole^°® (Figure 1.9). SNPTs demonstrated selectivity in inhibiting the TRp-SRC-2 

interaction in FP and functional cellular assays, leading to an improved promising class 

of inhibitors for future in vivo studies. The most potent inhibitor of the series, 2{4,1,5}, 

exhibited an IC50 of 0.3[jM, but had very weak transcriptional inhibitory activity. In 

contrast, a less potent analog, 2{3,1,2}, (IC5o=2.4^lM) (Figure 1.7) significantly inhibited 

T3-mediated luciferase activity at SpM.

MeOjS

DHPPA MLISI

Figure 1.9 Small molecules inhibitors of TR-3 /SRC2-2 interaction. From left to right, a 3-aminoketone 

chemotype: 3-(dibutylamino)-l-(4-hexylphenyl)-propan-l-one (DHPPA), the ML151 probe from the 

MSNB chemotype and one of the most potent compounds of the SNPT chemotype 2.

The results demonstrated for the different classes of inhibitors discussed suggest 

specific interaction within AF-2 site and specific alkylation. Alternative targeting of TR 

is useful to obtain probes capable to modulate TR activity in vitro and in vivo. The 

curtailment of activity in presence of natural ligand such as T3 is beneficial as a
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potential treatment for hyperthyroidism without negatively affecting the endogenous 

hormones binding, but specific toxicity concerns arising from irreversible covalent 

inhibition remain to be addressed.

1.3.3.2 Vitamin D Receptor (VDR)

Vitamin D Receptor (VDR) is involved in calcium homeostasis regulation, bone 

mineralization and immune system modulation. VDR heterodimerizes with RXR upon 

binding of l,25(OH)2 vitamin D3 to the LBD, which promotes the recruitment of 

coactivators necessary for VDR mediated transcriptional activity. Inhibition of VDR 

transcriptional activity has been applied in Paget's disease of the bone by using VDR 

LBP secosteroidal inhibitors.

A de novo strategy to design small molecule VDR peptidomimetic inhibitors was based 

on the structural requirements of the alpha helical interaction of LXXLL type motifs 

with the receptor. The first non secosteroidal small molecule VDR inhibitors, and also 

the first inhibitors of the interaction of VDR with coactivators, were benzodiazepines, 

bearing three alkyl side chains designed to mimic the three leucines of the LXXLL 

motifs^°^ (Figure 1.10). The most potent substituted benzodiazepines reported exhibit 

an IC50 of 20[jM on VDR in a TR-FRET assay and selectivity compared to ERa in 

inhibiting VDR transcriptional activity. The non-LBP nature of such antagonists was 

confirmed in a cellular reporter assay by monitoring the effects of the benzodiazepines 

in VDR mediated transcription in the presence of increasing concentration of the 

natural ligand l,25(OH)2D3 .No rightward shift on the dose response curve could be 

detected, excluding a competitive LBP mechanism of action. The benzodiazepine 

scaffold has already been validated as an alpha helix peptidomimetic inhibitor^°® and 

can be thought as a rigid substructure that mimics the alpha helical arrangement of 

the side chains in the 'NR box' of coactivators. Further studies are in progress to 

elucidate the SAR of the benzodiazepine scaffold and investigate selectivity.

Recently, 3-indolyl-methanamines were advanced as the first irreversible small 

molecule inhibitors of the interaction of VDR with the third nuclear interaction domain 

of SRC-2 (SRC2-3)^°® (Figure 1.10), with selectivity over other classes of NRs, such as 

AR, ER|3, TRa, TRP and PPARy. This class of molecules was identified through an FP
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based high throughput screen, and characterized for their solubility, toxicity and 

permeability, and their ability to inhibit VDR mediated transcription at a cellular level. 

The most potent compound reported, compound 1, presented an on target ICsoof 

3.3|jM but only a very weak inhibition of transcriptional activity at 62.5JJM. A good 

selection of secondary confirmatory assays coupled by an exhaustive SAR analysis 

proved the usefulness of the 3-indolyl-methanamine scaffold to selectively probe the 

VDR coactivator interaction. In particular, the synthetic compound 31b (IC5o=36.7|jM 

for VDR-SRC2-3 inhibition. Figure 1.10) was extensively characterized for its 

mechanism of action. The authors propose an irreversible mechanism involving 

reaction of an intermediate azafulvenium salt (more usually formed in acidic or high 

temperature conditions by elimination reactions), which then alkylates VDR. 

Remarkably, the high specificity of VDR alkylation was confirmed by no reactivity on 

other classes of NRs, where other electrophilic inhibitors have been described. 

However, cell toxicity for compound 31b at a similar concentration required for its 

transcriptional inhibitory activity was reported, which could be a 'side effect' of its 

irreversible mechanism of action. The potential for clinical utility and cross reactivity of 

these VDR inhibitors has yet to be confirmed in vivo.

Benzodiazepine 2 3-lndoly(-niethanamine 31b

Figure 1,10 Benzodiazepine and 3-lndolyl-methanamine inhibitors of VDR coactivator interaction. 

Substituted benzodiazepine scaffold (2) mimic of LXXLL mediated DRIP205 interaction with VDR and 3- 

indolyl-methanamine (31b) as selective and irreversible inhibitor of VDR interaction with SRC2-3.
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1.3.3.3 Pregnane X Receptor (PXR)

Pregnane X Receptor (PXR) and Constitutive Androstane Receptor (CAR) are orphan 

nuclear receptors which do not conform to the classical definition of NRs as ligand 

dependent transcription factors but instead function as xenobiotic sensors, and have 

an important role in drug metabolism^^°. Antagonists of xenobiotic receptors like PXR 

would be useful not only to probe the biological functions of orphan NRs, but also to 

improve therapeutic efficiency of drugs, in cancer treatment and metabolic 

diseases^^^. Computational design of PXR LBP antagonists has been challenged by the 

size and flexibility of PXR LBP, which is activated by a wide range of ligands^^^.

In 2002 Takeshita et repurposed ketoconazole (Figure 1.11), a known azole 

antifungal drug, as a novel PXR antagonist that was able to antagonize rifampicin, one 

of the known agonists of PXR. Ketoconazole's mechanism of PXR inhibition was 

confirmed by later reports, where it disrupts the interaction between activated PXR 

and activated CAR with SRC-1 in a non-competitive fashion. The non-LBP nature of 

SRC-1 inhibition was demonstrated by scintillation proximity assays by comparing the 

IC50 of ketoconazole with that of rifampicin in competing with the PXR LBP ligand [^H] 

SR12813^^'‘. The estimated Kb for ketoconazole was 55.3|jM, much higher than its 

known biological effective concentrations (ranging from 6 to 25pM), excluding a 

potential LBP competitive mechanism. Furthermore, a specific non-LBP inhibitory 

action on the AF-2 surface was suggested by site directed mutagenesis, where some 

mutants preserved ligand binding and activation but were not inhibited by 

ketoconazole^^^. Ketoconazole and other azoles were found to be pan-antagonists for 

PXR, CAR, liver X receptor (LXR) and farnesoid X receptor (FXR) in disrupting SRC-1 

binding, but did not affect SRC-1 binding to ERa or PPARy. Interestingly, ketoconazole 

presents eclectic roles across NR biology, by indirect or direct actions. Ketoconazole 

inhibits l,25(OH)2 vitamin D3 metabolizing enzymes, enhancing VDR signaling^^^ and 

inhibits cytochrome P450 dependent enzymes suppressing adrenal steroidogenesis^^^. 

Furthermore, it has been reported as a GR competitive antagonist^^®' (where it 

inhibits [^H]dexamethasone binding with an IC50 of ~100[JM) and as a direct AR binder, 

with weak antiandrogen activity (IC50 ~64|Jl\/l in competing with [^H]-R1881)^^°. 

Additionally, analogues of ketoconazole, such as sertaconazole and oxiconazole have
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been shown to competitively antagonize DHT binding to the AR LBP with IC50 of 

This raises the possibility that ketoconazole may also directly affect SRC-1 

interaction with AR and other NRs.

Ketoconazole

SPB03255

Figure 1.11 Non-LBP modulators of PXR/SRC-1 interaction. Ketoconazole was the first PXR 

cofactor/Inhibitor identified, SPB03255 and Leflunomide where derived from a ligand based rational 

approach. Coumestrol was also found to antagonize coregulator recruitment, but lacks absolute 

selectivity and its mechanism of action remains to be clarified.

Phytochemicals were also identified as PXR antagonists, such as coumestrol (Figure 

1.11), a phytoestrogen that was found to bind on the surface of PXR and antagonize 

coregulator recruitment in functional gene reporter assay^^^. Although competition 

binding experiments suggest that coumestrol competes for the binding of the ligand in 

PXR and CAR LBP, coumestrol also antagonizes PXR ligand dependent SRC-1 

recruitment to the same extent regardless of the concentration of rifampicin. This 

result supports the hypothesis of a second binding site outside the LBP, putatively the 

AF-2 region, as suggested by FP competition experiment with fluorescently labeled 

SRC-1 LXXLL in ligand bound PXR-LBD. Coumestrol was tested across a panel of nuclear 

receptors and it was found to be PXR selective, except for cross-reactivity with ERa
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and ERp. The existence of a second binding site for coumestrol can only be ult mately 

confirmed by X-ray crystal structure elucidation.

Using the azole data set, a PXR antagonist pharmacophore was developed frorr ligand 

alignment^^^. Docking studies on AF-2 suggested that ketoconazole only occup es two 

of the three subsites of the LXXLL motif (corresponding to where the three leucines 

sit), leaving open the possibility of additional rational design approaches to further 

improve inhibition. The azole pharmacophore was validated for its ability to retrieve 

other known PXR antagonists (although not necessarily binding at the same site) and it 

was also applied in the identification of novel antagonists that could also target the 

AF-2 surface^^^ (Figure 1.11). Interestingly, one of the candidates identified was 

leflunomide, a known anti-rheumatic drug, which was repurposed as a PXR/SRC-1 

inhibitor. Leflunomide disrupts PXR/SRC-1 interaction with an IC50 of 6.8^jM, possibly 

by direct binding within PXR AF-2, as suggested by site directed mutagenesis and 

molecular docking studies. This report constitutes a significant improvement towards 

the design of smaller and more efficient PXR non-LBP antagonists. However, selectivity 

issues and mechanism of action of some of the PXR antagonists (some of which may 

bind at multiple sites or multiple orientations within and outside the LBP) remain to be 

clarified, together with their in vivo utility, which is still a matter of debate.

1.3.3.4 Estrogen Receptors (ERs)

De novo structure based drug design successfully promoted the transition from 

peptide inhibitors to the first small molecule inhibitors for NR coactivator interaction 

by considering the structural arrangement of the LXXLL motif binding in ER AF-2 

surface^^^. Generally, this approach entailed the design of a central rigid central core 

corresponding to the peptide backbone (such as a pyrimidine ring), and three 

substituents that mimic the leucines spatial disposition of the NR LXXLL box (Figure 

1.12). Small molecules bearing different cores were tested for their ability to disrupt 

ERa-coactivator interaction using a fluorescence polarization assay. The non-LBP 

nature of the interaction was confirmed by a competitive radiometric binding assay. 

The best binders were found to be pyrimidine molecules. A flexible docking approach 

was applied to predict the binding mode of the best pyrimidine binders into the AF-2
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site, which is seemingly based on hydrophobic interactions. Given this premise, 

optimization of the molecule to maximize the contacts with the charge clamp could 

afford more potent inhibitors. Although the molecules identified were not very potent 

(the best pyrimidine had a K| of around SOpM), this report identified the first small 

molecule NR CBI, and confirmed that the direct mechanism of coactivator inhibition is 

an alternative feasible approach. Selectivity studies and functional cellular inhibition of 

ER transcriptional activity needs to be investigated further. A structure activity 

relationship for the pyrimidine core CBI was successively reported^^^ in an effort to 

improve potency. The effect of different substitutions on the pyrimidine core yielded a 

refined pharmacophore that summarized the required characteristics for binding to 

AF-2 (with the aid of molecular docking), improved their potency (best pyrimidine Ki 

was around 2|iM as determined by a TR-FRET assay) and confirmed their activity in a 

functional gene reporter assay. The inhibition of ER transcriptional activity was not 

affected by increasing concentrations of estradiol, confirming these compounds as 

non-LBP antagonists. Nearly all CBIs evaluated were selective for ERa over ERp. Based 

on the pyrimidine de novo design, another class of molecules, amphipathic benzenes, 

was designed to inhibit the ERa coactivator interaction^^^ (Figure 1.12). Amphipathic 

benzenes were classified as non-LBP antagonists based on TR-FRET assays and cellular 

reporter gene assays. These molecules have advantages over the pyrimidines in terms 

of solubility due to their amphipathic nature, and therefore could be better suited to 

interact in the shallow AF-2 surface, as the coactivator alpha helix is also amphipathic.

Another report combined high throughput mammalian two hybrid assays with virtual 

screening in order to identify novel alternative ER antagonists that mimic the 

structural characteristics of the LXXLL motif co-crystallized with ERa.^^®. ERI-5 (Figure 

1.12), derived from high throughput screening, was the most potent molecule (IC50 

S.SpM) that binds to ERa and ERP but not to PR. ERI-7 (Figure 1.12) was entirely 

derived from virtual screening and it is ERa selective over ERP and PR. However, ERI-7 

could not be evaluated for functional ERa inhibition in cellular assays due to poor 

permeability. The alternative mechanism of inhibition of both ERI-5 and ERI-7 was 

confirmed by their inability to displace LBP-bound estradiol and their direct binding to 

ER was demonstrated by NMR experiments. It was then suggested that these
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compounds could directly or allosterically disrupt the ERa interaction with 

coactivators. Based on this report, in an effort to improve the characteristics of ERI-5, 

a series of sixteen guanylhydrazone analogues were evaluated in functional gene 

reporter assays and the non-LBP nature was confirmed by unsurmountable binding 

with increasing concentrations of estradiol, a-tetralone guanylhydrazone based 

compounds were found to have improved potency (IC50 0.9|iM for the best 

compound)^^^. Interestingly, while it has been excluded that these compounds react 

covalently with nucleophilic residues in ERa, it may be possible that the guanidine 

group, which is protonated under physiological conditions, could interact with the 

negative patch of the AF-2 charge clamp. NR selectivity for this class remains to be 

explored. De novo structure based design to mimic the structural disposition of the 

LXXLL motif generated two more classes of antagonists, the bicyclooctanes^^° and the 

pyridylpyridones^^^ (Figure 1.12). The first class was rationally designed by an 'inside 

out approach' by concentrating on mimicking the deeply buried leucines and then 

building the core. While this report affords potential structural mimics of the 

coactivator helix, the molecules exhibit lower potency compared to their pyrimidine 

counterpart (Ki between 7 and 40[jM) and do not exhibit a clear SAR. Furthermore, the 

result from the TR-FRET assay indicates only partial inhibition of the coactivator 

recruitment to ERa. The pyridylpyridones were designed based on the alpha helix 

mimetic strategy, previously applied for other inhibitors of protein-protein 

interactions^^^. The pyridylpyridone scaffold inspired a new class of biphenyl 

proteomimetics^^^ by adding functional groups that are able to mimic the intrinsic 

dipole of the helix and that are complementary to the charge clamp of the AF-2 site 

(Figure 1.12). However, this approach still requires improvement in potency (Kj of the 

best compound was 30pM) and selectivity. The biphenyl molecules presented in the 

report only partially inhibit coactivator recruitment to ERa. To date, small molecule 

CBIs identified have only moderate potencies, in the micromolar range, which could 

limit their potential clinical application. A recent report^^'* identified and explored SAR 

around two new scaffolds (1 and 4, Figure 1.12) as ER coactivator binding inhibitors. 

Instead of de novo design, thus far the method of choice to design potent ER CBIs, the 

authors used HTS combined with TR-FRET to advance compounds in the S-BOpM
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potency range, that were functionally confirmed by a luciferase reporter assay. The 

study also underlines the importance of compound purity to exclude false positives 

(two of the four scaffolds identified were inactive after re-synthesis). A new paradigm 

to improve potency is proposed, based on water displacement contributions to 

enhance binding free energy, using a combination of induced fit docking and MM- 

GBSA approaches. Such small molecule CBIs conforming to the Lipinski rule of five 

(MW<500Da) would be insufficient to effectively displace water from the binding site 

in a manner comparable to that of the peptide, and also only partially occupy the cleft. 

The authors suggest that we should move from a groove based approach to cover 

other regions of the peptide. Further studies, based on X-ray crystallography and NRs 

selectivity, would validate the CBI enhanced potency hypothesis and design targeted 

libraries, which penalize the Lipinski rule but improve potency and NR selectivity.
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Figure 1.12 Estrogen receptor coactivator binding inhibitors. Series of small molecules CBI identified for 

the ER through de novo and structure based design (pyrimidines, amphipathic benzenes, bicycio 

octanes, pyridylpyridones and biphenyl proteomimetics, virtual (ERI-5 and ERI-7) and high throughput 

screening (1 and 4).

An interesting hypothesis emerged when the X-ray crystal structure of 4-hydroxy 

tamoxifen was solved for ERp and showed its binding at two different sites, the LBP
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(high affinity) and a second site outside the LBP, the AF-2 region (low affinity)^^^. The 

implication of this second site further confirms the importance of the AF-2 in 

modulating NR transcriptional activity and support the design of small molecules 

directed at this interface^^®. Furthermore, alternative conformations of the helix 12 in 

response to the LBP bound ligand suggest the possibility of additional modulatory 

protein surfaces, whose biological significance is unclear and yet to be clarified'*^’

1.3.3.5 Androgen Receptor (AR)

Based on advances in the design of ER CBIs^^^'^^® and on the AR preference for bulkier 

side chains at the i+1 and i+S positions in the 'NR box' of the type FXXLF^^'

1Gunther et al. designed a series of trisubstituted peptidomimetic pyrimidines 

(Figure 1.13), which are characterized by a rigid pyrimidine central core and three 

substituents, again following the classical peptidomimetic approach.

From SAR analysis, it is clear that through systematically increasing the bulk and 

lipophilicity of the pyrimidines substituents, it is possible to achieve AR selectivity over 

ER. In fact, the presence of more than two aromatic rings seems to confer AR 

specificity, as determined by an AR transcriptional activation in a cellular assay. 

However, increasing lipophilicity has adverse consequences in solubility; hence the 

pyrimidines designed could not be evaluated in a TR-FRET assay for direct AR LBD 

binding. Optimization is therefore required for these series of molecules to improve 

solubility and to generate an accurate SAR analysis for the optimal study of the 

required characteristic for AR coactivator binding inhibition. Nonetheless, this report 

found potent inhibitors of AR transcriptional activity with a demonstrated non-LBP 

mechanism and AR selectivity with IC50 values ranging from 6.6 to l.SpM.
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Figure 1.13 Peptidomimetics Pyrimidines as selective inhibitors of the AR coactivator interaction. 

Structure based design of bulky side chain pyrimidines affords selectivity towards AR.

Functional fluorescence polarization (FP) screens combined with X-ray screening 

provided an interesting series of small molecule inhibitors for the AR coactivator 

interaction^^ (Figure 1.14). The molecules identified included off-patent non steroidal 

antinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and thyroid hormones like TRIAC and T3, which were 

repurposed in this work as potential candidates for the treatment of advanced 

prostate cancer by binding to alternative non-LBP sites. The most potent compound, 

tolfenamic acid, had IC50 of ~47[jM and all of them demonstrated inhibition of AR 

activity in cellular models. Additionally, two small molecules and two chemical 

fragments were uniquely identified through the X-ray screen. This study is particularly 

important for the identification of a novel surface, termed by the authors binding 

function 3 (BF-3). In fact, in contrast to what was initially expected. X-ray screens 

revealed flufenamic acid, Triac, T3 and the two chemical fragments identified, 2- 

methylindole and indole-3-carboxylic acid reside in the BF-3 binding site instead of the 

AF-2 site. Moreover, some residues of AF-2 were conformationally affected by binding 

of the compounds at the BF-3 surface, influencing coactivator recruitment as a 

consequence. From this structural evidence, it was possible to hypothesize that BF-3 is 

a novel allosteric surface and a potential non LBP pharmaceutical target that could be 

exploited to find alternative therapies for prostate cancer. In addition, BF-3 is a 

conserved surface amongst different NRs^^ and this offers an opportunity to 

understand the molecular mechanism of coactivator recruitment, and subsequently its 

inhibition. Combining routine in vitro assays like FP with X-ray crystallography 

screening is a useful approach that allows the identification of small binding fragments 

that could be used as building blocks to build tight binding inhibitors. As the small
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molecules identified in this report were crystallized both at AF-2 and BF-3 sites, we can 

refer to them as mixed AF-2/BF-3 inhibitors (Figure 1.14).

Flufenamicacid

T3

Tolfenamic acid Me dofenamic aci d

TRIAC

Figure 1.14 Mixed AF-2/BF-3 inhibitors. Molecules identified by FP and X-ray screen including NSAIDs 

(Flufenamic, Tolfenamic and Meclofenamic acid) and thyroid hormones (T3 and TRIAC) both in AF-2 and 

in a novel allosteric site on the AR surface, named BF-3.

Selective AR BF-3 inhibitors were recently identified in a study by Lack et al^^^ (Figure 

1.15), where a virtual screening campaign was conducted on the Zinc database and led 

to the identification of several different scaffolds with potencies ranging from 0.5 to 

50|iM in inhibiting AR transcriptional activity in cellular models. AR binding was 

confirmed by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and ultimately the small molecules 

binding mode at the BF-3 site was elucidated by X-ray crystal structures (PDB id: 3ZQT, 

2YLO, 2YLP and 2YLQ). Interestingly, it was observed that the binding at the BF-3 site 

does not always induce allosteric coactivator displacement from the AF-2 site.

.N^S
S

N^S

OH

Figure 1.15 BF-3 Selective inhibitors. Most potent molecules identified from virtual screening campaign 

on the Zinc database. All these molecules were cocrystallized in the AR BF-3 site.
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Another recent report developed a series of small molecules from a yeast screen 

which structurally resemble previously identified flufenamic acid as candidates to 

inhibit the 52kDa FK506 binding protein (FKBP52) association with the AR-Hsp90 

complex^^° FKBP association with Hsp90-receptor complex is mediated by the FKl 

domain that interacts with the AR LBD and enhances hormone binding to the LBP. 

Interestingly, mutational analysis suggests that amino acids in the AR LBD that 

enhance FKBP binding overlap with the recently identified surface BF-3. The 

compounds identified differ in their activity between wt and mutant receptors in yeast 

reporter assays, suggesting BF-3 as the potential target site. Moreover, the 

compounds tested were unable to compete with a fluorescently labeled coactivator 

for the AF-2 site and they do not displace the dihydrotestosterone (DHT) from the LBP. 

In absence of direct evidence of interaction within BF-3 surface, the authors 

performed in silico docking simulation to predict the compounds' binding mode. The 

most promising compound, MJC013 (Figure 1.16), was found to specifically inhibit 

FKBP52 mediated enhancement of AR mediated expression of a luciferase reporter 

gene(with IC50 of 0.45|jM) and to block AR dependent gene expression and hormone 

dependent cell proliferation in several prostate cancer cell lines with IC50 consistent 

with those exhibited in inhibiting luciferase reporter activity. Although direct binding 

evidence has not yet been provided, this report suggests an additional strategy of non- 

LBP intervention on the FKBP52/AR interaction, which could be specifically modulated 

with small molecules, and it proposes a new interesting insight on the role of BF-3 in 

regulating AR function. In addition, the multifactorial role of BF-3 in regulating the AR 

function as an allosteric site or as a potential protein-protein interaction site has 

recently been confirmed by mutational studies and molecular dynamics simulations^®, 

wherein different BF-3 mutants where predicted to influence AF-2 subpockets' 

conformational reorganization when compared to AR wt. Such effect varied 

accordingly to the mutant's capacity to activate or inhibit AR transcriptional activity. 

This has significant implications for future design strategies for alternative AR surface 

inhibitors.
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Figure 1.16 Inhibitors of the AR FKBP52 association. MJC013 was identified in a recent screen as a 

possible binder at the BF-3 surface.

A structure based drug design approach was recently carried out by our own group^^\ 

wherein the structural information available for AR interaction with different 

coactivator motifs was employed to build a 3D pharmacophore. The resultant model 

was used to screen commercially available small molecule databases. This approach 

yielded a novel class of diarylhydrazides (Figure 1.17), presenting a rigid linker and two 

aromatic features that were designed to mimic the F {/) and F (/+5) of the 'NR box'. 

Although non selective for PR, these small molecules are selective for AR over GR, ERa 

and ERP, and act as 'true' AR antagonists, as demonstrated by the lack of intrinsic 

agonistic activity in inducing prostate specific antigen (PSA) expression in absence of 

androgens, and inhibiting both DHT or Cyproterone Acetate (CPA) stimulated PSA 

expression at lOpM. The diarylhydrazides identified had potencies between 13 and 

26|jM in a TR-FRET assay. This novel class of antagonists could potentially be useful in 

the design and optimization of a specific AR AF-2 pharmacophore model to identify 

selective inhibitors at the coactivator interface with potential application in castrate 

resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) treatment.
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Figure 1.17 Diarylhydrazides as selective inhibitors of AR coactivator interaction. Diarylhydrazides were 

designed using a 3D pharmacophore model based on the structural requirements of AR interaction with 

coactivators.

In parallel to the research conducted on AR BF-3, a virtual screening campaign on the 

Zinc database identified selective AR AF-2 specific inhibitors^^^ (Figure 1.18). Two 

classes of small molecules were identified, a class of 3-dihydro-lH-perimidine and a 

substituted lH-pyrazol-5-(4H)-one. Crystallographic information were obtained for 

compound 5 (PDB id: 2YHD), showing a potential induced fit interaction with Lys720 in 

the charge clamp. Hits identified displace a fluorescently labeled coactivator peptide 

with potency ranging from 8 to 32(iM in an FP assay. Due to the high conservation 

between NRs within the charge clamp, it would be necessary to further explore 

selectivity. SAR studies would also be advantageous to understand the mechanism of 

action of the compounds and their in vivo application in CRPC. Nonetheless, this was 

the first report where virtual screening was applied in the discovery of selective AR AF- 

2 binders.

1 Ri=OCH2CH3, R2=0H 
2Ri=H,R2=OH 
3R1OCH3, R2OH 
4Ri=OH, R2=0CH3 
5Ri=OH, R2=0H

Figure 1.18 Specific AR AF-2 inhibitors. Class of substituted 3-dihydro-lH-perimidine and a substituted 

lH-pyrazol-5-(4H)-one identified through a virtual screening campaign on the Zinc database.
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1.3.3.6 AR Non-LBP general approaches

In 2009 two different reports, one from Jones and colleagues^'*^ and the other from 

Joseph and colleagues^^ identified second site non-competitive antiandrogens whose 

exact mechanism of action and binding site remains to be clarified (Figure 1.19).

Jones et al^^^ identified pyrviunium pamoate (PP), an FDA approved drug as an 

anthelmintic and harmol hydrochloride (HH), a natural product, as non-competitive 

antiandrogens using a conformation based cellular screen previously reported^^. 

Differential mechanism of action of the reported compounds was confirmed by their 

synergistic action in prostate cancer cell lines with a known LBP antiandrogen, 

bicalutamide and by in in vivo models. PP and HH do not displace radiolabeled DHT 

from the LBP, and the inhibition of AR maximal activity is not affected in the presence 

of saturating concentrations of DHT. The compounds demonstrated higher potency 

than bicalutamide in inhibiting AR transcriptional activity in LNCaP cells, with a 

reported IC50 of 24nM for PP and 128nM for HH. Interestingly, PP and HH act 

synergistically; therefore they each adopt a different mechanism of inhibition of AR 

transcriptional activity. To gain further insight to the mechanism of action, chromatin 

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was employed to identify potential interaction with AR 

binding sequences in the DNA near androgen responsive genes. In the presence of 

DHT, HHin synergy with bicalutamide reduces AR occupancy at AR binding sites 

located near androgen responsive genes. The combination of PP, HH and bicalutamide 

also reduces RNA pol II occupancy at the PSA promoter (start site), but while HH blocks 

AR promoter occupancy, PP acts at a different level, by permitting promoter 

occupancy but blocking subsequent RNA pol II occupancy. Preliminary in vivo studies 

for PP (HH could not be evaluated due to rapid metabolism) indicate that it could be 

further explored in clinical studies as an antiandrogen, perhaps in combination with 

bicalutamide^'*^.

These findings demonstrate the possibility of modulating AR function without affecting 

ligand binding, confirmed by a synergistic mechanism of action with 'classical' 

antagonist both in vitro and in vivo. However, the target binding site of these
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compounds remains to be identified and the selectivity across NRs requires additional 

investigation.

D36

Pyrvinium Harmol

Figure 1.19 Non-LBP general approaches. Small molecules that inhibit AR though non-LBP mechanism of 

action, but with unidentified binding site. D36 and D80 were selected by a gelsolin displacement assay, 

while Pyrviunium (PP) and Harmol (HH) were identified by a conformational screen.

D36 and D80 were selected from a conformational screen of a 10,000 member library 

of small molecules for their ability to disrupt gelsolin, a known AR interacting protein 

containing the FXXFF motif, coupled by a functional MMTV luciferase assay^^. Based on 

this study, D36 and D80 were clustered by inducing a conformational change which 

closely resembles the apo/unliganded form of the receptor and it is clearly 

distinguishable from the 'classical' antagonist induced conformational change. Direct 

interaction with AR was confirmed by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and functional 

cellular assays reveal an inverse agonist mechanism of inhibition as the compounds 

inhibited basal levels of AR dependent gene expression, repressed basal pol II and 

cofactor recruitment at PSA enhancer below vehicle control. Compounds were found 

to compete with radiolabeled R1881 (a potent AR agonist) but to induce a unique AR 

conformation, suggesting the potential binding at a second site. Although the precise 

mechanism of inhibition remains unclear, the use of conformational screen on a full
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length AR offers the advantage to identify unique inhibitors and it is a promising tool 

to probe ligand induced AR conformational ensembles.

In conclusion, until the resolution of an X-ray crystal structure, the binding site for such 

molecules is only speculative. From the results obtained to date, it is possible to 

confirm that compounds' action is mechanistically different than that of classical LBP 

based antagonists and thus they present an additional opportunity to potentially 

overcome classical antiandrogen resistance.

1.3.3.7 Direct targeting of the coactivator

One of the molecular mechanisms of drug resistance associated with cancer is 

overexpression of coactivators such as SRC-1 and SRC-3. Therefore, an interesting 

recent approach proposes it is possible to target the coactivator itself^* instead of the 

interacting NR surface. Notably, the most commonly used screening assays such as TR- 

FRET or competition FP experiments are currently unable to distinguish whether a 

particular molecule targets the NR surface of interaction with coactivators or the 

coactivator itself. Hence, the authors re-evaluated publicly available small molecule 

hits that disrupt coactivator interaction with NRs for their ability to directly degrade 

SRC-1 or SRC-3. Amongst these small molecules, gossypol (Figure 1.20), was found to 

directly bind SRC-3 receptor interacting domain (RID) and to reduce SRC-1 and SRC-3 

protein levels - independently of ERa expression levels and the ERa bound ligands in 

MCF-7 breast cancer cells. The down-regulation of SRC-1 and SRC-3 induced by 

gossypol is proteasome independent and occurs at a post-translational level. This 

investigation was extended to several cancer cell lines, wherein gossypol reduced SRC- 

3 protein levels and inhibited cell viability with IC50 values ranging from ~2 to 4fjM 

while demonstrating no measureable effect on normal cell lines at the same 

concentrations.
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Gossypol

Figure 1.20 SRC direct inhibition. Gossypol was identified from re-evaluation of available NR coactivator 

inhibitors as a candidate molecule that degrades SRC-1 and SRC-3 coactivators.

Interestingly, this promiscuous natural polyphenol was originally studied for its effects 

on fertility and later developed as a male contraceptive^''^. It is presently in phase II 

clinical trial for prostate cancer treatment in combination with androgen ablation 

therapy and it has been evaluated in metastatic breast cancer in phase I/ll clinical 

trials^^®. Among the targets by which gossypol exerts its biological effects are 5a 

reductase^"'^, lip-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase^''® and the Bcl-2 family, due to its 

BH3 mimetic properties'''®. Compounds that directly target coactivators again 

represent a novel strategy to overcome drug resistance. The strength of this approach 

is given by the essential role of SRC family of coactivators in NRs transcriptional 

activity, by their overexpression in many cancers and by their cross-talk with other 

regulatory pathways, such as growth factor signaling cascades, which contributes to 

acquired chemotherapy resistance development®®'The design of small molecules 

that directly target the SRC coactivator proteins themselves is challenging due to both 

the absence of well-defined high affinity ligand binding sites and their large size®®''®'. 

Nevertheless this was the first report to demonstrate feasibility of direct SRC inhibition 

with small molecules.

1.3.4 The DNA binding domain as a drug target

The DNA binding domain (DBD) represents another alternative promising target for 

non-LBP based NR drug discovery. This approach is thought to possibly overcome drug 

resistance, as all mechanisms of resistance studied to date still involve the NR binding 

to DNA. This is supported by the fact that NR DBD interaction with NR response
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elements (NRE) specific sequences in DNA is a key step in NR transcriptional activation. 

Drug discovery at the DBD is challenging, specifically in regard to achieving selectivity 

between the NR family members - the DBD is the most highly conserved domain in this 

protein family. Additionally, regulatory elements in the genes may be promiscuous in 

vitro (with some exceptions).

Essentially, there are two main drug design strategies for inhibition of NR binding to 

DNA. The first is aimed at the development of drugs that bind specific DNA sequences 

and thus disrupt the NR binding. Drugs that are able to bind to a broad spectrum of 

DNA sequences with high affinity include pyrrole-imidazole polyamides, which contain 

pyrrole (Py) and imidazole (Im) units usually connected by a y amino acid turn to 

generate a hairpin. A series of hairpin polyamides were designed to inhibit the NR-DBD 

interaction, in particular the interaction between hERR2 and ERa with the estrogen 

responsive element (ERE)^^^ minor groove. Polyamides inhibit NR binding to DNA with 

two different mechanisms, one that targets the minor groove directly, and one 

indirect, where polyamides binding at the DNA minor groove allosterically disrupt the 

conformation of the opposing major groove within the ERE. This allosteric mechanism 

of action has been confirmed by X-ray crystallography .

Hairpin polyamides were also designed to inhibit AR DNA binding interaction^^^. 

Although NR selectivity was not raised before with polyamides, Nickols et 

designed androgen responsive element (ARE) specific hairpin polyamides. The 

designed hairpin polyamides were cell permeable and demonstrated binding to AR 

specific ARE at the PSA promoter and at other AR regulated genes, such as 

transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) and FKBP5, down-regulating their 

expression in a similar fashion to that achieved by bicalutamide when tested at the 

same concentration. Chenoweth et improved the DNA binding affinity of the 

hairpin polyamides by designing and synthesizing a series of cyclic polyamides. In a 

cyclic polyamide, the classic hairpin previously described is closed with a second amino 

acid turn. Cyclization had no bearing on cell permeability and reduced mRNA levels of 

AR dependent genes such as PSA in a comparable way to the hairpin polyamides. In 

vitro ADMET studies also showed favorable pharmacokinetic profiles, characterized by
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good solubility, high liver stability and low toxicity. An AR DNA binding inhibition 

approach could potentially be applied in CRPC, and also to study AR dependent gene 

expression. However, some questions remain. A single polyamide would unlikely be 

able to affect all AR dependent genes simultaneously, as the ARE is degenerate, but it 

is indeed possible that one, or a small mixture of, tailored polyamide(s) could 

selectively target groups of AR dependent genes on the basis of their similarities in 

ARE^^^. A similar approach was applied in the design of specific polyamides directed to 

GR glucocorticoid response elements (GRE), in an effort to uncouple transrepression 

(DNA binding independent) and transactivation (DNA binding dependent) mechanisms 

of GR transcriptional activity. Due the promiscuity of hormone response elements 

(HRE), the selectivity of polyamides has not been investigated fully and in vivo 

validation is outstanding.

Alternatively to polyamides, the inhibition of ER binding to DNA was also achieved by 

the design of a novel inhibitor, XR5944, originally rationally designed as a 

topoisomerase inhibitor^^®. This study confirmed how XR5944's mechanism of action 

is independent of topoisomerase binding but rather is related to inhibition of 

transcription through specific binding to the DNA major groove (the site of 

transcription factors binding). In this report, XR5944 specifically inhibited ER 

transcriptional activity in MCF-7 cellular models cells by disrupting ER ERE interaction 

directly.

The second NR DNA binding inhibition strategy is to target the DNA binding domain 

itself, focusing on the zinc fingers. Zinc fingers have a crucial role in NR DBD stability 

and NR dimerization. As demonstrated by Whittal et ai}^^, disruption of zinc fingers 

has a critical impact in NR function. ER DNA binding is reversibly inhibited by a range of 

oxidizing agents that disrupt the Zn-S interaction by eliminating the zinc ion and 

forming a disulfide bond. A structure based drug design strategy was encouraged by 

the disclosure of the first X-ray crystal structures for GR^® and ER^^®. The structural 

arrangement of the DBD, consisting of two zing fingers coordinating four cysteines 

inspired the design of (weak) electrophilic compounds which displace Zn^'^ from the 

DBD and react with the sulfhydryl of the cysteines^^®, or alternatively, metal chelating
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compounds. Through such strategies, it has been possible to design small molecule 

inhibitors which have permeability advantages over polyamides. However, it remains 

challenging to achieve specificity for a particular NR or specificity across diverse range 

of cellular zinc fingers.

Electrophilic compounds such as disulfide benzamide (DIBA) (Figure 1.21), and 

benzisothiazolone derivatives (BITA) were evaluated for their ability to inhibit estrogen 

stimulated proliferation in MCF-7 ER positive cells in vitro and in vivo DIBA and 

BITA selectively react within ERa DBD zinc fingers, as monitored by a zinc ejection 

assay, and block ER binding to its responsive elements and subsequent ER mediated

transactivation gene transcription 160, 161 The selectivity preference towards ER zinc

fingers was evaluated in comparison to other NRs like PR and to other zinc dependent 

and non-zinc dependent transcription factors. By investigating the mechanism of 

action of DIBA and BITA in depth, it was hypothesized that DBD targeting can 

circumvent tamoxifen resistance and restore tamoxifen sensitivity in breast cancer 

cells^®^ via modulation of interdomain communications with the NTD and coregulator 

recruitment as demonstrated by in vivo experiments. These reports provide proof of 

concept for the possibility of selectively disrupting NR DNA interaction as an 

alternative mechanism for the treatment of advanced breast cancer to overcome drug 

resistance.

Another class of DBD inhibitors was retrieved from an HTS screen using fluorescence 

anisotropy microplates, evaluating the binding capability of small molecules for a 

fluorescently labeled (fl) consensus ERE (cERE). A small molecule, theophylline, 8- 

[(benzylthio)methyl]-(7CI,8CI) (TPBM)^®^ (Figure 1.21), was found to disrupt estradiol- 

ERa complex binding to ERE with an IC50 of around SpIVI. Unlike the majority of the 

small molecules identified by this HTS screen, TPBM is selective towards for ER over 

other members of the NR family (AR, GR and PR). It exhibits low toxicity in ER negative 

cell lines. The compound inhibits estradiol induced transactivation in both estrogen 

dependent cells and in tamoxifen resistant cells. TPBM does not displace estradiol 

from the LBP and therefore inhibits estradiol-ERa complex association to fIcERE with 

an alternative mechanism of action, which is not due to zinc chelation in the DBD, in
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contrast to the described mechanism of inhibition for electrophiles like DIBA. Although 

it can be classified as an alternative non-LBP inhibitor, the actual binding site of TPBM 

remains to be clarified.

COOH

CH2(CH2)i6CHCH(CH2)4CH3

H2NO2S

Anacardic acid C24:l DIBA

Figure 1.21 Small molecules as NR DNA binding domain inhibitors. Small molecules inhibitors of DBD 

identified through HTS. Electrophilic molecules like TPBM and its analog TPSF, DIBA and most recently 

identified anacardic acid.

A cellular based screen on a set of structural analogues of TPBM, identified p-fluoro-4- 

(l,2,3,6,-tetrahydro-l,3-dimethyl-2-oxo-6-thionpurin-8-ylthio) (TPSF)^^^ as a non

competitive inhibitor of ERa (Figure 1.21), vyhich vyas 15-fold more potent than TPBM 

in inhibiting ERa mediated gene expression in cells. Intriguingly, although structurally 

similar to TPBM, TPSF has a different and unique mechanism of action in that it does 

not disrupt ERa binding to fIcERE in vitro. TPSF affects ERa protein levels in breast 

cancer cells, while TPBM does not. This effect was blocked by the proteasome 

inhibitor MG132, suggesting that the promotion of TPSF ER degradation is proteasome 

dependent. Just like TBPM, its mechanism of action is non-competitive. The inhibitory 

dose-response curve does not present a rightward shift in presence of increasing 

concentrations of estradiol. TPSF tethers estradiol-ERa complex through DNA bound 

transcriptional regulators, demonstrated by the inhibition of induction of cyclin D1
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mRNA, a contributing factor to MCF-7 cell growth in vitro. TPSF demonstrated ER 

selectivity and only weakly inhibits AR and GR. Since the compound showed inhibition 

of ER transcriptional activity in estradiol dependent and tamoxifen resistant cell lines, 

and exhibited low toxicity in ER negative cell lines, it is positioned as a promising agent 

for the treatment of advanced breast cancer.

More recently, anacardic acid (C24:l), already known as a histone acetyltransferase 

inhibitor^^ (Figure 1.21), was shown to inhibit breast cancer cell proliferation 

regardless of their endocrine/tamoxifen sensitivity^^^. Interaction with the ER DBD and 

in vitro ERE inhibition was supported by electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) 

and by molecular docking studies, where anacardic acid was predicted to bind 

between the zinc fingers of the DBD with much higher affinity when compared to the 

LBP. In support of an alternative non-LBP mechanism of action, anacardic acid does 

not displace radiolabelled estradiol from the LBP of ERa or ERP and ChIP data show 

that treatment of ER positive MCF-7 cells with anacardic acid blocks the estradiol 

induced ERa occupancy at the endogenous pS2 gene promoter. Anacardic acid's 

predicted binding site in the DBD zinc fingers could be reasonably justified by its 

known antioxidant properties, due to its action as a metal chelating agent^®^. However, 

this hypothesis remains to be confirmed by a zinc displacement assay. Although 

anacardic acid was found to be approximately 2-fold selective towards ERa in reducing 

estradiol induced ERE reporter activity compared to ERP, the selectivity against other 

NRs remains to be assessed and quantified.

1.3.5 The N-terminal domain as drug target

Sadar and colleagues discovered the first nuclear receptor NTD small molecule 

inhibitor, termed EPI-001^^^ (Figure 1.22). The AF-1 region in the NTD is deemed 

essential for ligand dependent AR transcriptional activity“‘^^, but it also regulates 

ligand independent transactivation^^®'^™. Targeting this interface with small molecule 

inhibitors could be valuable for the treatment of castration resistant prostate cancer. 

For such reasons, the AR NTD has been defined as the 'Achilles' heel' of AR activity^®. 

Another putative advantage of targeting the NTD, is a greater potential to achieve 

selectivity over other NRs, due to low degree of sequence similarity (<15% homology
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across the NR family) in this site. Current drug discovery efforts are hindered by the 

lack of an X-ray crystal structure for the NTD, which is an intrinsically disordered region 

of high flexibility. Nonetheless, in the case of AR, high throughput screening 

approaches have been so far successful in discovering different classes of peptide and

small molecule inhibitors59

In a first rational approach, a fragment corresponding to the NTD peptide itself was 

overexpressed to create decoy molecules (ARi ssg) that competitively bind the 

interacting proteins required for activation of the endogenous full-length AR and 

inhibit specifically AR transcriptional activity in androgen dependent and independent 

conditions (Figure 1.22). Decoy peptides were found to be AR selective, except for 

cross reactivity with PR^^^. This provided the first evidence for NR-NTD targeting as a 

novel therapeutic approach, whose functional implications were validated by in vivo 

studies. In an effort to probe the AR NTD function with selective small molecule 

inhibitors, Sadar et al.^^^ screened a library of marine sponge extracts, and found small 

chlorinated peptides from the sponge Dysidea sp. as AR-NTD transactivation inhibitors. 

Sintokamides (Figure 1.22) present a common peptidic rigid scaffold which varies 

according to the number of chlorinated substituents. Sintokamides inhibit proliferation 

in androgen sensitive prostate cancer cells and also to inhibit androgen independent 

signaling, represented by forskolin induced AR-NTD transcriptional activity. A similar 

screen was more recently conducted, leading to the discovery of another class of 

natural products, Niphatenones, extracts of the marine sponge Niphates digitalis as 

NTD transactivation inhibitors^^^ (Figure 1.22). Niphatenone B alkynyl ether analogue 

was found to covalently interact within the AR NTD AF-1. Niphatenones do not bear a 

rigid peptidic scaffold, rather they present more 'drug like' properties, and could 

inspire a new class of small molecule irreversible inhibitors relevant to the treatment 

of CRPC.

EPI-OOl, a bisphenol A diglycidic ether analog (BADGE), was the first small molecule 

identified to selectively block protein-protein interactions at the AR-NTD by 

interacting with the AF-1 in vitro and in vivo,^^^ without interfering with the ligand 

binding in the LBP. EPI-OOl was found to block both androgen dependent and
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androgen independent (forskolin and IL-6 induced) activation of AR dependent genes, 

such as PSA and TMPRSS2. EPI-OOl inhibited NTD transactivation in the 22Rvl cellular 

model, which expresses both full length AR and constitutively active splice variants 

that lack the LBD. Truncated splice variants that constitutively activate AR 

transcriptional activity are one of the feature characteristics of CRPC^^^. In vivo studies 

demonstrate selective inhibition of androgen dependent tumor growth and low 

toxicity. According to these reports, EPI-OOl could potentially overcome the limitations 

of LBP antiandrogens and contribute towards the understanding of the molecular 

mechanism of CRPC and by selectively silencing the ligand independent AR 

transactivation pathway through the NTD.

OH

EPI-OOl

OH

Cl

1 Ri=CCl3, R2=CHCl2
2 Ri=CCl3, R2=CCl3
3 Ri=CHCl2, R2=CHCl2
4 Ri=Ca3, R2=CH2CI
5 Ri=CCl3, R2=CH3

Sintokamides A-E

OH
HO^^A^ NiphatenoneA

NiphatenoneB

Figure 1.22 AR NTD directed inhibitors. EPI-OOl is the first selective small molecule inhibitor. 

Sintokamides and Niphatenones result from a screen of marine products extracts.

The strong correlation between CRPC and the AR AF-1 is supported by several lines of 

evidence, such as the presence of constitutively active splice variants lacking the LBD 

as mentioned above, and by evidence that the ligand independent pathway does not 

rely on the AR AF-2^^^. Thus, a successful candidate NTD inhibitor would block AR 

transcriptional activity regardless of the progression status of prostate cancer, both in
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ligand dependent and independent conditions. To date, compounds identified have 

shown direct interaction within the AR NTD and inhibition of NTD mediated 

transcriptional activity, suggesting the feasibility of this alternative strategy. Further 

studies need to be carried out to validate the NTD inhibition and so exploit this target 

for other NR-mediated diseases where LBP based therapy fails.

1.4 Discussion/Conclusions

During the past decade, NR drug discovery research has made considerable progress in 

identifying and validating alternative non-LBP sites as drug targets to overcome the 

limitations of 'classic' LBP based therapeutic regimens, which have been the mainstay 

for treatment for over 40 years^^®. Alternative non-LBP drug discovery is driven by 

increasing structural studies efforts which further our understanding of how NRs 

interact with their coregulator protein partners and DNA to initiate transcriptional 

activity.

While traditional approaches have identified molecules that indirectly inhibit NR 

activity through LBP ligand displacement, and elucidated the molecular pharmacology 

of agonism/antagonism activity and coregulator recruitment, non-LBP based 

approaches aim at the direct inhibition of NR transcriptional interfaces. Thinking 

outside the LBP 'box' could overcome drug resistance mechanisms, which, due to 

mutations and functional changes from antagonists to agonists, are far more prevalent 

when targeting the LBP.

Several non-LBP strategies have been explored to date, across domains beyond the NR 

LBD, such as the NTD and the DBD. Very little is still known about the NTD ligand 

independent transactivation mechanism and no X-ray crystal structures are available, 

and as a result, research in this field has been promising but limited to only AR. The 

DBD approach has been applied only to AR, ER and GR, but in vivo and functional 

studies to validate the NR DBD as a possible candidate site to overcome drug 

resistance are still lacking.
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In contrast, NR cofactor interaction has received the lion's share of non-LBP attention 

as a druggable and promising target for the development of small molecule inhibitors. 

Studies to date have identified specific peptidic sequences required for coregulator 

interaction with different NRs and related potent peptide inhibitors, and have 

developed several small organic molecules as peptidomimetics, mostly using HTS or a 

de novo drug design approach. Our understanding of the structural requirements for 

NR cofactor interaction has also encouraged structure based and ligand based virtual 

screening approaches. X-ray crystallography has been successfully used as a 

complementary tool in HTS campaigns and in the identification of novel regulatory 

sites on the NR surface^^. NR selectivity at the coregulator interface is by no means 

fully explored, due to the interplay of numerous factors, including the nature of the 

ligand bound in the LBP, which generate different conformations, and perhaps 

different regulatory sites on the NR surface"^'Recently, Sun et al^^'* proposed the 

design of CBI targeted libraries with increased molecular weight to improve the (small) 

molecule coverage of the coactivator binding site. These parameters are often 

overlooked in routine screening campaigns that consider 'drug like' libraries with small 

molecules, striving to satisfy Lipinski's rule of five for orally bioavailable drugs. CBI 

potency may also be improved by exploiting hydrogen bond networks on the AF-2 

surface^® and the small molecule's charge complementarity with the charge clamp. 

Beyond this, irreversible inhibitors have been identified for several targets, including 

TR, VDR, and AR AF-1. Irreversible inhibition may afford improvement of potency, but 

such an approach is not divorced from potential clinical drawbacks in vivo such as a 

toxicity and a potential lack of specificity^^®.

More comprehensive structure activity relationship studies are needed for compounds 

targeting other than the ligand binding pocket in NRs, with a view to progressing from 

hit to lead and further into eventual clinical evaluation. Nonetheless, the future of 

non-LBP NRs drug discovery remains promising and is gaining pace, building on the 

rapid progress made in just the past 10 years.

This thesis is focused in particular on the discovery and characterization of inhibitors of 

the Androgen Receptor activation function-2 as potential candidates to overcome
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CRPC and as tool compounds to understand NR biology, especially in terms of 

medicinal chemistry related to activity and selectivity.
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Chapter 2

From Virtual screening to lead 
optimization: antagonists of the AR 
interaction with coactivators at the AF- 
2 interface
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Virtual Screening: a general overview

The term "virtual screening" (VS) was coined in the late 1990s to describe the use of in 

silica computational algorithms and models for the identification of novel bioactive 

molecules, as opposed to high throughput screening (HTS), that so far has yielded the 

majority of drug candidates available on the market - by directly assaying a large 

number of compounds (10^-10^) against a set of targets. Compared to HTS, VS 

purports to reduce a large library database of compounds to a more manageable size\ 

where the compounds can be pre-filtered for their favorable physiochemical 

characteristics, typically complying to the Lipinski's rule of five for orally bioavailable 

drug-like molecules^. Often these chemical library databases are commercially 

accessible, reducing the time and cost compared to de novo organic synthesis. The 

main objective of VS is to improve the drug discovery process in the search of new 

leads^ complementing HTS. Broadly speaking, VS methods can be classified as 

structure based virtual screening (SBVS) and ligand based virtual screening (LBVS). 

SBVS requires that some structural information of the target is available, and typically 

involves the molecular docking of a ligand into the target site (described more in detail 

in chapter 3). LBVS relies on the information from a series of compounds that are 

experimentally known to bind to a specific target, in terms of pharmacophore models, 

similarity or substructure searches and structure-activity relationship (SAR) studies to 

identify similar compounds in external databases^. Both LBVS and SBVS use scoring 

functions to rank compounds in view to select a small subset for biological evaluation. 

Virtual screening applications, together with its successes and pitfalls^' have been 

extensively reviewed to help the researcher to carefully discriminate and select an 

appropriate VS protocol from the wide variety of options available.

Whereas a significant structural component consisting of a combination of molecular 

docking and a 3D pharmacophore approaches was necessary at the start of this work 

to identify new hits (through pharmacophore constrained structure based virtual 

screening), once the translation from peptides to small molecules was achieved, the 

main computational design focus of this thesis shifted towards the application of LBVS,
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in terms of similarity searches and structure activity relationship studies, with a view 

to optimise the VS hits to potential lead candidates.

Virtual Screening

SBVS « LBVS
Target structure 
Molecular Docking

Pharmacophores 
Chemical similarity 
SAR ,

Molecular Docking

Hits

SAR/QSAR
Similarity/ Substructure Search 
ADMET predictions

Leads

Figure 2.1 Virtual screening overview. VS can be broadly divided into structure based virtual screening 

(SBVS) or ligand based virtual screening (LBVS). Both techniques have as a common output - the 

obtainment of (several) 'hits', through molecular docking in case of SBVS should the target structural 

information be available (solid arrow) or through LBVS where ligand information alone is employed 

(dashed lines). The hits obtained can then be refined by means of quantitative structure activity 

relationship studies (QSAR), similarity or substructure database searches, and ADMET predictions to 

improve their pharmacokinetic profile towards its ultimate progression to a lead.

2.1.2 Structure Based Virtual Screening

Structure based virtual screening (SBVS) is driven by the availability of structural 

information for a particular target, usually determined by X-ray crystallography at high 

resolution (<2A). SBVS involves molecular docking of each ligand into the binding site 

of the target, producing a predicted binding mode and a measure of quality of the fit 

of the compound into the binding site. This information is then used to rank the 

compounds in order to select a small subset for biological evaluation. SBVS can be 

combined with LBVS, if enough information about the target and the known active 

ligands are available.
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2.1.3 Ligand Based Virtual Screening

A complementary or alternative method to SBVS is ligand-based virtual screening 

(LBVS), which uses the information provided by a set of known active compounds to 

identify other compounds with similar properties. As mentioned above, this can be 

accomplished by the implementation of a variety of techniques, such as 3D 

pharmacophore development, chemical similarity or substructure searches, or SAR 

studies.

2.1.3.1 Pharmacophores

A pharmacophore is defined as a molecular framework that carries (phoros) the 

essential features responsible for a drug's (pharmacon) biological activity^. A 

pharmacophore highlights the chemical and geometric arrangement of molecular 

features required for the interaction of a ligand with a certain target, and adds some 

constraints in the virtual screening of a compounds dataset and therefore aids the 

screening protocol to better discriminate in the identification of similar hits in terms of 

biological activity, but yet in some cases, structurally diverse. In the absence of the 

structure of the target, a pharmacophore is based on the overlay of a series of ligand 

conformations on the basis of their common chemical features, and in this case it 

follows up from SAR studies.

In order to start a pharmacophore search, the molecule has to be broken down to its 

functional components (Figure 2.2), corresponding to determinate pharmacophore 

features, which can be generally classified as^:

-Base, such as for example, sp^ N aliphatic amine;

-Acid, such as carboxylic acid;

-Hydrogen bond acceptor, such as carbonyl, aliphatic ether or hydroxyl;

-Hydrogen bond donor, such as primary/secondary amide and hydroxyl;

-Aromatic, such as benzene rings;

-Hydrophobes, such as isopropyl, butyl or cyclohexyl.
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Figure 2.2 Pharmacophore features of dihydrotestosterone (DHT). Pharmacophore generated with MOE 

pharmacophore query function^”. H-bond acceptor (Acc) features are represented in blue, mixed H- 

bond donor/H-bond acceptor (Don&Acc) features in pink, and hydrophobic features in green. The 

carbon skeleton of DHT is represented in orange.

2.1.3.2 Chemical Similarity Search

Similarity search methods have proven very useful in drug design in 'hit to lead' 

progression and in building a reasonable compound ensemble to elucidate structure

activity relationship at the beginning of a drug discovery process 

their popularity are:

11, 12 . The reasons for

-Little information is needed to formulate a reasonable query, no assumption has to 

be made on which portion of the molecule are required for activity (as opposed to 

substructure search methods) therefore they can be used at the early stages of a drug 

discovery process, where only one or two actives for example are known for a specific 

target.

-Similarity methods are computationally inexpensive

-Similarity methods are based on the assumption that similar molecules have similar 

biological activity, termed as 'neighborhood behavior'^^.

In similarity methods, molecular properties are evaluated for each molecule, such as 

molecular descriptors, based on connectivity or physiochemical characteristics such as 

Lipinski's rule of 5^. A coefficient is computed on the basis of these properties to 

quantify their similarity. Tanimoto coefficient is the most commonly employed
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measure of similarity^^' between two compounds to compare the presence/ absence 

of determinate features, and it is given by the following equation:

T = Nj^b/i^a + Nb - Nab

Equation 2.1

Where Na and Nb are the number of features of each molecule A and B, Nab is the 

number of features in common between A and B. A cutoff percentage is also used to 

search chemical databases in order to retrieve only a subset of compounds that are 

above a certain % of similarity compared to the query molecule.

2.1.3.3 Structure Activity Relationship studies

The structure and physiochemical properties of a molecule are important in 

determining its biological activity. These properties can be correlated mathematically 

by using techniques such as Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship studies (QSAR) 

or pattern recognition. The objectives of such techniques involve understanding the 

important factors that influence the activity for a series of compounds, and 

secondarily, predicting the activity of unknown compounds. In order to do this, the 

modeling calculates first a series of molecular descriptors based on physical or 

chemical properties, and then derives a quantitative correlation between the 

molecular descriptors (predictor variables) and the activity (response variable)^^. In 

general, in order to obtain a reliable QSAR model, the availability of a large set of 

compounds and relative activity data is required. In this study, having available a 

relatively small subset of structurally related compounds (73) of which only 14 

resulted active providing an IC50 value, and in absence of knowledge of their bioactive 

conformation, the QSAR approach would be unfeasible. Therefore, our general 

procedure aims at 'small group' scans^® based on rational modifications that involve 

changing the position of a functional group to define likely places for beneficial 

substitutions, or bioisosteric replacements to improve physiochemical characteristics. 

This information can then be interpreted qualitatively from a medicinal chemistry
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point of view and can then be used in conjunction with molecular docking techniques 

to validate the hypothesis.

2.1.4 From 'hit' to 'lead'

A 'hit' is defined as a primary active compound(s) with non promiscuous binding 

behavior, exceeding a certain threshold value in a given assay(s). Activity is then 

confirmed through a multi-point activity determination to establish a validated hit^^. A 

'lead' is defined as a prototypical chemical structure(s) that demonstrate activity and 

selectivity in a pharmacological or biochemical relevant screen. This forms the basis for 

focused medicinal chemistry optimization with the goal to identify a clinical candidate. 

A distinct lead series has a distinct core structure and the ability to be patented 

separately^^.

Hits

^ . . 'n
-------------^

1 rtrirt rv'fVTTfitinfi

Leads ; —------- "-T-rr;-

Lead Optimization ^
■Vi: - A

LJDOU flBim 1 -------------^

Cincai
candidate

Eady knowledge: 
mproved decision-makng Reduce attrition rates

Figure 2.3 From Hit to lead progression outline. Main steps consist in validated hit series (VHS), lead 

series identified (LSI) and clinical candidate selection (CCS). Figure from^^.

Hit to lead progression is characterized by a combination of computational and 

experimental techniques. Computational techniques aim at the elucidation of the 

binding mode of the molecule for a given target and extensive SAR studies to improve 

compounds' potency, alongside which synthetic tractability of the compounds is 

essential. In addition, pharmacokinetic prediction tools regarding Absorption, 

Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion and Toxicity (ADMET) are also used to position 

compounds for more effective translation to in vivo animal studies. In this chapter, we
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present the iterative process of selection of compounds from the initial 

pharmacophore based SBVS to a final LBVS based approach aimed at providing a SAR 

specific study of the identified non LBP AR antagonists.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Virtual Screening

The initial work described in this section was conducted by Dr Gemma K. Kinsella, 

Molecular Design Group (MDG), School of Biochemistry and Immunology, Trinity 

College Dublin

A virtual (computational) screen of six vendor compound databases (See Experimental 

Section) was performed through a combination of 3D pharmacophore generation and 

docking. Seven X-ray structures of coactivator peptide bound AR LBD were used to 

define key ligand-derived pharmacophoric features of the most represented motifs 

occurring in known AR coactivators derived by phage display technology^®. Initially, 

common key interaction motifs within the peptide of the form FXXLF, LXXLL or FXXLW 

were considered to generate a consensus AF-2 pharmacophore. Subsequently, a 

second site-derived pharmacophore model was advanced based on the specific 

characteristics of the androgen receptor AF-2 region, which demonstrates known 

selectivity towards the FXXLF coactivator motif^® (Figure 2.5). The co-crystallization of 

the AR LBD bound with DHT in the presence of the FXXLF peptide (PDB: 1T7R)^® 

provided the structural basis of the AF-2 interaction for rigid docking studies 

performed with FRED (Figure 2.4), where the ligand poses were filtered based on their 

score and shape complementarity within the AR AF-2 site.
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Figure 2.4 A series of coactivator peptides co-crystallized in the AF-2 groove was employed - for 

illustrative purposes we present the FXXLF coactivator motif from PDB entry 1T7R'®. The AF-2 groove is 

represented in dark grey. For the sake of clarity, only Lys720 and Glu897 are shown and DHT is not 

illustrated; Images were generated with MOE^^

\

Figure 2.5 A 3D Pharmacophore model was derived containing the common features between AR 

coactivators and the two aromatic features of the FXXLF motif, some more donor/acceptor features 

were added based on the overlay of the peptides backbone. Pharmacophores were used to screen 

vendor compound databases and to guide the docking of putative 'hits' into the AF-2 site.
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Figure 2.6 Virtual screening and identification of diarylhydrazide scaffolds, a) Biologically active 

diarylhydrazides retrieved from the virtual screening process, MDG15 and MDG173. MDG (Molecular 

Design Group compound registry) identifiers, b) MDG173 and MDG15 docked in the AF-2 site. The 

surface is colored in gray and only key amino acids are shown. Partial mapping of initial hits to the 

pharmacophore suggested additional LBVS to identify more potent family members. Images were 

generated with Molecular Operating Environment (MOE)^®. The docked poses represented correspond 

to the aldimine tautomer, as all the possible tautomers were enumerated prior docking during the 

virtual screening protocol applied by Dr Gemma Kinsella (section 2.3.1.1).

2.2.2 Similarity search and compound selection

From the virtual screen, a first series of compounds with predicted AR affinity was 

selected from commercially available databases (See Section 2.3) and evaluated for 

biological activity using Time Resolved-Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (TR- 

FRET) and Fluorescence Polarization (FP) techniques. The initial screen conducted in 

section 2.2.1 identified two small molecules (Figure 2.6: MDG15 and MDG173), both 

diarylhydrazides, as possible non LBP AR antagonists. Non LBP modulatory activity was 

evidenced by demonstration of an IC50 in the range of 50-100pM in AR TR-FRET 

coactivator displacement assay and their inability to displace bound fluorescently- 

labelled ligand from the LBP through an FP assay. These first round 'hit' molecules 

mapped only partially to the screening pharmacophore (Figure 2.5). Accordingly, an
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optimization round of screening was initiated to explore the utility of the scaffold for 

more effective disruption of ARxoactivator interaction.

A simple molecular similarity search was performed (Tanimoto coefficient > 70%) to 

furnish a new screening series of 37 compounds bearing the desired diarylhydrazide 

scaffold, that can be broadly divided in two classes, the naphthohydrazide scaffold 

(Figure 2.7) and the naphthofuran scaffold (Figure 2.8).

r
MDG481

Figure 2.7 Series of naphthohydrazides retrieved from the Specs database similarity search. Active 

compounds are enclosed in red box. (MDG483 ICsolS.S ± 3.2pM; MDG292 IC50 13.3 ± 3.1nM; MDG491 

IC5o42.7±3.5pM).
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Figure 2.8 Series of naphthofuranhydrazides retrieved from the Specs database similarity search. Active 

compounds are enclosed in red box. (MDG506 IC50 26.3 ± 3.8pM; MDG508 IC5017.9 ± 6.9pM).

This second round screen identified four small molecules (Figure 2.9: MDG506, MDG 

508, MDG 483 and MDG292) with improved activity (IC50 < 50pM in an AR TR-FRET 

assay). These ligands were taken forward for extensive investigation and 

characterization as explained in more detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. MDG491 

(Figure 2.7) had IC50 ~50pM, which did not improve compared to the initial hits 

MDG173 and MDG15, therefore it was not advanced for further characterization.

MDG 292

Figure 2.9 Biologically active diarylhydrazides with IC50< SOpM retrieved from the similarity search 

screening process.
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A second round of similarity search was performed on the ZINC database^®'focused 

on MDG483 scaffold, which showed one of the best IC50 values in AR TR FRET (15.9 ± 

3.2pM). As a result, 10 additional compounds (Figure 2.10) were purchased from 

Chembridge (San Diego, and evaluated in AR TR-FRET.

Figure 2.10 Compounds purchased from Chembridge after Zinc database similarity search, applying a 

Tanimoto coefficient >70% on the MDG483 scaffold. Active compounds are enclosed in red box. 

(MDG603 IC50 11.3 ± Z.SpM; MDG605 IC50 10.3 ± 1.4pM).

2.2.3 Structure Activity Relationship (SAR) studies

Due to the synthetic feasibility of the naphthohydrazide scaffold (MDG483 and 

MDG292) compared to the naphthofuran scaffold (MDG506 and MDG508), we 

focused on the synthesis of new analogues based on targeted modifications on the 

MDG483 and MDG292 scaffold. In parallel, a comprehensive study of the 

diarylhydrazide f/Z isomerism of the linker (Figure 2.11) determined unequivocally the 

preferred conformation of these systems in solution^^. This characterization was 

substantial for understanding the behavior of the diarylhydrazide compounds in 

solvent phase and the elucidation of their most probable bioactive conformation in 

the interaction with the target.
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Figure 2.11 E/Z isomerism in 3-hydroxy-N'-(naphthalen-2-ylmethylene)-2-naphthohydrazide derivatives 

corresponding to the MDG483 scaffold.

2.2.3.1 Synthesis of diarylhydrazides analogues

The organic synthesis work was performed by Billy Egan, School of Pharmacy & 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, Trinity College Dublin under the supervision of Prof Mary J. 

Meegan.

A series of 3-hydroxy-N'-((naphthalen-2-yl)methylene)naphthalene-2-carbohydrazides 

analogues for E/Z isomerism and SAR studies were prepared following the standard 

synthetic route showed in scheme 2.1. Starting from the commercially available 3- 

hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid (I), an esterification is performed in the presence of 

hydrochloric acid to afford the corresponding methyl 3-hydroxynaphthalene-2- 

carboxylate intermediate (II). Treatment of II with hydrazine hydrate afforded the 

hydrazide III. Condensation of (III) with the appropriate aldehydes or ketones (IV) 

afforded the products (V) in good yields (ranging from 80 to 100%), obtaining a total of 

25 analogues.
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Reaction scheme 2.1 General synthesis of diarylhydrazides prepared in this work. The synthesis started 

with esterification of the 3-OH naphthyl acid followed by treatment with hydrazine and subsequent 

substitution with the desired aldehyde or ketone of interest to yield the final diarylhydrazide product, in 

an E or Z isomeric form, or as a mixture (see section 2.23.2).

2.23.2 E/Z Isomerism

This work was conducted in collaboration with Dr Fernando Blanco (MDG, School of 

Biochemistry and Immunology), Billy Egan (School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical 

Sciences) and Dr John O'Brien (School of Chemistry), Trinity College Dublin.

The definition of the E/Z isomerism around the imine group of the linker in the 

diarylhydrazide scaffold was significant from a structural point of view. A detailed 

study using density functional theory (DFT) calculations, both in gas phase and water 

solvent continuum model, coupled with experimental techniques (NMR and 

crystallography) has allowed us determine a preference for the E isomer in solution for 

the basic monosubstituted imine scaffold. Moreover, we observed that, due to steric 

effects, introduction of a second substituent in the imine carbon with increasing size 

shifts the equilibrium to an almost balanced (50:50) E/Z isomeric mixture. The 

compounds evaluated for the purpose of this study are shown in figure 2.12.
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MDG 4SJ MDG 625 MDG 526

Figure 2.12 A theoretical study of the E/Z isomerism in a series of 3-hydroxy-N'-((naphthalen-2- 

yl)/methylene)naphthalene-2-carbohydrazides, all derived from the MDG483 scaffold.

NOE experiments, irradiating the hydrogen corresponding to the H (8.64ppm) and CH3 

(2.52ppm) imine substituents, resulted in the perturbation of the NH signals at 

12.09ppm and 11.68ppm for MDG625 and MDG626 respectively, and demonstrated 

the E character of the isolated isomers (a hypothetical Z isomer could not show this 

NOE interaction due to the greater distance between the involved groups).

Figure 2.13 Relevant spectroscopic data used for NMR structure elucidation in MDG625.

Confirmation of the NMR experimental data and computational predictions was 

achieved with the X-ray crystal analysis. Slow recrystallization of compound MDG625 

from methanol provided the crystal structure of (f)-3-hydroxy-N'-((naphthalen-2- 

yl)methylene)-naphthalene-2-carbohydrazide as an isolated E isomer (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14 Crystal structure of (f)-3-hydroxy-N'-((naphthalen-2-vl)methylene)naphthalene-2- 

carbohydrazide (MDG625) obtained in this work. 2D (left), ball and stick (middle) and Ortep (right) 

representations are included. Cambridge Database Deposition number: CCDC 864271.

This study provided information on the preferred conformation of the isolated 

compounds in solution, as well as their structural rearrangement as a function of steric 

repulsion and intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions, serving as a basis for the 

molecular docking and molecular dynamics studies which are detailed in Chapter 3.

2.2.3.3 SAR Elucidation

SAR studies were aimed at identifying specific modifications to MDG483 and MDG292 

(biologically active ligands) in order to understand the implications of substitutions of 

functional groups and their contribution to the molecule's activity (Figure 2.15). Both 

compounds share the same pattern of predicted intramolecular hydrogen bond 

(IMHB) interactions, one between the hydroxyl group placed on the carbon C3 of the 

system A and the carbonyl group of the linker, and the second between the C2' 

hydroxyl group of the system B and the lone pair of the imine nitrogen. Substitutions 

on the naphthalene system A were carried out to challenge the requirement of both 

the OHc3 functional group and the naphthalene ring. Modifications on the 

diarylhydrazide system B were carried out to clarify the role of the OHcr group and the 

role of a range of C5' substituents in conferring activity to the diarylhydrazide scaffold. 

The linker was left unmodified, except for the second functional group of the imine, 

for the purpose of the E/Z isomerism study (section 2.2.3.2). The nature of the 

substituents chosen was intended to investigate electronic and steric effects, and to
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ultimately evaluate the intramolecular organization of the diarylhydrazide system by 

exploring the effect of different hydrogen bond net\/\/ork possibilities. The biological 

implications of the described modifications are presented in chapter 4.

B

MDG 483 MDG 292

Figure 2.15 SAR Chemical modifications on the diarylhydrazide scaffold of MDG483 and MDG292. Ring 

system A corresponds to the first naphthalene aryl system, where modifications were carried out on the 

OHc3 and in the conversion of naphthalene to a benzene ring. Ring system B corresponds to the second 

aromatic function, where substitutions were carried out on the OHc2' and on the C5' substituent when 

the naphthalene (MDG483) was not present (MDG292). System C corresponds to the hydrazide linker, 

where modifications were performed on the second substituent of the imine. Hashed bonds correspond 

to intramolecular hydrogen bonds (IMHB).

Targeted modifications on the naphthohydrazide scaffold, represented by MDG483 

and MDG292 (Figure 2.15) can be broadly divided into 6 groups that included the 

following analogs:

Note: Some of the compounds discussed have been previously mentioned in the 

similarity search section, but their inclusion makes sense in terms of grouped SAR 

modifications. A full list of the compounds evaluated in this project and relevant 

suppliers is presented in Appendix 1.
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2.2.3.3.1 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system A: removal/ methoxylation of C3 

hydroxyl group; substitution of the naphthalene ring 

As the system A, constituted by a 3-hydroxylated naphthalene ring, appears to be a 

constant feature of the active diarylhydrazide scaffold, we designed a series of 

compounds to rationalize the significance of this moiety based on the biologically 

active scaffolds of MDG483, MDG292 and MDG173. First of all, we were interested in 

evaluating the effect of disrupting the intramolecular hydrogen bond network 

between the hydroxyl group and the carbonyl group of the linker (OHcs—Oco), which 

would affect the rigidity of the molecule and its conformation when interacting within 

the AR AF-2 site. For these purposes, OHcs was completely removed {MDG622), 

affecting the intermolecular diarylhydrazide organization and additionally eliminating 

the dual hydrogen bond (HB) acceptor/donor character of the hydroxyl group. Similar 

conformational consequences were explored by methoxylation of the OHcb (MDG600) 

but, in this case, keeping the HB acceptor character of the OCH3 group and the same 

electronic properties related to OH.

Additionally, the role of the naphthalene system in conferring activity to the 

diarylhydrazide scaffold, perhaps by better fit of the 'FXXLF' based pharmacophore 

model that guided our initial virtual screening (Figure 2.5), was investigated by the 

substitution of the naphthalene ring A by a benzene ring (MDG486) and by keeping the 

same active B moiety of MDG173 (Figure 2.6).

All the compounds considered for the purposes of this investigation are represented in 

figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the diarylhydrazide A system, involving the removal of the 

naphthalene (MDG486), the removal {MDG622) or the methylation (MDG600) of the OHcs group.

2.2.3.3.2 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system C: imine linker 

Modifications of the imine linker were intended to increase the steric effect of the 

second function substituents (Figure 2.15), with consequences for the conformational 

arrangement of the diarylhydrazide for the purpose of the f/Z isomerism study 

(Section 2.2.3.2) and for the hydrophobic character of the system. The family of 

compounds bearing the above mentioned modifications is represented in figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the imine linker, involving methylation (MDG621 and 

MDG626), or the addition of a phenyl group (MDG627).

2.2.33.3 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system B: Removal of the C2' hydroxyl 

group

One of the main interests of this SAR study was to analyse the contribution of the 

hydroxyl group at the position C2' of the aromatic system B. This functionalization 

appears in the two active compounds used as a reference for the study, MDG483 and 

MDG292 (Figure 2.15).

The presence of the OHc2' plays a significant role in the conformational rearrangement 

of the scaffold by establishing an intramolecular hydrogen bond (HB) interaction with 

the lone pair of the imine nitrogen (OHc2'—Nc=n)- This HB network confers rigidity to 

the isolated system, as was experimentally demonstrated for MDG483. The removal of 

the OHc2' group disrupts the intramolecular rearrangement, conferring flexibility to the 

system, which could have significant consequences for the interaction of the ligand 

within the binding site.

Another aspect related to the presence of the OHc2' with interesting biological 

implications is the electron attractor character of the oxygen atom. The
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electronegative character of the oxygen decreases the electron density of the n-cloud 

of the aromatic ring. This could significantly affect potential n-n or n-cation 

interactions of the ligand with specific amino acids residues such as Phe, Arg or Lys 

present in the AR-AF-2 site.

Finally, the simultaneous HB-acceptor/HB-donor character of the hydroxyl group 

allows the potential to establish hydrogen bonding interactions with amino acids in 

the pocket that could be investigated through removal of this functionality.

All the above mentioned reasons guided us to the preparation of the family of 

compounds presented in Figure 2.18 where the OHcr was removed in order to 

compare the biological results with the corresponding hydroxylated active analogs 

(Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.18 Diarylhdrazide modifications of the OHc2-, involving its removal in the absence of other 

substituents {MDG625 and MDG628) or keeping the chlorine substituent in meta position (MDG 491), 

and in both ortho and meta positions (MDG496).

2.23.3.4 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system B: Methylation or substitution of 

the C2' hydroxyl group

Following similar criteria to that applied in the previous section, another approach to 

study the contribution of the OHc2' to the activity of diarylhydrazides was its
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methoxylation or its replacement by other functional groups (CH3, NH2, COOH and 

NO2).

The methoxylation of OHc2' (MDG619 and MDG620), disrupts the isolated 

intramolecular HB network but keeps the same electronic effect of the OH group. 

However, substitution by OCH3, abolishes the HB donor character of the OH group but 

not its HB acceptor character, with significant implications for the interaction with 

surrounding amino acids.

The introduction of an electron donor group such as CH3 in position C2' (MDG492), 

disrupts the intramolecular H bond network of the system, abolishes the HB acceptor 

and HB donor potential interactions, and modifies the electron density of the aromatic 

system. Moreover, this substitution elicits a decrease in the polar character of the 

system by the introduction of a hydrophobic methyl group.

The bioisosteric substitution of OHc2' by an amino group (MDG632) was interesting to 

consider because it keeps intact the intramolecular HB self-organization of the 

structure but alters the HB acceptor character of the OH in the C2' position by the 

introduction of a HB donor (NH2) group.

Subsequent C2' substitutions were aimed to decrease the n-character on the B 

aromatic system by the introduction of electron attractor groups such as NO2 

(MDG633 and MDG631) or its bioisostere COOH (MDG490), affecting potential n- n or 

Ti-cation interactions.

All the above mentioned explanations guided us to the preparation of the family of 

compounds represented in Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the OHc2', involving its methylation (MDG619 and 

MDG620) or its substitution (MDG492, MDG490, MDG632, MDG633, MDG631).

2.2.3.3.5 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system B: Substitution at the 5' position 

One of the aims of the present SAR study was the investigation of the role of different 

substituents at the C5' position of the aromatic system B, based on the active 5'-Br 

substituted MDG292. The influence of bromine on the aromatic ring system is 

essentially given by three main characteristics: its hydrophobic nature, its electron 

attractor character, and its steric effect due to its size.

The hydrophobicity of the system is important, as the target of our study is a 

hydrophobic protein-protein interaction surface, and the other compound of 

reference in this study, MDG483, presents a highly hydrophobic character in the B 

moiety of its structure due to the naphthyl group. Moreover, the electronegativity of 

bromine, influencing the aromaticity of the phenyl system, could have a relevant role 

in potential n- tx or n-cation interactions. Finally, the steric effects of the substitutions 

have to be considered as they influence the mechanical 'fit' of the compound within 

the target surface.
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Based on these premises, we designed a set of modifications at the C5' position 

starting from the unsubstituted derivative (MDG608) that covered a wide range of 

functional diversity, in terms of electronic properties, hydrophobicity and steric effect 

of the substituents.

The introduction of a series of functionalizations bearing different electronegative 

character was achieved by the synthesis of the S'-CHa, 5'-tBu, 5'-OH, S'-OCHa, 5'-l, 5'- 

NO2 analogs of MDG292 (MDG609, MDG610, MDG611, MDG612, MDG613 and 

MDG614 respectively). MDG610, bearing a 5'-tBu group, was particularly interesting in 

comparing the activity of two compounds with similar sized hydrophobic groups (t-Bu 

and Br) but with different electronic character.

Other substitutions such as 5'-CI would preserve hydrophobicity and have only a minor 

effect on electronic character and on bulk. The 5'-l substitution keeps the 

hydrophobicity but on the other hand, would have a reduced effect on the n cloud of 

the aromatic system and a dramatic steric effect by bulk increase. Group substitutions 

such as 5'-N02, 5'-C00H and its ester S'-COOCHs have a stronger effect in reducing the 

electron density of the ring, but change the hydrophobic character of the Br 

substituent. In particular, the substitution of the nitro group by its bioisostere 

carboxylic acid is interesting for the better pharmacological profile of the COOH and its 

potential application in the synthesis of prodrugs, such as its esterified analog 

MDG629.

The rationale above guided our consideration of SAR to inform our exploration of the 

family of compounds represented in figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20 Diarvlhydrazide modifications of the C5' position (meta) involving different aliphatic chains 

(MDG609, MDG610), halogens (MDG605, MDG613), electron donor groups {MDG611 and MDG612), 

electron attractor groups (MDG614) and bioisosteres such as MDG630 and its methyl ester MDG629.

2.2.3.4 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system B: Substitution at the C3' position 

The last functionalization investigated was the effect of substitution in the C3' position 

adjacent to OHc2'- This modification was essentially guided by the active compound 

MDG173 (Figure 2.6), which bears two hydroxyl groups at the C2' and C3' positions. 

Accordingly, we investigated OHcs- substituted derivatives by the introduction of a 

methyl (MDG616) or a methoxy (MDG 617) group. Methoxylation produces a 

disruption of the HB donor character of the OH, but not of its HB acceptor character. 

In contrast, methylation removes both the HB donor and HB acceptor and increases 

the electron density of the ring by electron donor effect. The combination of 

substitutions in the C3' and C5' positions (MDG 615) was guided by the experimental 

results presented in chapter 4. The family of compounds considered in this section is 

represented in figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21 Diarylhydrazide modifications of the C3' position keeping the OHc2' fixed (MDG616, 

MDG617, MDG515) or using a combination of successful C5' and C3' modifications.

All the above-mentioned modifications and the compounds synthetised/ purchased in 

this chapter provided us a valuable set of compounds for the biological evaluation and 

characterization of the binding interaction patterns of the diarylhydrazide family 

scaffolds within the AR AF-2, driven by electronic, steric, hydrophilic/hydrophobic 

characters and HB capability. A schematic summary of the presented family of 

diarylhydrazide compounds is outlined in Figure 2.22.
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Virtual Screening
MDG173and MDG15 

(Figure 2.6)

I
Similarity Search 37 compounds

Naphthohydrazide family 
(Figure 2.7)

Naphthofuran family 
(Figure 2.8)

4
Similarity Search

(Figure 2.10)

8 compounds

4
E/Z Isomerism 3 compounds

(Figure 2.12)

(Figure 2.16 to 2.21)

Structure-Activity Relationship 24 compounds

Figure 2.22 Summary of diarylhydrazides presented in this thesis. Starting with the two initial virtual 

screening hits (MDG173 and MDG15), we performed a chemical similarity search on the Specs database 

of compounds, which yielded 37 novel candidates, belonging to the naphthohydrazide and 

naphthofuran scaffolds. Due to the easier synthetic tractability, further studies were conducted on the 

naphthohydrazide scaffold, including a second similarity search on the Chembridge database, a study of 

the E/Z Isomerism and a structure activity relationship study.
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2.3 Experimental Section

2.3.1 Molecular Modeling

A virtual screen was designed to select compounds mapping onto the peptide binding surface (AF-2) of 

the AR receptor, based on an ensemble of documented X-ray crystal structures (1T73, 1T74,1T76,1T79, 

1T7F, 1T7M, 1T7R &1T7T)^*. Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) software^® was employed to pre- 

process the proteins and for the removal of the coactivator peptides from the complexes. An initial 

pharmacophore was generated using the MOE pharmacophore elucidator and considering the most 

significant features, which included hydrophobic, donor and acceptor features. A second 

pharmacophore was developed including two additional hydrophobic/aromatic features to represent 

the Phe side chains present in the FXXLF coactivator motif (1T7R), so as to increase the selectivity for AR 

over other families of nuclear receptor. These pharmacophore models were then applied for in silico 

screens of small-molecule commercial libraries to identify compounds that resemble the "active 

principle" of the starting peptides^^.

2.3.1.1 Database pre-processing

A number of vendor databases were selected for screening of ligands, including Amsterdam^^ (5,389 

compounds), Peakdale^® (8,188), Asinex^^ - Platinum collection (75,258), Specs (175,800), Maybridge^^ 

(56,870) and ZINC^°' (4.6 million) compounds. A Bayesian analysis was performed on the peptide 

structures to estimate parameters of an underlying distribution based on the observed distribution. The 

above databases were then filtered for those compounds with properties similar to the peptides, thus 

focusing the search on AR ligand chemical space. Any salts or duplicates were removed. All molecules 

were standardized for stereochemistry and charges and ionized at a pH of 7.4 and all calculable 

tautomers were enumerated. At this stage the conformational flexibility of the screening compounds 

was explored using Omega(OpenEye Scientific). A maximum of 50 conformations were generated for 

each molecule in the dataset.

2.3.1.2 Compound screening

The virtual molecules were overlaid on and compared to the generated pharmacophore of the active 

ligands and those molecules that compared favourably were advanced for additional virtual screening 

and scoring. The Fast Rigid Exhaustive Docking (FRED)^^ software as implemented in OpenEye 

Scientific's package was used to exhaustively examine ligand poses within the protein site, filtering for 

shape complementarity and scoring. The smaller databases (Amsterdam^^ and Peakdale^®) were 

screened on all 13 crystal structures and only ligands scoring well on more than one crystal structure 

were considered. The larger databases SPECS^®, ASINEX^^ Maybridge^® and Zinc^°'^^ were screened on 

the 1T7R crystal structure.
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2.3.1.3 Similarity Search

A structural similarity search was conducted on MDG173 and MDG15 using a Tanimoto coefficient of 

>70% on the Specs compound database^®. Thirty-seven compounds were purchased and four small 

molecules were selected for optimization and characterization studies based on their improved on- 

target activity determined by TR-FRET. Subsequently, a structural similarity search with the same above 

mentioned parameters was conducted on IVIDG483 on the ZINC database^°, furnishing a second series 

of compounds retrieved from the Chembridge^^ database.

2.3.2 Compound general information

All screening compounds described in this work were initially purchased from Specs^* (Figures 2.7, 2.8 

and 2.9) or Chembridge^^ (Figure 2.10). The rest of the compounds mentioned in this chapter were 

synthesized by Billy Egan (School of Pharmacy, TCD), except for MDG629, MDG630, MDG631, MDG632 

and MDG633, which were synthesized by Brendan Kelly (School of Chemistry, TCD). MS analyses show 

more than 95% purity for each screening compound.

2.3.2.1 Synthesis of diarylhydrazides

A series of 3-hydroxy-N'-((naphthalen-2-yl)methylene)naphthalene-2-carbohydrazides analogues were 

synthesized following a standard synthetic route (reaction scheme 2.1). Starting from the commercially 

available 3-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid (I), an esterification was performed in the presence of 

hydrochloric acid to afford the corresponding methyl 3-hydroxynaphthalene-2-carboxylate intermediate 

(II). Treatment of II with hydrazine hydrate afforded the hydrazide III. Condensation of ill with the 

appropriate aldehyde or ketone (IV) afforded the products (V) in good yields (ranging from 80 to 100%). 

All commercially available reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further 

purification unless otherwise indicated. Dichloromethane was dried by distillation from calcium hydride 

prior to use. IR spectra were recorded as thin films on NaCI plates or as KBr discs on a 100 FT-IR 

spectrometer. IH and 13C NMR spectra were obtained at 20 sc, 400.13MHz for IH spectra, 100.61 MHz 

for 13C spectra, in (CD3)2SO (internal standard tetramethylsilane). High resolution accurate mass 

determinations for all final target compounds were obtained and recorded by electrospray ionization 

mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), which was performed in the positive ion mode on a liquid chromatography 

time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Thin layer chromatography was performed using Silica gel 60 TLC 

aluminium sheets with fluorescent indicator visualising with UV light at 254nm. Flash chromatography 

was carried out using standard silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh).
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2.4 Discussion/Conclusions/Future work

Implementation of a combined virtual screening approach, utilising a pharmacophore 

constrained structure based approach based on co-crystal structures of coactivator 

motifs in the AR LBD has been used to identify a novel class of small molecules, termed 

diarylhydrazides, which are predicted to bind at the AR AF-2 site by molecular docking.

This approach, by integrating ligand based and structure based methodologies, has 

provided a powerful tool in lead discovery, design and optimization of new potential 

non LBP antiandrogens. Three dimensional (3D) pharmacophore modeling is a 

technique that carries the information necessary for the interactions of a ligand with a 

specific macromolecular target. The model is also considered predictive, and as such 

enables the design of novel chemical structures that are not directly derived by the 

translation of structural features from one active series to the other, but allows for 

effective "scaffold hopping"^^. The pharmacophore models obtained in this study 

were applied to in silica screens of small-molecule libraries to identify compounds that 

resemble the "active principle" of the starting peptides^^ within the AR AF-2.

The initial virtual screening campaign afforded two moderately active hits (MDG173 

and MDG15), but no information about their required features to interact within the 

AR AF-2. Therefore, a LBVS approach in terms of a classical chemical similarity search 

was judged appropriate to gain more information about this class, in order to advance 

a SAR study based on specific chemical modifications, mostly involving the two aryl 

systems while leaving the linker unmodified. The LBVS approach yielded four 

biologically active compounds with improved potency compared to the initial virtual 

screening hits, MDG483, MDG292 (belonging to the naphthohydrazide family of 

compounds), and MDG506, MDG508 (belonging to the naphthofuran family of 

compounds). Information gained from the compounds evaluated allowed us to 

theorize on the intramolecular H bond network required for activity and therefore also 

on the possible preferential conformation adopted by the molecule when interacting 

with the receptor including potential interactions with the amino acids of AR AF-2.

Once the synthetic tractability of the classes of diarylhydrazides identified 

(naphthohydrazides and naphthofuranhydrazides) was ascertained, the subsequent
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studies were concentrated on the MDG483 and MDG292 scaffold, due to the ease of 

their chemical synthesis compared to the naphthofuran family of compounds.

In absence of information regarding the bioactive conformation, it was important to 

determine the isomeric preference of the hydrazide linker in solution in order to build 

a consistent SAR model. The preferred molecular conformations for four 3-hydroxy-N'- 

((naphthalen-2-yl)methylene)naphthalene-2-carbohydrazides have therefore been 

modeled using DFT theoretical calculations and experimentally confirmed through 

solution NMR and crystallographic diffraction analysis. The energy ranges between E/Z 

isomers in the isomeric distribution depends on a number of factors, the most 

important of which are the formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds and steric 

effects. We have demonstrated that under the described experimental conditions, the 

f-isomer is formed preferentially for this family of compounds. The Z-isomer is formed 

when the steric hindrance of the second imine substituent is sufficiently high, in this 

case as an equal mixture with the corresponding f-isomer. This result is in full 

agreement with the theoretical predictions. Keeping this in mind, we are aware that 

the compound conformation may vary upon interaction with the receptor, but 

nonetheless this constitutes a systematic chemical study of the isolated compound 

behavior in solvent phase, providing valuable information to be used in the 

subsequent studies by induced fit docking and molecular dynamics (MD) to propose a 

binding mode within the AR AF-2 and justify the SAR - as presented in chapter 3.

In synthesis, this work provided a series of fifteen biologically active novel 

diarylhydrazides for further characterization, MDG483, MDG292, MDG506, MDG508, 

MDG491, MDG603, MDG605, MDG611, MDG612, MDG608, MDG614, MDG616, 

MDG617, MDG629 and MDG630. The rest of the compounds will be referred in 

following chapters as biologically inactives.

Future work may include a systematic modification of the linker, in terms of 

decreasing or increasing flexibility, and the development of a QSAR model to predict 

the activity of unknown compounds which may also act at the AR AF-2 site. In 

particular, the HypoGen pharmacophore^^ module available from Catalyst^^ would be 

very useful as it would allow us to incorporate activity data and prediction of activity
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value of a virtual hit, which can be also used to screen chemical databases to find new 

lead candidates. In this respect, it is important to note that a LBVS approach involving 

a predictive pharmacophore was previously successfully implemented in our group in 

the discovery of novel non-steroidal modulators of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR)^^. 

A key determinant for success would be the availability of strong and reliable 

biological data, and the incorporation of a higher and diverse number of compounds, 

with that wider range of activities that is needed in the training set in order to obtain a

reliable model through such methodology33
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Chapter 3

Combined Induced Fit Docking and 
Molecular Dynamics studies on the 
binding mode of Diarylhydrazides 
within the NR AF-2
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3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Overview

The series of diarylhydrazide compounds presented in chapter 2 were selected on the 

basis of their chemical similarity to two virtual screening hits, themselves obtained 

through a 3D pharmacophore based on the structural requirements of the interaction 

of an FXXLF coactivator motif within the AR AF-2 pocket. In the following sections we 

present lead optimization studies on the diarylhydrazide scaffold and a computational 

prediction of the compounds' pose within AR AF-2 utilising a combination of induced 

fit docking and molecular dynamic studies to provide confidence in the selection of the 

most probable bioactive pose to guide future rational drug design at the AR AF-2 

interface.

3.1.2 Docking: application to Virtual screening and lead optimization

Given the increasing number of protein structures available in the public domain, 

structure based virtual screening is becoming more widely used in the design and 

optimization of novel drug candidates by means of molecular docking^.

A docking program simulates the in silica interaction of a molecule with a given target 

and can be applied to virtual screening of chemical databases and to lead 

optimization. In general, docking programs generate an ensemble of 3D compound 

configurations and use scoring functions to evaluate the goodness of protein-ligand fit. 

The simulated binding mode generated by a docking program is called pose and it 

refers to a specific compound orientation in the binding site.

Most docking programs make several assumptions- usually the site of docking is user- 

defined, water molecules are generally not considered during the calculations and the 

protein is frequently assumed as rigid, although, protein-ligand interactions are 

dynamic, flexible and variable due to the induced fit conformation of a ligand. There 

are therefore several limitations in most of the docking programs' ability to reproduce 

ligand protein interactions accurately^. Flexible docking tools and induced fit tools are 

now available to potentially overcome these limitations.
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The accuracy required of docking programs depends on the aim of the study. In 

general, when using docking during a virtual screening process, the emphasis is on the 

speed rather than absolute accuracy^ because the aim is to screen a large set of 

compounds to be selected for experimental evaluation. In this case it is reasonable to 

use the fastest docking program, only one protein model and an appropriate scoring 

function. Once a compound is defined as biologically active for a given target ('hit'), it 

can be optimized by introducing specific modifications on its scaffold on the basis of 

physicochemical and pharmacological criteria. When molecular docking is used in the 

lead optimization stage, the emphasis is more on its accuracy in the prediction of the 

binding mode of the hit compound into the proposed binding site. In fact, in the stage 

of lead optimization, the aim is to dock a smaller subset of candidates {'hits') and study 

their binding mode in the protein^. In this stage, docking accuracy can be increased by 

combining other computational techniques, like molecular dynamics (MD), or by 

evaluating a different set of X-ray crystallographic structures, scoring functions or 

pharmacophore restrictions {guided docking). When the aim of lead optimization is to 

extrapolate structure-activity relationship between a series of analogues, the poses 

obtained have to be reasonably consistent in the binding site. In all these cases, the X- 

ray crystal structure of the protein needs to be precisely pre-processed and the 

conformational space of the ligands exhaustively explored. Many reports have been 

published^'* to evaluate different docking programs' and scoring methods' 

performance according to the experimental situation and the purpose of the study, 

whether docking is employed to generate hits, or to accurately predict the binding 

mode of a ligand within the target binding site.

Molecular docking protocols generally follow the same preparatory steps, which can 

be broadly divided into receptor and ligand preparation.

3.1.2.1 Receptor preparation

Structural information of the receptor proteins are typically downloaded from the 

protein data bank (PDB) repository. The crystallographic amino acid sequence is 

generally checked against its known full sequence in NCBI Basic Local Alignment 

Search Tool (Blast), to overcome X-ray crystal structure artifacts, such as the presence
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of mutations or missing amino acid sequences, which can be repaired using residue 

replacement and/or homology modelling techniques. In the general docking protocol 

applied in this study, crystallographic waters were removed and the protonate 3D tool 

implemented in MOE was employed to add hydrogens and assign ionization states 

using a collection of standard parameters^. This step is crucial as crystal structures 

available lack hydrogen coordinates, and their presence should be considered when 

simulating ligand-protein interactions.

3.1.2.2 Ligand Preparation

3.1.2.2.1 Conformational Sampling Methods

Conformational sampling methods are important to represent small molecular 

systems, as only one single minimum conformation is not sufficient to determine an 

observed behaviour. In particular, the ligand pre-processing impact on virtual 

screening results of has been examined by Knox et al.®, where the interplay of SMILES 

representations, stereochemical information, protonation state enumeration, and 

ligand conformation ensembles are critical in achieving optimum enrichment rates in 

such screening and therefore successfully discriminate between actives/inactives. 

With important implications in the lead optimization stages. Good and Cheney^ have 

proved that increasing conformational sampling increases the chance of reproducing 

conformers that are closer to the bioactive conformation in a crystal structure.

In order to sample the conformation of a determined ligand, there are two general 

methods, 'off-line' or 'on thefly’. In the 'off-line' method, a set of ligand conformations 

is generated prior to docking and then rigidly docked into the binding site without 

further exploration of ligand flexibility. In the 'on the fly’ method, ligand flexibility is 

explored as a part of the docking program. This is usually achieved by an incremental 

build up approach in the binding site starting from the ligand fragment that is docked 

first (as implemented in FlexX or later versions of DOCK) or by treating the ligand (as 

implemented in MOE, with the 'rotate bonds' option on the docking simulation panel).

In the following sections we discuss the conformational sampling tools applied in this 

study to explore diarylhydrazides ligand flexibility.
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3.1.2.2.2 Stochastic

In the stochastic method implemented in MOE®, different conformations are 

generated by random assignment of dihedral angle combinations, including aromatic 

rings and stereochemistry inversions, where applicable. This is followed by an 'all

atom' energy minimization. With this type of conformational search, unlike the 

systematic (section 3.1.2.2.3) and low mode MD (section 3.1.2.2.4) it is possible to 

generate enantiomers. The stochastic search has a good performance in identifying 

most of the local minima for a small flexible molecule, but it is not suitable for 

macrocycles or large systems with complex non-bonded interaction networks or to 

identify the global minima. However, this method offers the advantage of not being 

biased, due to continuous dihedral angle sampling, and not being sensitive to the 

starting input conformation. However, a large number of samples can be required.

3.1.2.2.3 Systematic

In the systematic conformational search method implemented in MOE®, different 

conformations are generated by systematically varying the dihedral angle of rotatable 

bonds using discrete increments. Each dihedral angle combination is subjected to 

dihedral angle minimization followed by 'all-atom' energy minimization. This method 

is applicable to small molecules with few rotatable bonds but unsuitable for 

macrocycles and larger systems. Unlike the stochastic method, the dihedral angle is 

varied only in rotatable bonds, excluding ring bonds and bonds to terminal atoms. 

Despite the systematic nature of this method, it is limited by its poor performance in 

the identification of the local minima due to an inherent bias in the dihedral angle lists.

3.1.2.2.4 Low Mode MD

The low mode MD method^ implemented in MOE® uses a short molecular dynamics 

(around Ips run) simulation using velocities with little kinetic energies on low 

frequency vibrational modes at a constant temperature (300K) followed by 'all-atom' 

energy minimization. This method is suitable for macromolecules but it also applied 

for efficient and detailed small molecule conformational analysis.

Typically, low mode MD search performs well in identifying most of the local minima 

of arbitrarily complex multicomponent systems (provided that sufficient sampling is
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conducted). There are no rule-based biases; however, it is assumed that the 

conformations of interest are connected by low-frequency vibrational mode 

transitions. This assumption prevents stereochemistry inversions and other rigid 

interconversions, but in most applications this assumption is quite desirable. For these 

reasons, low mode MD conformational search is the recommended method to 

extensively explore small molecule flexibility, and it was also the conformational 

sampling method applied in this study.

3.1.2.2.5 Omega

Omega is a rule-based method available from OpenEye scientific software^°'that 

performs conformational expansion by disassembling the molecule into fragments of 

rotatable bonds, and reassembling the fragments based on the sorted order of the 

fragment energies ('depth-first method'). Conformations for fragments are either 

retrieved from pre-generated libraries or constructed 'on the fly" using the same 

distance constraints followed by geometry optimization protocol that pre-generated 

libraries uses^°. Once an initial structure is constructed or alternatively given as input, 

OMEGA generates additional models by enumerating ring conformations and 

invertible nitrogen atoms. Ring conformations are taken from the same fragment 

library used to build an initial model. The program detaches all exocyclic substituents 

from a ring system, aligns and attaches them relative to the new ring conformation 

and attempts to generate every possible combination of ring conformations for a given 

structure. The best conformers identified in the torsion search are ranked based on 

energy. A final ensemble is selected by sequentially testing the conformers using the 

root mean square deviation (RMSD) distance cut-off value. The final ensemble is 

populated up to the user defined maximum ensemble size limit, or until the list of low 

energy conformers is exhausted^°.

3.1.3 Pharmacophore Generation in MOE

As described in chapter 2, a pharmacophore can be thought as a (minimum) series of 

structural features in ligands that are required for the ligand recognition at the 

receptor site and determine its biological activity. In MOE, pharmacophoric structural 

features are represented by labelled points in space, annotated by a pharmacophore
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scheme (the unified scheme by default), where the following general labels are 

available:

-Ani/Cat: anionic or cationic atom

-Don/Acc: hydrogen bond donor/acceptor 

-Aro/Hyd: aromatic or hydrophobic center 

-PiN: aromatic or Pi ring normal

The pharmacophore hypothesis is represented by a query, which consists in a 

collection of features, feature constraints and volume restrictions that is applied to the 

annotation and atoms of a bioactive ligand conformation^^. Once a query is built, it can 

be used to search a database for conformations of ligands satisfying the query 3D 

structural arrangements, or to guide the docking of a set of molecules in the receptor 

site of interest.

3.1.4 Induced fit docking

In standard docking procedures, the protein target is considered as rigid, and the 

ligand is flexible and free to move. However, this procedure does not take into account 

the flexibility of the target, and that a binding event is the result of a rearrangement of 

both target and ligand, with the target rearranging its shape in function of the ligand 

('induced-fit' model). The induced-fit model takes into account simultaneously side 

chains or backbone conformational changes of the protein and ligand conformational 

space.

3.1.5 Scoring Functions

Scoring functions are mathematical functions that evaluate the 'goodness' of ligand 

pose-protein fit and appropriately rank a series of compounds according to their 

binding affinities, ideally with a distinction between binders/non-binders.

Broadly speaking, scoring functions can be divided in three categories- force field 

based, empirical based and knowledge based scoring functions.
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3.1.5.1 Force Field based scoring functions

Force field based scoring functions are 'physics based' approaches that use non- 

bonded terms of molecular mechanics force fields such as Amber^^’^^ and CHARMM^^ 

to describe electrostatic and van der Waals interactions between protein-ligand. These 

methods use potential energy functions that have been extensively parameterized and 

tested, and, as such are less likely to be biased towards a particular receptor target^. 

Recently, additional terms to better describe the ligand-protein interaction, such as 

the desolvation contribution upon ligand binding and the entropy effect have been 

taken into account.

3.1.5.2 Empirical based scoring functions

Empirical based scoring functions constitute a more flexible approach when compared 

to molecular mechanics. These functions approximate the free energy of binding as a 

sum of different contributions of the total binding free energy, such as hydrogen 

bonds, ionic interactions, hydrophobic interactions and binding entropy. The main 

limitation of empirical based methods is that they utilize experimental binding 

energies from different sources, and therefore could be inconsistent^^ An example of 

an empirical based scoring function is the ChemScore^^ function where binding energy 

is evaluated as a function of the hydrogen bonding geometry and lipophilic contact 

area between ligand-receptor with the addition of a penalty term representing the 

loss of conformational entropy upon binding.

3.1.5.3 Knowledge based scoring functions

The knowledge based approach extracts experimental information available on 

protein ligand complexes on the basis of the inverse formulation of the Boltzmann 

law^®. The basic supposition of these scoring functions is that, if a ligand atom is found 

at a certain distance from a particular protein residue with high frequency it is likely to 

represent a favourable interaction^. Three main examples are the PMF^® score, 

DrugScore^°, and the London dG scoring function®, which was applied in this chapter 

(Equation 3.1). The London dG scoring function estimates the free energy of binding of 

the ligand from a given pose. The functional form is a sum of terms®:
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AG — c + Efiex + ^ Cub fnB + ^ Cf^fj^ + I ^Di

h-bonds m-lig atoms i

Equation 3.1

where c represents the average gain/loss of rotational and translational entropy; Efiex is 

the energy due to the loss of flexibility of the ligand (calculated from ligand topology 

only);/we measures geometric imperfections of hydrogen bonds and takes a value in 

[0,1]; Chb is the energy of an ideal hydrogen bond; /m measures geometric 

imperfections of metal ligations and takes a value in [0,1]; Cm is the energy of an ideal 

metal ligation; and Dj is the desolvation energy of atom /. The coefficients c, Chb and Cm 

were fitted from around 400 X-ray crystal structures of protein-ligand complexes with 

available experimental pKjdata.

In this method the distribution of distances between ligand-protein atom type pairs 

are collated and inverted to generate a potential of mean force if a particular ligand 

atom is found at a certain distance from a particular protein atom very frequently, this 

is likely to be a favourable interaction.

3.1.5.4 Scoring functions limitations

The current limitations of scoring functions have been extensively explored^. In 

general scoring functions per se do not provide an accurate measure of binding free 

energies, but for virtual screening applications, crude estimates are generally enough. 

Typically, in a virtual screening experiment, a scoring function is prioritized on the 

basis of efficient separation of the active molecules from the known inactives, with 

very little overlapping or 'contamination'. Most of the scoring functions implemented 

in docking packages can accurately reproduce the X-ray crystallographic pose in 70- 

80% of cases with 2A RMSD. However, amongst the limitations of current scoring 

function, the bias towards high molecular weight compounds due to the additive 

nature of parameters for empirical and force field based scoring functions should be 

considered^®. Other parameters involved in the binding interactions, such as 

desolvation energy contributions or entropy are not considered in the standard 

scoring functions. Thus, more rigorous computational tools can be applied to optimize 

and rescore the poses prioritized using conventional scoring functions^^. The
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MM/PBSA (molecular mechanics/Poisson-Boltzmann surface area) method provides a 

more accurate assessment of electrostatic and desolvation energies upon binding as 

previously described^^ and in this chapter, to prioritize induced fit docking poses of our 

compounds in AR AF-2.

3.1.6 Successful combination of Docking and Molecular Dynamics

To ensure a higher accuracy in the prediction of the docked poses, in this study we 

combined induced fit scoring function and rescoring by means of MM-GB(PBSA) 

estimation of binding free energies implemented in the Amber software^^. MM- 

GB(PBSA) combined with conventional scoring functions has been demonstrated 

successful by previously employed protocols on CDK2, Factor Xa, thrombin and HIV-RT 

in predicting the compounds' binding affinity^^, therefore it could be used as a 

powerful tool in predictive QSAR methods. As docking algorithms generally provide 

good quality poses, a physical description of the binding contributions can be 

employed to re-score the docked pose. MM-GB(PBSA) calculations combining 

molecular mechanics in continuum solvent^'* have been used to compute average 

binding energies for configurations' snapshots extracted from MD simulations of the 

bound/unbound state^^ (section 3.1.7.1.1). When compared to the consideration of 

docking scoring functions only, the addition of MM-GB(PBSA) procedures provided 

higher confidence in the selected docking poses^^, improved enrichment in virtual 

screening databases^^ and a higher correlation between calculated and 

experimentally determined binding affinities^^, which is invaluable in lead 

optimization.

3.1.7 Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations calculate the motion of the atoms in a molecular 

system using Newton's second law dynamic principles to determine the net force and 

acceleration experienced by each atom. A MD run simulates the behaviour of a 

molecular system over time under certain conditions of temperature, pressure, 

volume.
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3.1.7.1 Amber

Amber (Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement) is a suite of programs for 

molecular dynamics simulations, but it is also a set of mechanical force fields. A typical 

dynamics simulation protocol includes the initial structure generation, an initial energy 

minimization step, an equilibration step, a dynamics run with capture of 

conformations at regular intervals (production run) and analysing the equilibrium 

trajectory.

Preparatory Simulation
Programs

Sander

Analysis

PDB file Programs
IFnP

Programs
Ptraj

MM/PBSAantechamber
PMEMD
NMode

Figure 3.1 Amber program suite workflow. The PDB file and the ligand are firstly prepared with LEaP and 

antechamber respectively. The molecular dynamics simulation program is Sander, and the simulation 

trajectory is analysed by Ptraj, followed by MM-PBSA analysis.

In order to prepare the protein, tLeap is used to generate a topology and coordinate 

files from the input PDB structure, using the force field parameters from ff99sb. Leap 

also places counterions and solvates molecules. A topology file (prmtop) contains 

atom types, charges and connectivity information. A parameter file (inpcrd) includes 

the force constants necessary to describe the system in terms of bond, angle, torsion 

energies and non-bonded interaction energies (van der Waals and electrostatics).

In order to prepare the ligand and generate topology files to be used in the MD 

simulation, the module Antechamber is used within Amber suite. Antechamber uses 

information from the generalized amber force field (GAFF)^®, which contains 

parameters suitable to cover pharmaceutical small molecule chemical space, 

consisting of 33 basic atoms types and 22 special atom types. The charge is calculated 

using HF/6-31G* RESP^^ or AM1-BCC^° models.

In order to run a MD simulation with sender (Simulated Annealing with NMR- 

Derived Energy Restraints), three types of file are required:
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-prmtop file, containing a description of the molecular topology and the 

necessary force field parameters

-inpcrd or rst file, containing a description of the atomic coordinates and the 

current periodic box dimensions.

-mdin, the sander input file consisting of a series of namelists and control 

variables that contains the option for the simulation to be run

3.1.7.1.1 MM-GB(PBSA)

The MM-GB(PBSA) is a model implemented in Amber to calculate the free energy 

difference between two states, representing the bound and the unbound state of a 

solvated molecule, or to compare different conformations for the same solvated 

molecule. These calculations are divided according to the following thermodynamic

cycle^^.

AG,solv.lifand AG„ AG„

o AG,

Figure 3.2 MM-GB(PBSA) thermodynamic cycle

From the above diagram, the delta G free energy of solvation (AGbind,soiv) can be 

calculated according to the following equation:

^^bind.solv ~ bind,vacuum "h bind,complex solv,ligand "h ^Gsolv,receptor)

Equation 3.2

Solvation free energies can be calculated by solving the Poisson Boltzmann (PB) or 

Generalized Born (GB) equation for each of the three states by accounting for
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electrostatic and hydrophobic contributions to the solvation energy. Free energy in 

vacuo is calculated from the average interaction between receptor and ligand, and 

taking into account the entropy if necessary. Usually the entropy contributions can be 

neglected as they are computationally expensive and tend to have a large margin of 

error that introduces significant uncertainty in the final result^^. The average 

interaction energies are then collected by performing calculations on snapshots 

collected from an equilibrated MD simulation. The coordinates for the complex are 

typically obtained in an explicit solvent environment by simple minimization of the 

structure (identified in the results section as MM-PBSAi Frame) or by generation of an

ensemble of molecular conformations using MD 32
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Conformer generation

The study of the diarylhydrazide f/Z isomerization and the unequivocal determination 

of the prevalence of the diarylhydrazide isomer f in solution provided us with a valid 

starting point in order to generate conformers prior to the docking protocol. Since a 

wide range of methods are available to enumerate ligand conformations, we sought to 

determine which one of the available methods gave a wider range of conformational 

space sampling (see Experimental Section 3.3). We tested the three tools 

implemented in MOE; stochastic, systematic and low mode MD conformational 

searches, and Omega (Figure 3.3). For MDG483, a total of ten conformers were 

generated with the stochastic method, fifteen with the systematic, twenty with low 

mode MD and twenty-eight with Omega.

MOE-Stochastic MOE-Systematic

MOE-LowModeMD Omega

Figure 3.3 MDG483 conformational sampling using four different methods.
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Given the greater range of conformational space sampled, Lo\w mode MD was the 

method of choice to generate diarylhydrazides conformers in the docking protocol 

applied in this chapter.

3.2.2 Pharmacophore Generation

X-ray crystal structures are available for the AR LBD co-crystallized with several 

peptides bearing different NR box motifs^^’^^, and small molecules co-crystallized at 

the non-LBP AF-2 or BF-3 sites are available^'*' Thus, it is possible to derive 

pharmacophoric features required for AR AF-2 or AR BF-3 interaction. We designed a 

pharmacophore to carry out guided docking on AR AF-2 and AR BF-3 by placing the 

compounds according to the AF-2 or BF-3 hypothesis (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5).

The design of an AR AF-2 pharmacophore was based on structural information 

provided by the coactivator peptides binding mode, but simplified compared to the 

previously designed pharmacophore applied in virtual screening (Figure 2.5). In the 

present one, we only concentrated on the interacting features of the F1X2X3L4F5 motif 

in the AR AF-2 or the L1X2X3L4L5 in ERa AF-2 pocket (Figure 3.4) in subpocket 1 (Fi/Li, 

Hyd|Aro), subpocket 2 (U, Hyd|Aro) and subpocket 3 (F5/L5, Hyd|Aro), adding an 

additional hydrogen bond acceptor feature corresponding to the common feature 

shared by the amino acid X2 backbone, and enabling the partial match of at least two 

features, to allow the molecule flexibility within AF-2 in fitting the pharmacophore.
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Figure 3.4 (a) AF-2 side chain spatial arrangement for the FiX2X3L4F5 (magenta) and L1X2X3L4L5 (green) 

motifs in AR and ERa. (b) Three pharmacophoric Hyd|Aro features (orange) correspond to Fj/Li, U, F5/L5 

side chains and a common acceptor (Acc) feature of the carboxylic group of the X2 amino acid backbone 

(light blue). Sl=subpocket 1, S2=subpocket 2 and S3=subpocket 3. Molecular surface is represented in 

grey. Figure was generated with MOE®. PDB id : 1T7R^^ and 3ERD''°.

To identify the structural features required for the interaction at AR BF-3 we built a 

common feature pharmacophore from the superposition of several small molecule co

crystallized in AR-BF-3 previously reported in the literature^^'^®.

We generated a common feature pharmacophore for a total of 5 ligands, accounting 

for four features in total, two hydrophobic, one donor and acceptor, and one general 

comprising mixed Aro|PiN|Hyd|Don features that represent subpocket Sal. A partial 

match was enabled for two of the four features, allowing for molecules flexibility to fit 

the BF-3 pharmacophore.
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Figure 3.5 BF-3 pharmacophoric features represented for [4-(4-hydroxy-3-iodo-phenoxy)-3,5-diiodo- 

phenyl]-acetic acid (4HY) in the 2PIU^^ structure. The two BF-3 subpockets were arbitrarily called Sal 

and Sa2 to distinguish them from AF-2. Two Aro|Hyd functions (orange), one Don&Acc (pink) and a 

global one to account for several compounds features, such as Aro | PIN 1 Hyd | Don (magenta).

3.2.3 Induced Fit Docking

In order to probe the site of action of the diarylhydrazides identified and to support 

binding at AF-2, according to their initial rational design, we used an induced fit 

docking protocol. This protocol was judged optimal to investigate the binding of a 

small molecule at a flexible solvent exposed surface, when compared to rigid docking 

algorithms. Firstly, our purpose was to examine the compounds' binding mode in AR 

AF-2 and to exclude a hypothetical binding at the BF-3 interface. Then, selectivity of 

the ligands was explored by evaluation of their theoretical binding affinity to ERa. As a 

starting point, we utilized the co-crystal structures of AR and ERa with the 

corresponding bound agonist in the LBD (DHT and diethylstilbestrol respectively, PDB 

ids: 1T63^® and 3ERD^°) and the coactivator peptide Glucocorticoid Receptor 

Interacting Protein 1 (GRIPl). For AR BF-3, we utilized a crystal structure of a co

crystallized small molecule in the BF-3 site, {4HY, PDB id 2PIU^^).

Our general docking protocol was designed to include a 3D pharmacophore (section 

3.2.2). Docking was performed for six diarylhydrazides compounds, which included five 

biologically active compounds (MDG483, MDG605, MDG608, MDG611 and MDG616), 

and one biologically inactive control, MDG610 (chapter 4). Crystallographic water 

molecules were excluded. The best twenty scored poses were selected and saved as 

individual PDB files for a more exhaustive exploration using molecular dynamics

studies in Amber vll23
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3.2.4 Molecular Dynamics Study: Hypothesizing about the most probable bioactive 

conformation

For more computationally expensive molecular dynamics studies it was necessary to 

initially select a subset of docked poses, through scoring and visual inspection for 

optimal fit in the sites of interest. The London dG scoring function (E_score) was used 

to select the best twenty poses in the induced fit molecular docking protocol. Then, 

selected poses were subjected to a molecular dynamics protocol, consisting of Amber 

protein-ligand complex preparation including explicit water solvation, minimization, 

heating and equilibration steps. The Amber MM-GB(PBSA) energy binding of the 

conformation corresponding to the last step of minimization, expressed as GB/PBiPrame 

protocol was calculated in order to perform an initial screening of the docked poses. 

The higher binding energy value (in absolute terms) of the minimized geometries was 

employed to re-score the poses and select the best ten poses to bring forward for 

more extensive molecular dynamics studies, consisting of a 10ns production run, 

followed by a calculation of the mean AG binding free energy of the complexes 

obtained. Subsequently, a pairwise energy decomposition analysis was performed to 

explore which amino acids are involved in determining diarylhydrazides' binding within 

AR AF-2, ERa AF-2 or AR BF-3.

In MD calculations, it is important to ensure the stability of the system under study 

when analysing the results. In order to do that, the convergence of the AG of the 

protein-ligand complexes was evaluated during the time established for their 

production. Once the convergence for the complexes was reached, we focused on the 

last 5ns of the production for MM-GB(PBSA) calculations. In our study, almost all the 

ligand-protein complexes showed a AG convergent profile before the last 5ns (see 

experimental section for an example). In some cases, a stable profile of the AG could 

not be reached as the input conformation evolved to a more stabilized local minimum 

or to a less stable conformation (Figure 3.6).

In the following tables, only the ten best poses obtained from docking are ordered by 

the lowest mean AG free energy of the last 5ns of the 10ns production run (GB/PBsns). 

This criterion was complemented by visual inspection, which ultimately guided the
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selection of the best pose in AR and ER a AF-2 or AR BF-3. The pose selection by lower 

GB/PBsns was also compared with the minimized pose. As an example of the selection 

criterion applied, the MDG483 pose 06 in AR AF-2 was the one with lower GB/PBsns 

(Table 3.1), but comparing this pose with the selected MDG483 pose 02, it is clear that 

the 02 pose is the most stable within the pocket (Figure 3.6). MDG483 pose 06 is 

evolving towards a secondary local minimum far from the initial geometry.

3.2.4.1 AR and ERa AF-2

It is important to note that in AR and ERa AF-2 the best poses obtained from GB/PBsns 

ranking for the studied series of diarylhydrazides were also within the best ten ranked 

poses by molecular docking, indicating the validity of the induced fit protocol in 

identifying the lowest energy poses.

Poses E_Score E_Ref G®lFrame PBiFrarrie GBsns PBsns
MDG483 AR 06 -8.20 -14.81 -19.86 -17.04 -32.14 -25.69

MDG483 AR 08 -8.05 -18.67 -27.94 -23.43 -27.77 -22.31

MDG483 AR 02 -9.16 -19.14 -22.28 -16.62 -26.90 -22.48

MDG483 AR 09 -7.97 -10.35 -23.99 -22.27 -26.59 -20.28

IVIDG483 AR 11 -7.73 -17.80 -23.70 -18.48 -24.97 -20.80

MDG483 AR 04 -8.36 -14.78 -23.09 -16.34 -22.78 -16.83

MDG483 AR 19 -6.49 -21.21 -23.97 -20.67 -21.72 -17.98

MDG483 AR 13 -7.18 -18.58 -20.43 -14.77 -21.14 -18.30

IVIDG483 AR 01 -9.21 4.52 -26.58 -22.95 -19.57 -16.22

MDG483 AR 03 -8.72 -12.47 -20.26 -17.91 -17.46 -15.75
Table 3.1 MDG483 pose selection in AR AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG483 in AR AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.6 MDG483 pose selection criteria. Pose 02 (a) is compared to pose 06 (b). The ligand pose from 

the 7'*' step of minimization is represented in green. In both cases (a) and (b) the minimized pose in AR 

AF-2 is very similar. The ligand pose after the 10ns production run is shown in orange. Pose 02 (a) was 

selected over pose 06 (b), because in the second case, after production the ligand tends to migrate 

away from the pocket and it is not stable in AR AF-2, whereas the ligand in (a) is better accommodated 

in AR AF-2 pocket.

Poses E_Score E_Ref ^®lFrame P®lFrame GBsns PBsns
MDG483 ERa 06 -7.90 -12.18 -21.26 -13.46 -24.52 -19.81
MDG483 ERa 13 -7.00 -17.82 -21.13 -21.05 -22.80 -19.10
MDG483 ERa 01 -8.72 -21.38 -23.20 -19.74 -22.69 -20.86
MDG483 ERa 12 -7.02 -21.12 -25.99 -22.01 -22.57 -19.00
MDG483 ERa 07 -7.87 -15.97 -23.16 -24.22 -22.18 -17.33
MDG483 ERa 05 -7.92 -21.07 -21.75 -17.82 -22.05 -17.96
IVIDG483 ERa 03 -8.06 -19.08 -21.61 -16.45 -21.90 -16.10
IVIDG483 ERa 02 -8.65 -13.45 -20.12 -15.10 -21.75 -17.40
MDG483 ERa 17 -6.60 -20.43 -21.87 -18.54 -21.49 -18.88
MDG483 ERa 10 -7.06 -18.93 -21.63 -21.66 -20.12 -16.58

Table 3.2 MDG483 pose selection in ERa AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG483 in ERa AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.

The best pose for MDG483 in AR AF-2 and ERa AF-2 are represented in figure 3.7. In 

the case of AR, the A moiety of the diarylhydrazide is located in subpocket 1, while the 

B moiety is located in subpocket 3 and stabilized by the presence of K720 and by an 

hydrogen bond between Q733 side chain and OHc2' • In ER the pose is switched to 

include moiety A in subpocket 3 and moiety B in subpocket 1, which could explain the
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different biological behaviour of the compounds in AR/ERa (chapter 4). The preferred 

conformation is stabilized by an intramolecular hydrogen bond (OHcb—N=c) in AR AF-2 

and (OHc3—Oc=o and OHc2'—N=c) in ERa AF-2. We anticipate that the poses for AR and 

ERa AF-2 show consistency with the other studied compounds.

/

Figure 3.7 Best pose of MDG483 in AR (a) and ERa AF-2 (b) after 10ns MD. Hydrogen bonds are 

represented in light blue. Images were generated with MOE®.

In MDG605, interestingly, the best pose in AR AF-2 after the 10ns MD simulation 

coincides also with the best scored pose obtained through the induced fit protocol.

Poses E_Score E_Ref IFrame PBiFrame GBjns PBsn.
MDG605 AR 01 -8.70 -18.06 -23.44 -21.22 -28.24 -23.56
MDG605 AR 08 -7.39 -12.80 -20.36 -16.72 -25.85 -22.95
MDG605 AR 14 -6.96 -18.55 -20.75 -16.45 -23.10 -19.37
MDG605 AR 18 -6.32 -20.64 -24.21 -21.66 -22.52 -17.84
MDG605 AR 02 -8.10 -17.35 -21.93 -19.51 -22.11 -17.71
MDG605 AR 05 -7.84 -11.60 -22.12 -18.27 -21.47 -18.08
MDG605 AR 13 -6.98 -16.64 -21.18 -21.08 -21.00 -18.31
MDG605 AR 03 -8.10 -19.94 -19.09 -16.48 -20.67 -16.41
MDG605 AR 04 -7.86 -10.99 -22.27 -21.03 -19.48 -18.26
MDG605 AR 09 -7.36 -12.44 -21.61 -15.81 -17.55 -15.05

Table 3.3 MDG605 pose selection in AR AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG605 in AR AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.
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Poses E_Score E_Ref ^^IFrame P®lFrame GBsn, PBsn.
MDG605 ERa 07 -7.60 -16.83 -19.84 -17.49 -25.34 -21.21
MDG605 ERa 02 -7.96 -13.41 -22.88 -12.60 -24.84 -18.30
MDG605 ERa 15 -6.66 -19.23 -20.61 -18.31 -22.64 -20.70
MDG605 ERa 06 -7.63 -12.07 -21.19 -14.05 -21.83 -18.03
MDG605 ERa 13 -6.86 -17.09 -24.92 -21.33 -21.80 -18.30
MDG605 ERa 16 -6.64 -22.15 -22.37 -20.01 -21.02 -17.10
MDG605 ERa 03 -7.86 -16.92 -21.68 -19.03 -20.74 -16.98
MDG605 ERa 05 -7.77 -16.51 -20.14 -16.06 -20.43 -17.34
MDG605 ERa ll -6.98 -20.99 -22.30 -26.08 -19.79 -16.48
MDG605 ERa 01 -8.09 -16.52 -21.99 -18.69 -19.33 -15.40

Table 3.4 MDG605 pose selection in ERa AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG605 in ERa AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.

The best pose reported for MDG605, bearing a C2' OH and a C5' Cl substitutions, is 

consistent with the one obtained in MDG483, and again we observe a switched or 

flipped conformation in ERa AF-2.

/M894

ryj:

Figure 3.8 Best pose of MDG605 in AR (a) and ERa AF-2 (b) after 10ns MD. Hydrogen bonds are 

represented in light blue. Images were generated with MOE®.
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MDG611, bearing two OH functionalities, both at C2' and C5' positions, was also 

evaluated in AR and ERa AF-2 based on the biological results obtained (chapter 4). 

The most stable pose is consistent to the ones reported above for AR and ERa AF-2.

Poses E_Score E_Ref ^^^IFrame P^lFrame GBsns PBsns
MDG611 AR 20 -5.92 -18.22 -21.56 -17.78 -26.53 -21.08

MDG611 AR 07 -8.06 -11.41 -21.31 -16.20 -23.17 -18.50

MDG611 AR 08 -7.73 -18.25 -18.73 -15.52 -24.47 -21.09

MDG611 AR 11 -7.59 -8.72 -17.09 -12.22 -21.56 -17.09

MDG611 AR 13 -6.97 -17.48 -17.05 -9.95 -19.11 -15.99

MDG611 AR 05 -8.17 -6.06 -16.75 -12.00 -21.32 -17.08

MDG611 AR 15 -6.58 -17.49 -15.01 -10.87 -14.63 -11.61

IVIDG611 AR 01 -9.06 -13.17 -15.01 -10.87 -14.63 -11.61

MDG611 AR 02 -8.95 -18.93 -12.22 -11.73 -26.93 -21.22

MDG611 AR 03 -8.74 -10.79 -10.98 -12.53 -11.02 -10.32
Table 3.5 MDG611 pose selection in AR AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG611 in AR AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.

Poses E_Score E_Ref GBiframe P^lFrame GBsns PBsns

MOG611 ERa 01 -8,35 -14.63 -20.84 -16.99 -23.16 -19.28

MDG611 ERa 19 -6,71 -17.32 -20.16 -15.19 -21.64 -16.02

MDG611 ERa 12 -7.11 -18.66 -16.52 -14.70 -21.41 -16.75

MDG611 ERa 17 -6.82 -21.34 -18.71 -12.94 -21.22 -16.34

MDG611 ERa 02 -7.91 -20.52 -17.97 -10.13 -20.09 -17.18

MDG611 ERa 15 -7.02 -18.62 -18.91 -18.95 -19.61 -14.35

MDG611 ERa 10 -7.14 -17.73 -21.43 -18.16 -19.33 -15.32

MDG611 ERa 05 -7.78 -19.14 -18.65 -12.12 -18.37 -14.41

MDG611 ERa 18 -6.78 -21.31 -19.91 -7.63 -16.70 -12.78

MDG611 ERa 06 -7.69 -15.21 -21.06 -14.30 -14.88 -10.87
Table 3.6 MDG611 pose selection in ERa AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG611 in ERa AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.9 Best pose of MDG611 in AR (a) and ERa AF-2 (b) after 10ns MD. Hydrogen bonds are 

represented in light blue. Images were generated with MOE®.

MDG608 was evaluated in AR as an unsubstituted derivative at position C5'. This 

evaluation provides a deeper insight to the effect that different substitutions at the 

C5' positions may have on the most stable docked pose. Once again, the pose 

obtained had the same orientation as reported above in AR AF-2 for the other 

compounds.

Poses E_Score E_Ref ^®lFrame P®lFranp)e GBsns PBsns

MDG608 AR 04 -7.71 -19.90 -20.60 -17.85 -24.62 -19.26

MDG608 AR 07 -7.46 -21.17 -26.34 -25.09 -24.26 -17.42

MDG608 AR 01 -8.66 -20.17 -20.81 -16.20 -22.31 -18.56

MDG608 AR 02 -8.06 -19.23 -29.39 -26.26 -22.13 -18.24

MDG608 AR 05 -7.63 -13.72 -22.06 -13.45 -21.28 -19.56

MDG608 AR 16 -6.30 -16.01 -18.19 -9.42 -20.46 -17.07

MDG608 AR 10 -7.30 -14.06 -18.59 -13.78 -19.22 -14.06

MDG608 AR 19 -6.01 -20.97 -19.94 -13.68 -17.50 -13.12

MDG608 AR 11 -7.25 -14.78 -18.23 -15.34 -15.94 -12.03

MDG608 AR 12 -7.18 -15.61 -22.13 -18.74 -12.89 -9.62
Table 3.7 MDG608 pose selection in AR AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG608 in AR AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.10 Best pose of MDG608 in AR AF-2 after 10ns MD. Hydrogen bonds are represented in light 

blue. Images were generated with MOE®.

MDG616 was interesting to evaluate due to the presence of a methyl group at position 

C3', which could present a steric effect on the most stable pose adopted in AR AF-2.

Poses E_Score E_Ref PBiframe GBsns PBsn,
MDG616 AR 06 -7.41 -18,30 -21.66 -17.90 -25.40 -20.61
MDG616 AR 02 -7.88 -9.71 -19.93 -14.31 -25.20 -19.71
MDG616 AR 01 -9.17 -17.10 -21.19 -17.27 -24.17 -19.51
MDG616 AR 09 -7.19 -13.07 -25.34 -22.83 -23.98 -19.67
MDG616 AR 04 -7.66 -20.78 -28.58 -27.46 -23.39 -17.00
MDG616 AR 16 -6.09 -16.26 -18.55 -13.67 -20.80 -15.67
MDG616 AR 15 -6.25 -18.51 -20.59 -15.26 -19.23 -17.18
MDG616 AR 03 -7.84 -18.57 -22.23 -19.64 -17.42 -14.46
MDG616 AR 07 -7.41 -18.41 -20.36 -17.18 -17.39 -16.00

MDG616 AR 17 -6.09 -21.16 -20.07 -11.30 -11.51 -10.01
Table 3.8 MDG616 pose selection in AR AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG616 in AR AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.11 Best pose of MDG616 in AR AF-2 after 10ns MD. Hydrogen bonds are represented in light 

blue. Images were generated with MOE®.

MDG610 was interesting to evaluate because it is biologically inactive and bears a 

bulky t-Bu substitution at C5' that could sterically hinder the AR AF-2 binding site. It is 

very interesting to note that the most stable pose is consistent regarding the 

orientations of the different A and B moieties of the diarylhydrazides but it is located 

away from the AR AF-2 pocket due to its instability and poor fit in the site.
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Poses E_Score E_Ref IFrame PBsns

MDG610 AR 03 -8.69 -20.40 -22.35 -16.52 -26.32 -20.75

MDG610 AR 18 -6.68 -21.09 -22.96 -15.75 -23.53 -20.56

MDG610 AR 09 -7.74 -19.03 -22.64 -17.28 -21.32 -17.53

MDG610 AR 07 -7.92 -20.76 -24.60 -23.03 -20.84 -19.28

MDG610 AR 05 -8.11 -20.38 -23.68 -20.24 -20.76 -13.87

IVIDG610 AR 10 -7.66 -18.60 -26.58 -28.78 -20.68 -18.35

MDG610 AR 06 -8.06 -9.04 -23.16 -24.25 -18.42 -14.93

MDG610 AR 02 -8.83 -20.46 -22.91 -17.22 -16.62 -14.52

MDG610 AR 01 -8.90 -11.61 -21.57 -23.87 -15.54 -12.58

MDG610 AR 17 -7.09 -19.10 -21.78 -18.71 -15.18 -16.21
Table 3.9 MDG610 pose selection in AR AF-2. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG610 in AR AF-2 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.

Figure 3.12 Best pose of MDG610 in AR AF-2 after 10ns MD. Flydrogen bonds are represented in light 

blue. Images were generated with MOE®.

3.2.4.1.1 Bioactive Diarylhydrazides share the same pose within AR AF-2 

As anticipated in the previous sections, the lowest energy poses of the bioactive 

diarylhydrazides considered in the MD analysis present a consistent binding mode 

within AR AF-2 surface. The predicted binding mode consists in the bulky OHca 

naphthyl moiety A of the diarylhydrazide system occupying subpocket 1 of the AR AF-
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2, with an interaction mostly governed by hydrophobic forces. On the other hand, 

moiety B occupies subpocket 3, which is mostly involved in the AF-2 interaction with 

the diarylhydrazides. The bioactive diarylhydrazides selected in this study present a 

common OHc2’ in the B moiety, which is predicted to make an important hydrogen 

bond contact with Q733, which will be further discussed in the pairwise decomposition 

analysis for single amino acid contributions to the system free energy. Moreover, the B 

ring electron density modulates cation-n interactions with charged clamp amino acid 

K720 (Figure 3.13).

K720

Q733

M894

Figure 3.13 Overlaid poses of diarylhydrazides in AR AF-2. For the sake of clarity, some amino acids are 

hidden in this representation. The AR AF-2 subpockets positions are also represented for clarity (SI, S2 

and S3). Dashed light blue lines represent hydrogen bonds. From this representation, we can clearly see 

the conserved nature of the binding poses and the common hydrogen bond between the side chain of 

Q733 and the OHc2' of the B system. Since K720 is in proximity of the aromatic ring of the B moiety, 

there is potential for cation-rt interactions. Diarylhydrazides MDG483, MDG605, MDG611 and MDG608 

are colour coded according to the previous figures in section 3.2.4.1.

The confidence in the predicted poses obtained will guide further analysis of the single 

amino acid contributions in the AF-2 subpockets that are important to determine the 

diarylhydrazides binding (section 3.2.6.1).
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3.2.4.2 ARBF-3

Generally speaking, in AR BF-3 induced fit docking, it is interesting to observe that the 

best scored poses by the GB/PBsns method were ranked within the top twenty docked 

poses instead of the top ten in the case of AF-2, perhaps suggesting a poorer 

performance of the induced fit protocol in the AR BF-3 site. Looking at the GB/PBsns 

values for this site it is not possible to extrapolate a significant difference when 

compared to the AF-2 values, except in the case of MDG611. Accordingly, visual 

inspection and consistencies of the poses adopted in the site offer a valuable means of 

discrimination between a probable and non probable pose.

Poses E_Score E_Ref ^^IFrame P^lFrame GB5„, PBsns
IVIDG605 AR BF3 16 -5.85 -18.95 -20.96 -21.59 -30.23 -25.82

MDG605 AR BF3 20 -5.55 -17.88 -17.33 -15.85 -24.07 -21.40

MDG605 AR BF3 17 -5.78 -16.96 -21.00 -19.67 -22.66 -20.00

IVIDG605 AR BF3 12 -6.24 -19.25 -19.48 -19.17 -18.25 -17.27

MDG605 AR BF3 03 -7.83 -20.25 -21.92 -16.68 -17.24 -12.91

MDG605 AR BF3 14 -6.05 -15.83 -17.21 -12.94 -16.89 -14.74

MDG605 AR BF3 04 -7.42 -17.64 -17.53 -13.01 -16.78 -11.88

MDG605 AR BF3 07 -6.64 -17.47 -18.30 -13.48 -16.12 -11.63

MDG605 AR BF3 02 -8.12 -16.64 -21.67 -19.22 -15.20 -10.50

MDG605 AR BF3 08 -6.55 -19.21 -23.31 -19.61 -12.94 -10.27
Table 3.10 MDG605 pose selection in AR BF-3. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnscriteria. The GB/PBs^s was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG610 in AR BF-3 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.
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Poses E_Score E_Ref ^^IFrarne P^lFrame GBsns PBsns
MDG611 AR BF3 12 -6.30 -18.23 -15.41 -13.21 -20.28 -16.68

MDG611 AR BF3 09 -6.56 -18.61 -22.86 -16.62 -19.78 -16.11

MDG611 AR BF3 01 -9.01 -19.87 -18.15 -10.90 -17.60 -15.95

MDG611 AR BF3 17 -6.10 -16.37 -17.05 -18.26 -17.23 -14.89

MDG611 AR BF3 19 -5.82 -18.07 -16.79 -14.78 -16.34 -9.61

MDG611 AR BF3 14 -6.17 -20.46 -14.35 -13.75 -15.32 -11.55

MDG611 AR BF3 06 -7.14 -17.58 -15.18 -13.75 -14.11 -10.28

MDG611 AR BF3 05 -7.30 -18.33 -14.80 -11.65 -14.08 -10.93

MDG611 AR BF3 11 -6.46 -17.94 -19.89 -18.12 -11.05 -10.64

MDG611 AR BF3 15 -6.16 -15.69 -15.30 -8.55 -10.60 -7.74
Table 3.11 MDG611 pose selection in AR BF-3. E_score was the selection criteria for the twenty best 

poses (London dG), E_ref was the energy of the pose after force filed refinement. Poses are ordered 

with the lowest GB/PBsnsCriteria. The GB/PBsns was the mean AG energy of the last 5ns MD simulation 

for the best ten poses. The best pose for MDG611 in AR BF-3 and the relative parameters are 

highlighted in grey. All units reported in kcal/mol.

We observe an unusual conformation for MDG605, a rearrangement towards the Z 

isomer, which is not consistent with the pose observed for the other analogue, 

MDG611, which is not predicted stable within the BF-3 pocket as most of the molecule 

is solvent-exposed. Although presenting favourable values of GB/PB, we consider this 

pose very unlikely and biased by particular amino acid contacts that will be discussed 

in section 3.2.6.3.

a)

Figure 3.14 Best pose of MDG605 (a) and MDG611 (b) in AR BF-3 after 10ns MD. Hydrogen bonds are 

represented in light blue. Images were generated with MOE®.

A more detailed analysis on the AG binding free energy of the MDG605/MDG611 

complexes with AR BF-3 is discussed in section 3.2.5.
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3.2.5 MIVI-GB(PBSA) Binding Free Energy Calculations

The binding free energy of the AR/ERa complexes with the most probable poses was 

subjected to extensive energy decomposition analysis by evaluation of the 

contribution of each component to the total binding free energy (Equations 3.4 and 

3.5, experimental section). As described in the previous sections, the most probable 

poses were selected by a combination of molecular docking, free energy MM- 

GB(PBSA) of a single minimized complex and MM-GB(PBSA) determined in the last 5ns 

of a 10ns MD simulation trajectory.

In table 3.12 we outline the contributions to the MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA binding free 

energies for the best pose selected for AR AF-2 with the rationale explained above. As 

can be seen, the conserved nature of the binding pose within AR AF-2 is reflected by 

very similar values for AGtotai, which is mostly determined by contributions of the van 

der Waals (AGvdw) term and in a smaller proportion of the non-bonded electrostatic 

(AGeie) term, suggesting the importance of van der Waals interaction in the formation 

of diarylhydrazides/AR AF-2complex, as expected from the hydrophobic nature of the 

AR AF-2 surface. The non-polar (AGpp) term had very little weight in contributing to the 

AGtotai binding energy. The electrostatic component of the solvation free energy 

AGsoiv,eie depends on the AGeie term, a positive contribution of the latter within the 

protein-ligand complex is counteracted by an unfavourable AGsoiv.eie contribution.The 

higher contribution of the AGeie term in MDG483 will be explored in the pairwise 

energy decomposition study (section 3.2.6).
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1 Compound Method AGtotai AG*^w AG*e,a AGnp ^Gsolv,ete 1

MDG483 GB -26.64 -35.27 -16.54 -3.53 28.68
PB -22.07 -35.27 -16.54 -3.00 32.72

MDG605 GB -26.26 -35.06 -10.65 -3.45 19.44

PB -21.71 -35.06 -10.65 -2.91 23.99
MDG608 GB -24.32 -32.59 -11.75 -3.35 20.03

PB -19.24 -32.59 -11.75 -2.81 25.10
MDG611 GB -24.78 -34.97 -12.31 -3.44 22.50

PB -21.39 -34.97 -12.31 -2.80 25.89
MDG616 GB -24.38 -33.54 -9.96 -3.26 19.12

PB -19.86 -33.54 -9.96 -2.87 23.64
Table 3.12 Mean values of the MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA binding free energy in terms of kcal/mol for the 

AR AF-2/diarYlhydrazides complexes for the 10ns of the MD trajectory. * AGvdw and AGeie values have 

always the same value whether they are calculated with the GB or PB method.

Regarding the most probable pose selected for the diarylhydrazides/ERa complex, we 

repeated the same analysis reported in table 3.13 by breaking down the contributions 

on the AGtotai- Globally, also in the case of ERa, AGtotai values maintained constant, as 

reflected by the consistency of the pose. It is important to note that a direct 

comparison between the AGtotai of the AR AF-2 and ERa AF-2 complexes is not 

appropriate, as the poses adopted by the compounds in ERa, although consistent, 

have a switched orientation compared to AR AF-2, where the moiety B is interacting 

within SI instead of S3. However, in general AG terms, we can conclude that the 

behaviour is similar to that described in AR AF-2. The interaction between 

diarylhydrazides/ERa complexes is dominated by van der Waals interactions, shown by 

the higher contribution of AGvdW/ which is consistent with the hydrophobic nature of 

the ERa AF-2 surface. In case of MDG611, the AGeie term contributed around 2-fold 

more compared to the other two compounds. This behaviour can be explained in 

more detail by pairwise energy decomposition analysis.
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Compound Method AGtotai AG*vdw AGeie AGnp AGsolv,ele

MDG483 GB -22.51 -30.06 -10.31 -3.00 20.86
PB -18.82 -30.06 -10.31 -2.73 24.28

MDG605 GB -24.09 -31.24 -8.97 -3.11 19.23
PB -18.31 -31.24 -8.97 -2.65 24.55

MDG611 GB -22.54 -29.70 -21.40 -3.10 31.65
PB -18.80 -29.70 -21.40 -2.55 34.85

Table 3.13 Mean values of the MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA binding free energy in terms of kcal/mol for the 

ERa AF-2/diarylhydrazides complexes for the 10ns of the MD trajectory. * AG^dw and AGeie values have 

always the same value whether they are calculated with the GB or PB method.

By analysing the best pose in AR BF-3 in table 3.14, it is not possible to get 

straightforward results, consistent with the low probability of the pose adopted. First 

of all, AGtotai values are not constant between the two compound evaluated. There is a 

clear prevalent contribution of the AGeie term compared to the AGvdw to the total 

energy for MDG605 which is in general 4-fold higher than that observed for the same 

compound in AR AF-2 (Table 3.13), suggesting that electrostatic interactions are far 

more important in AR BF-3. This behaviour can be analysed in more detail at an amino 

acid level by employing a pairwise decomposition analysis.

Compound Method AGtotai AGl*vdw AG*e,e ag„p AGsolv.ele

MDG605 GB -29.22 -28.44 -41.79 -2.86 43.86
PB -27.31 -28.44 -41.79 -2.55 45.46

MDG611 GB -19.18 -23.90 -24.42 -1.91 31.62
PB -15.25 -23.90 -24.42 -2.48 34.99

Table 3.14 Mean values of the MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA binding free energy in terms of kcal/mol for the 

AR BF-3/diarylhydrazides complexes for the 10ns of the MD trajectory. * AG„dw and AGgie values have 

always the same value whether they are calculated with the GB or PB method.

3.2.6 Pairwise Energy Decomposition Analysis

In order to study the contribution of each amino acid in determining the binding free 

energy of the best diarylhydrazide poses in AR AF-2, ERa and AR BF-3, and determining 

potential 'hot-spots', a pairwise MM-GBSA energy decomposition was performed 

during the last 5ns of the MD trajectory. The total pairwise AG for the residue- 

compound complex depends on electrostatic, van der Waals, non polar and 

electrostatic solvation contributions (Equation 4.3, experimental section). As the non 

polar contributions were negligible and a positive contribution on the electrostatic
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energy (Coulomb interactions) within the protein-ligand complex is counteracted by an 

unfavourable electrostatic of desolvation contribution, we only present the vdW and 

the electrostatic contributions and the total AG binding free energy for the selected 

amino acids. It is important to note that all the contributions to the total AG binding 

free energy were based on amino acid side chain contributions. No backbone 

contribution was observed/included.

When studying the hot spot residues in the AF-2 pocket, both in AR and ERa, it was 

informative to divide the amino acids by subpockets (SI, S2 and S3), and see each 

amino acid contribution in the context of each subpocket, also based on the 

pharmacophore features of diarylhydrazide binding (Figure 3.4 and Figure 4.2, chapter 

4 with the corresponding amino acids). Regarding BF-3, it can be arbitrarily divided in 

two subpockets Sal and Sa2 (Figure 3.5).

3.2.6.1 Diarylhydrazides/AR AF-2 complexes

The total energy contributions of the relevant AR AF-2 amino acids in contributing to 

the binding of the selected diarylhydrazide poses in the previous sections are shown in 

Figure 3.7. In general subpocket 1 (SI) and most importantly subpocket 3 (S3) of the 

AR AF-2 are the ones that contribute more to the formation of the predicted 

diarylhydrazides/AR AF-2 complex. The above-mentioned subpockets also correspond 

to the two Hyd| Aro features, corresponding to the two Phe side chains of the FXXLF 

motif, suggesting that these positions within the pocket are also preferred by the 

compounds' poses. As discussed more in detail in chapter 4 (section 4.1.1.4), we 

anticipate that SI has been previously described as a small molecule hot spot and that 

S3 results the most conserved subpocket within NRs, and small molecules co

crystallized at S3 have previously been reported. Our compounds, possessing both 

characteristics, cover both of the subpockets, a characteristic that may be fully 

exploited when fine tuning selectivity.
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Figure 3.15 Pairwise Decomposition showing the AR AF-2 amino acids that contribute to the total 

binding free AGtotai energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/AR AF-2. Amino acids are ordered by 

sequence numbering and grouped according to AR AF-2 subpockets (SI, S2 and S3).

Moreover, in the context of single amino acids contributions, V716 in 52 (but bridging 

between S3 and 52) contributes most to the AGtotai due to its proximity to the B system 

phenyl/naphthyl group of the diarylhydrazide. In S3 the higher contributions are given 

by Q733 and M734 followed by K720 and V730. Interestingly, R726, a residue between 

AF-2 and BF-3, did not show interaction with the proposed binding poses. In 51, all 

amino acids contribute equally, except for E893, which is allocated too far away to 

interact with the proposed diarylhydrazide pose.

The decomposition of the total AG free binding energy in terms of the individual 

contributions (Equation 3.6, experimental section), shows a major contribution of the 

AGvdw and AGeie in the diarylhydrazide/AR AF-2 complex interaction. As mentioned 

above, the other parameters contributing to AGtotai, like AGnp and AGsoi.eie were not 

considered.
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Figure 3.16 Pairwise Decomposition showing the AR AF-2 amino acids that contribute to the binding 

free AGvdw energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/AR AF-2. Amino acids are ordered by sequence 

numbering and grouped according to AR AF-2 subpockets (SI, S2 and S3).

In AR AF-2 S2, V716, bridging residue between S3 and S2, has a significant contribution 

to AGtotai binding due to its predominant side chain weak hydrophobic van der Waals 

interactions with the B moiety of the ligands (Figure 3.8). In S3, the contribution of 

M734 was solely attributed to the hydrophobic interactions (AGvdw) with the aromatic 

moiety A. As expected, electrostatic contribution (AGeie) was significant for Q733. In 

fact, according to the proposed poses, Q733 side chain make a hydrogen bond 

interaction with the OI-lc2' in moiety B shared by all the compounds analysed. MDG616 

showed a lower interaction due to steric effects produced by the presence of the bulky 

methyl group at position C3'. Cation-n interactions of the protonated amino group of 

K720 with the aromatic ring B of the ligands were found to be well correlated with the 

electron density of the n-cloud on moiety B. In fact, MDG483, bearing naphthalene 

functionality in S3, had the highest contribution to the cation-rt interaction, as shown 

by a significant impact in AGeie and AGvdw- This important interaction feature is also 

shared by the F5 position of the F1XXUF5 coactivator motif. In the case of MDG605, 

bearing a hydrophobic but an electron attractor functionality in C5' like Cl, this 

interaction negatively affected the AGeie term and only weakly contributed to the
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AGvdw parameter. The same outcome is achieved in the case of MDG611, bearing a 

OHc5' functionality, due to the increased polarity of the system. V730 contributed 

weakly to the AGvdw due to proximity to the ring B.
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Figure 3,17 Pairwise Decomposition showing the AR AF-2 amino acids that contribute to the binding 

free AGjie energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/AR AF-2. Amino acids are ordered by sequence 

numbering and grouped according to AR AF-2 subpockets (SI, S2 and S3).

In SI, the electrostatic contributions were all minimal (< Ikcal/mol), suggesting an 

accommodation of the ligand moiety A governed by hydrophobic forces, especially 

with amino acids 1737, M894 and 1897. A weaker interaction with the anionic amino 

acid E897, equally contributing in AGvdw and AGeie was observed due to interaction 

with naphthalene system A. Q738, unlike Q733 in S3, is only weakly involved in the 

interaction with the proposed pose. This offers room for improvement, to increase 

affinity and perhaps selectivity, as ERa bears an important point substitution here with 

a glutamic acid. If the hypothesized pose is correct, the introduction of a polar HBD 

group in this position would favour an H bond with Q738 and increase AR selectivity.

3.2.6.2 Diarylhydrazides/ERa AF-2 complexes

In general subpocket 1 (SI) and most importantly subpocket 3 (S3) of the ERa AF-2 are 

the ones that contribute more to the formation of diarylhydrazides/ERa AF-2 complex.
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The different pose obtained in ERa, 'switched' from that obtained in AR AF-2, can be 

explained by several point mutations in ERa AF-2 that could affect diarylhydrazide 

interaction, particularly in S3. It seems that the substitution of M734 with V376 makes 

more space in S3 which can accommodate the diarylhydrazide in a different 

conformation. Moreover, it eliminates an important contribution to the AGvdw that 

was seen in AR AF-2. Most importantly, the strong hydrogen bond interaction 

between Q733 and the OHc2' cannot be observed in ERa with the corresponding Q375.

K362 F367 V368 L372 Q375 V376
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Figure 3.18 Pairwise Decomposition showing the ERa AF-2 amino acids that contribute to the total 

binding free AGtotai energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/ERa AF-2. Amino acids are ordered by 

sequence numbering and grouped according to ERa AF-2 subpockets (SI, S2 and S3).

In SI, we observe a similar behaviour to that observed in AR. In AR there was a small 

contribution of Q738 to the total energy binding, consistent with a small contribution 

of the corresponding negatively charged amino acid E380 in ERa. We believe that a 

rational design strategy aimed at improving the interaction within SI could also have 

an important effect on selectivity between AR and ERa. Looking at the ERa AF-2 

fingerprint interactions, subdivided in AGydw and AGeie, as expected we generally 

observe a AGvdw contribution for the hydrophobic amino acids, especially regarding 

1358 and V376.
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Figure 3.19 Pairwise Decomposition showing the ERa AF-2 amino acids that contribute to the total 

binding free energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/ERa AF-2. Amino acids are ordered by

sequence numbering and grouped according to ERa AF-2 subpockets (SI, S2 and S3).

As seen in AR AF-2, we observe an electrostatic contribution AGeie for K362, which is 

interacting with the A moiety of the diarylhydrazide in the most probable poses 

obtained for ERa. This contribution is lower for MDG605, because the hypothesized 

pose sits far away from that lysine residue.

Interestingly, E380 in SI has the highest electrostatic contribution to MDG611 binding, 

because the compound, bearing an OHcs- in the ring B, makes a hydrogen bond with 

the E380, which is not present in in MDG605 or MDG483.
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Figure 3.20 Pairwise Decomposition showing the ERa AF-2 amino acids that contribute to the total 

binding free AGeie energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/ERa AF-2. Amino acids are ordered by 

sequence numbering and grouped according to ERa AF-2 subpockets (SI, S2 and S3).

3.2.6.3 Diarylhydrazides/AR BF-3 complexes

A detailed pairwise decomposition analysis was carried out on BF-3 to understand the 

stability of a hypothetical pose in BF-3 and the respective amino acids contributions.

Looking at the overall AGtotai, P671 is greatly contributing to the interaction with 

MDG605 due to a hydrogen bond with the moiety A of the hydrazide. The P671 

residue rotates 90 degrees compared to the crystallographic original structure to 

interact with MDG605. Other amino acid contributions are minimal and suggest that a 

BF-3 conformation is less stable from the conformation obtained in AR AF-2. We could 

therefore conclude diarylhydrazides' binding at AF-2 is more probable than binding at 

BF-3.
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Figure 3.21 Pairwise Decomposition showing the AR BF-3 amino acids that contribute to the total 

binding free AGtotal energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/ AR BF-3. Amino acids are grouped according 

to AR BF-3 subpockets (Sal and Sa2).

We can additionally conclude that hydrophobic contacts in terms of AGvdw do not 

contribute to the binding of the diarylhydrazides within BF-3.
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Figure 3.22 Pairwise Decomposition showing the AR BF-3 amino acids that contribute to the total 

binding free AGvdw energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/ AR BF-3. Amino acids are grouped according 

to subpockets (Sal and Sa2).

However, the interaction of MDG605 and MDG611 within AR BF-3 is based on 

contributions to AGeie of the amino acids P671 and E837, both in Sal. The smaller of 

the BF-3 subpockets, Sa2, makes negligible contribution to the total binding energy in 

both compounds.
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Figure 3.23 Pairwise Decomposition showing the AR BF-3 amino acids that contribute to the total 

binding free AGgie energy complexes of diarylhydrazides/AR BF-3. Amino acids are grouped according to 

AR BF-3 subpockets(Sal and Sa2).

Supported by docking and molecular dynamics studies we can conclude that 

diarylhydrazides interaction within AR AF-2 is more favourable and follows a rational 

consistency, with a conserved hydrogen bond between the OHcr and the side chain of 

Q733 in S3, mostly contributing to the electrostatic component of the binding free 

energy. K720 also contributes to the AGeie term, according to the nature of the 

substitutions explored on the B ring. The rest of the interactions in SI and S3 are 

mostly driven by hydrophobic forces as dictated by the AGvdw pairwise decomposition 

analysis and, as expected, by the hydrophobic nature of the AR AF-2 surface. S2 

contributes only weakly to the AGvdwterm. Binding within ERa does not produce the 

same pose, which is interesting and might explain the biological results reported in 

chapter 4. The interaction of the proposed compounds in BF-3 seems highly unrealistic 

according to the discussed results.
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3.3 Experimental Section

3.3.1 X-ray crystal structure selection

X-ray crystal structures were downloaded from the protein data bank {http://www.PDB.org). In all 

cases, unless differently specified, X-ray crystal structures used in this chapter had a resolution of less or 

equal to ik. The PDB structure sequence was checked using the NCBI Blasta tool available from 

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi, where the PDB amino acid sequence is aligned to its PASTA 

sequence.

3.3.2 Conformer generation

As detailed in chapter 2, in the generation of conformers for each compound, different tools were 

compared including those from the MOE package (Systematic, Stochastic, LowModeMD) and the 

OpenEye package (Omega). The E isomer for diarlyhydrazides was used as a starting point in all cases 

and conformers were generated using a lOkcal energy gap separation, an RMSD of 0.5 for a maximum 

of 1000 conformers generated using the tools above described. The conformational space covered by 

each method was then (visually?) inspected using MOE2011.10. LowModeMD was subsequently chosen 

as the best option to sample diarylhydrazides conformational space.

3.3.3 Pharmacophore Generation

Pharmacophores were generated with the Pharmacophore Query as implemented in MOE2011.10. In all 

cases ligands were aligned and common features elucidated using the consensus function. To generate 

the AF-2 pharmacophore, structures 1T7R (AR) and 3ERD (ER) were superposed and four common 

features were selected between the FXXLF (AR) and LXXLL (ER) coactivator motifs respectively. To 

generate a BF-3 pharmacophore, co-crystallized small molecules in 2PIU, 2PIO, 2PI\/, 2PIX and 3ZQ7 

structures were superposed, and four common features were selected. The pharmacophores generated 

were utilized to guide the induced fit docking, enabling a partial match of at least two features in both 

cases.

3.3.4 Preparation of input structures for Docking and Molecular Dynamics

The structure of human AR LBD (PDB code: 1T63) in complex with the hormone DHT and the coactivator 

GRIPl NR box 3 at a resolution of 2.07 A and the structure of human ERa LBD (PDB code: 3ERD) in 

complex with diethyistilbestrol and a GRIP 1 NR box 2 coactivator at a resolution of 2.03 A were pre- 

processed using MOE 2011.10. Crystallographic water molecules were removed, structure was 

protonated using Protonate 3D tool implemented in MOE leaving the default parameters. The 

coactivator peptide was subsequently removed and the amino acids of AF-2 or BF-3 were selected to 

identify the docking site.

Diarylhydrazides conformers for MDG483, MDG605, MDG608, MDG611, MDG616 and MDG610, 

previously generated with LowModeMD, were docked using the induced fit protocol implemented in 

MOE2011.10. Using this protocol, the site is free to adapt to the ligand during the docking process, and
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flexibility is allowed for both in ligand and protein side chains within the coactivator binding groove. A 

pharmacophore restraint was also used to guide the docking of the conformers into the active site. A 

maximum of thirty poses was generated; the pharmacophore was used as a placement guide and 

London dG as a scoring and rescoring function after pose force-field refinement. To pre-process the 

structures for AMBER, each induced fit pose was saved as a separate PDB file and hydrogens were 

removed from the protein. Each PDB structure was then converted to an Amber structure file using 

tLEAP. For the protein, force field parameters and partial charges from the ff99sb force field were 

applied. Each pose (the ligand) was prepared with Amber version 11^’ module antechamber with the 

general amber force field (GAFF) parameter assignment^®. Each structure was prepared through a quick 

optimization step within the Amber force-field in vacuo, and then placed in a TIPSP^^ water box, keeping 

the minimum distance between protein and the walls of the box to 12A. Na'" and CL counterions were 

then added to the solvent bulk of protein/water with tLEAP to neutralize the system for subsequent MD 

calculations.

3.3.5 Molecular Dynamics Simulation protocol

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the AMBER 11.0^® software package. As a 

starting point for MD simulations, solvated systems were minimized in a multistep procedure consisting 

of seven steps with variable degrees of freedom. In the first three steps, the steepest descent method 

was applied for 1000 steps, followed by 4000 steps of conjugate gradient, restraining the protein 

backbone with a harmonic potential force constant of 50, 5, and O.Skcal/mol^A^ respectively. In the last 

steps, complexes were minimized without any restrictions until the root-mean-square gradient of the 

potential energy was < O.OOlkcal/mol.

After minimization, the systems were gradually heated in the NVT ensemble (constant volume and 

temperature conditions) from 0 to 300K in 200ps. Then, the systems were equilibrated for 50ps of at a 

constant temperature of 300K by coupling the system to a thermal bath with the Berendsen'’^ algorithm 

and with a time coupling constant of Ips, and a pressure of 1 atm (NPT). The SHAKE^® algorithm was 

used to constrain the bonds involving hydrogen atoms to their equilibrium values. The MMPBSA 

approach was applied to the last conformation of the seventh minimization step for each of the twenty 

docked poses providing energy binding values for generalized Born (GB) and Poisson-Boltzmann (PB). 

The ten best ranked poses were brought forward to the MD simulation step, which consisted of a 10ns 

production run in the NVT ensemble at a constant temperature of 300K,coupling the system to a 

thermal bath with the Berendsen*^ algorithm with a time coupling constant of 2ps. Trajectories were 

analysed with ptraj program implemented in AMBER and system convergence was evaluated through 

constant AG binding energies during the 10ns simulation time following this example for MDG605 pose 

01.
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Figure 3.24 AG binding convergence over the 10ns MD run for MDG605 pose 01.

3.3.5.1 MM-PB/GBSA Approach

Binding free energies of the minimized ten best docked poses (selected through scoring and 

MMPBSAiFrame) Were calculated as per previously published protocols^^' Binding free energy 

calculations were performed using the molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann/Generalized Born 

surface area (MM-PB/GBSA)^® as implemented in Amber 11. An average of 500 snapshots was extracted 

from the last 5ns trajectory for the calculations. The binding free energy for each calculation is 

computed for each molecular species (complex, protein and ligand) according to the following equation:

binding ^complex protein "F ^ligand')

Equation 3.3

Each term contribution can be estimated as follows:

AC = ACjuMCgos) + AGsoi —TAS

Equation 3.4

Where AG^v is the molecular mechanics free energy between protein and ligand (sum of the 

nonbonded electrostatic (Coulombic), van der Waals (Lennard-Jones), and internal energy contributions 

(bonds, angles and dihedrals in vacuo), AGsoi is the solvation free energy and the TAS represent the 

conformational change entropy term. AGjoi can be expressed as a sum of an electrostatic (AGeie.soi) 

component and a nonpolar (AGnp) component:

AGsoi — AG,ele^ol + AG,np

Equation 3.5

The AGsoieie values of internal and external dielectric constants were 1 and 80, corresponding to the 

dielectric constants of vacuum and water respectively. The entropy term was omitted because of 

computational expense.
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3.3.5.2 Pairwise Free Energy Decomposition

To identify key residues involved in the binding of the diarylhydrazides compounds in AF-2 or BF-3 

interfaces, free energy decomposition for each residue was performed. The interaction between the 

compounds and each residue was performed using the MMPBSA decomposition process in Amberll^^. 

The binding interaction for each compound-residue pair (AGcompound-residue/ also called AGtotai in the text) 

includes four terms; van der Waals contributions (AGvdw)» electrostatic contribution (AGeie), polar 

solvation contribution (AGeie,soi) and non-polar solvation contribution (AG^p).

ACcompound-residue ~ ^^vdW "I” ^^ele “I” ^^ele^ol “I” ^^np

Equation 3.6

The vdW and electrostatic contributions were computed using the Sander program in Amberll.The 

polar solvation contribution was calculated using the generalized Born (GB) model and the non polar 

contribution of solvation was computed based on solvent accessible surface area (SASA). The energy 

components were calculated using 500 snapshots extracted from the MD trajectory from the last 5 ns.
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3.4 Discussion/Conclusion/Future work

In this chapter we discussed a detailed protocol to investigate the interaction between 

the diarylhydrazides presented in chapter 2 and the AR AF-2 surface. The protocol we 

have described applied an induced fit docking, constrained by a four feature 3D 

pharmacophore to guide the initial selection of the twenty best poses. Induced fit 

docking offers several advantages compared to rigid docking particularly in regard to a 

flexible solvent exposed surface like AF-2. A simple pharmacophore was designed to 

satisfy the F1X2X3L4F5 motif in the AR AF-2 or the L1X2X3UL5 in ERa AF-2 pocket in 

subpocket 1 (Fi/Li, Hyd|Aro), subpocket 2 (L4, HydiAro) and subpocket 3 (F5/L5, 

Hyd|Aro), adding an additional hydrogen bond acceptor feature corresponding to the 

common feature shared by the amino acid X2 backbone, and enabling the partial 

match of at least two features, to allow the molecule flexibility within AF-2.

To add more confidence to the selected poses, so as to reach levels of accuracy 

required for lead optimization studies^^'we performed MD studies with the aim of 

obtaining a binding free energy and to rank the best poses accordingly using the MM- 

GB(PBSA) method^®. The MM-GB(PBSA) method offers several advantages, including a 

more realistic treatment of solvation effects and the penalising of unfavourable 

nonpolar/polar protein-ligand interactions that limit docking solutions^^.

Typically, scoring functions rely on simplistic model of the solvent, such as the distance 

dependent dielectric, which fail to capture the sensitivity/complexity of interactions 

between atomic charges with regard to the details of their locations relative to the 

solvent, or the fact that polar groups have strong, favourable interactions with the 

solvent that may be lost upon binding^®. Thus, coupling scoring functions to PBSA and 

GBSA solvation models, improves the total model accuracy^^'^^. In our study, the most 

probable selected poses were correlated to the ten best ranked poses in molecular 

docking, suggesting the validity of the starting protocol. The poses adopted by the 

diarylhydrazides in AR AF-2 are consistent across the range of compound tested, and 

comprise moiety A occupying SI and moiety B occupying S3 of AR AF-2, the subpocket 

predicted most involved in the interaction with the compounds. Conversely, in ERa AF- 

2, the pose adopted is switched or inverted compared to that observed for AR AF-2, so
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that moiety A makes most of its predicted interactions within S3. Importantly, the 

hypothesized binding mode justifies the biological results for MDG610, which can be 

thought as a (negative) control and which further reinforces our confidence in the 

pose selection process.

It is not possible to have anything nearing the same confidence in the protocol as 

applied to AR BF-3; the poses are not consistent, the energy values seem biased by 

only one or two amino acids interactions. From this, we can speculate that the 

diarylhydrazides assume a more stable pose in AR AF-2, suggesting a putative binding 

preference for such ligands in this site and allowing us to deduce a SAR correlation.

Collectively, from the conserved nature of the AR AF-2 binding poses for the bioactive 

diarylhydrazides considered in this chapter we can interrogate the single amino acid 

contributions that may be important for binding. Our analysis of the individual 

components of the binding free energy reveal that the van der Waals component 

governs the interaction of the diarylhydrazides/AR AF-2 complexes, as expected due to 

the hydrophobic nature of the AR AF-2 surface. Pairwise energy decomposition 

analysis show that the electrostatic free energy term for some amino acids, like K720 

in the charged clamp, significantly contributes to the total binding free energy and 

depends on the chemical substitution characteristics of the diarylhydrazides' moiety B. 

Moreover, the OHc2', which is a common feature of the bioactive diarylhydrazides, is 

an important functionality for hydrogen bond interaction with the side chain of Q733.

Such detailed amino acid analysis suggests some thoughts for further ligand 

optimization. For example, interactions with S2 and SI may be improved by exploiting 

the hydrogen bond possibilities with some amino acids, like Q738. As the proposed 

binding pose does not involve the S2 subpocket (Figure 3.13), exploration of 

substituents that occupy all three subpockets, including S2, may improve potency. 

Future work includes improvement of accuracy by the calculation of the entropy term, 

a more detailed analysis across the NR steroid receptor subfamily, the optimization of 

the diarylhydrazides analogues and rational design of novel inhibitors based on the 

SAR and information garnered from the proposed model.
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Chapter 4

Characterization of Diarylhydrazides' 
Binding to the Androgen Receptor 
Ligand Binding Domain and Structure- 
Activity Relationships

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

Caboni L, Kinsella G.K., Blanco F., Fayne D., Jagoe W.N., Carr M., Williams D.C., Meegan M.J. and Lloyd 

D.6. True' antiandrogens-Selective non-ligand binding pocket disruptors of androgen receptor- 

coactivator interactions: novel tools for prostate cancer. J.Med.Chem., 2012, 55 (4), pp 1635-1644
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 The target: Androgen Receptor Ligand Binding Domain

The AR C-terminal ligand binding domain (LBD) adopts the conserved NR fold, 

consisting of a 12 alpha helical arrangement that encloses a central hydrophobic 

cavity, the ligand binding pocket (LBP)^'^. Structural information on the wt AR LBD in 

presence of a ligand, with or without coregulators bound, has been elucidated by 

several X-ray crystal structures available on the public domain^‘^°. Furthermore, 

structural information is available for different AR LBD mutants in the presence of 

different agonists/antagonists (to determine the antagonist/agonist switch in prostate 

cancer drug resistance) No structural data is yet available for the AR LBD in its

antagonist bound conformation or in its apo form (in absence of a ligand), due to the 

requirement for the natural ligand (like dihydrotestosterone) in all the protein 

expression and purification steps for the proper folding of the AR LBD. The presence of 

an antagonist increases the AR LBD association with bacterial chaperones (groEL), and 

therefore renders unmanageable its purification and subsequent structure 

determination^^. As previously discussed in chapter 1, we have to make assumptions 

based on analogy with previously determined NR structures, where helix 12 

conformational changes drive allosteric regulation of AR transcription in response to

agonists and antagonists15, 16

4.1.1.1 The Ligand binding pocket (LBP)

The ligand binding pocket (LBP) can be considered as the 'heart' of the NR LBD 12 

alpha helical structure for its essential role in NR transcriptional activation through the 

binding of natural ligands, that indirectly recruit auxiliary proteins such as coregulators 

according to the position of the helix 12 'lid'.

In the androgen receptor, the natural ligands binding to the LBP are hydrophobic 

steroidal hormones such as testosterone (Tes) or dihydrotestosterone (DHT). DHT is 

two-fold more potent than Tes, while the dissociation of Tes is five-fold faster than 

DHT^^ In cells, 90% of Tes is converted to DHT by the enzyme 5a-reductase^®. All 

potent androgens feature a ketone group at the C3 position of the A-ring and a 

hydroxyl group at position C17 on the B ring^. The A-ring ketone group at C3 forms
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hydrogen bond interactions with Gln711, Arg752 and a structurally conserved water 

molecule that bridges between these two residues (HOH5, Figure 4.1). The D-ring 

hydroxyl group makes hydrogen bond interactions with the side chains of Asn705 and

Thr877. The D-ring region is putatively involved in ligand specificity amongst NRs 1,19

OH

,HOH5

Figure 4.1 Interaction of Dihydrotestosterone (DHT) within the LBP. (PDB id: 1T7R ).

The point mutation T877A allows for the LBP to accommodate different substitutions 

at the position C17 of the D-ring, with implications in drug resistance development in 

Castration Resistant Prostate Cancer (CRPC). The structure of the ART877A mutant in 

presence of DHT and CPA has been reported^' and when compared to the wild-type 

structure, suggests that the T877A might leave enough space for substitution at the D- 

ring^' and by expanding the LBP cavity, stabilizes the AR LBD in an agonist 

conformation.

4.1.1.2 The activation function 2 (AF-2)

The AR AF-2 is a trifurcated solvent exposed groove formed by residues of H3 (Lys717, 

Val713 and Lys720), H4, H5 (Gln733, Val730, Met734) and H12 (Glu897, Glu893 and 

Met894). The floor of the AF-2 pocket is formed by Phe725, Ile737, Gln738, Ile898 and 

Leu712^°. Several X-ray crystal structures have been solved with different coactivator 

peptides bound to the surface of AR, derived from phage display screening or in 

presence of natural occurring coregulators'*'A crystal structure of the AR-LBD 

in complex with a corepressor peptide (SHP) has also been reported®.
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The AF-2 surface is formed by three subpockets (Figure 4.2), each of which 

accommodates one of the three hydrophobic side chains of the coactivator NR box 

(F1XXUF5 or LiXXL4L5)^°. The first subpocket (SI) accommodates Fi or U, the second 

subpocket (S2) accommodates L4 and the third subpocket (S3) accommodates F5 or L5. 

Coactivators bearing the FXXLF or LXXLL motifs bind within the AR AF-2 surface as 

amphipathic alpha helices by shape complementarity but also electrostatic 

complementarity^^ (Figure 4.2). In fact, the AF-2 surface is capped at each side by 

opposite charge residues, which form the so called 'charged clamp', a conserved 

functional feature between NRs AF-2 (Figure 4.4 b). Residues such as Lys720 and 

Glu897 are features required for the electrostatic interaction and positioning of the 

peptide helices within the AF-2 hydrophobic groove, and the interplay of multiple 

charge interactions acquires different importance according to the coactivator 

motif^^’^^, with implications in NR coregulator specificity.

a) b)

Figure 4.2 AR AF-2 Subsites (a), named SI, S2 and S3 and the charged clamp (b). Only side chains Fj in 

SI, L4 in S2 and F5 in S3 of the FXXLF motif are shown for the sake of clarity.

4.1.1.3 The binding function 3 (BF-3)

The binding function 3 (BF-3) is a recently described surface exposed hydrophobic 

groove, adjacent to AF-2 (Figure 4.3), which has been structurally identified as a 

potential allosteric regulatory surface for coactivators binding in the AR® and has been
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found to be conserved in other NRs^^. BF-3 is formed by HI (Pro723, Phe673 and 

Ile672), H3-5 (Gly724 and Asn727) and H9 (Phe826, Glu829, Glu837, Arg840, and 

Asn833). There are some residues like Arg726 and Asn727 that function as boundary 

residues between the AF-2 and BF-3 interfaces. In addition, BF-3 seems to be a 

bifurcated surface, in contrast to the trifurcated AF-2 surface, and does not present 

delimiting opposite charge clusters^^.

a)

Figure 4.3 AR-LBD BF-3 Surface, a) Structure of AR-LBD AF-2 (surface color: grey) with bound coactivator 

(green ribbon), and adjacent surface BF-3 (surface color; pink); b) BF-3 top view after rotation of the AR- 

LBD on the x-axis. Helices HI, H3, H5 and H12 are highlighted in both structures. PDB id: 1T7R*. Image 

generated with MOE^^.

A recent report^^ has used molecular dynamics to study the effects of prostate cancer 

occurring mutations at BF-3 that may influence the AF-2 subpockets rearrangements 

(such as the boundary residues Arg726 and Asn727) in their ability to accommodate 

coactivator motifs. The functional significance of such mutations on coregulator 

recruitment was confirmed by a mammalian 2 yeast hybrid assay. Altogether, it has 

been demonstrated that BF-3 could have a dual function as a docking site for 

coregulator peptides and as an allosteric regulatory interface for the AF-2 groove.

4.1.1.4 The LBD in the steroid receptor subfamily

As explained in the previous chapters, nuclear receptors are a family of ligand 

regulated transcription factors; one of these families is the steroid receptors
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subfamily, like the androgen receptor (AR), the estrogen receptor alpha (ERa), the 

estrogen receptor beta (ER3), the progesterone receptor (PR), the glucocorticoid 

receptor (GR) and the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR). NRs function as transcription 

factors by interacting with the promoter to regulate the expression of target genes 

that are involved in the control of reproduction and development (AR, PR, ERa and 

ERP), in the CNS functions (ERa and ER3), in metabolic functions (MR), in lipid 

metabolism and energy homeostasis (GR). Selectivity amongst the steroid family of 

NRs is a challenge, due to the great variety of functions that NRs regulate and also to 

the different and overlapping functions between NRs and coactivators. Multiple 

sequence alignments are useful for this purpose to identify the sequence and 

structural similarity, in particular on the ability of certain pockets to accommodate 

determinate ligands, and which amino acids in pharmaceutically relevant pockets may 

be important to achieve specificity.

In terms of overall sequence identity, AR LBD and PR LBD are the closest, with 55% 

sequence identity, followed by GR LBD (51.8%) and MR LBD (49.8%). There is only 

21.3% sequence identity between the AR LBD and the ERa LBD and ER3 LBD. Although 

there is only 55% sequence identity between AR and PR, there is 77% sequence 

similarity and overall conserved structural arrangement, which explains the cores of 

these two receptors are nearly identical^'Remarkably, regarding the AF-2 region, 

AR shares 72.1% sequence identity with GR and PR, 62.8% with MR and only 32.6% 

with ERa and 30.2% with ER3. Likewise, the same trend is followed in the BF-3 region, 

where AR BF-3 is closer to GR, MR and PR (52.6%, 47.2% and 42.1% identity 

respectively).
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Figure 4.4 Sequence alignment of the NR-3 subfamily LBP (a), AF-2 (b) and BF-3 (c). Residue numbering 

corresponds to the AR-LBD sequence. Identical amino acids are represented in black, amino acids with 

similar function are represented in blue, and amino acids with different function are represented in red. 

Residues composing the charged clamp are circled in green (K720) and violet (E897), Protein sequences 

were downloaded from NCBI protein database^^ and aligned with MOE^^ protein Align tool.

We can then conclude from the alignments that there is overall structural and 

sequence conservation for steroid receptors LBDs like AR, PR, GR and MR, particularly 

regarding the AF-2 region. The higher similarity between these receptors suggests that 

they may also adopt an induced fit rearrangement that is able to accommodate bulkier 

side chains coregulator motifs, which has been investigated in particular for PR^^, In 

AR, the combination of ValTSO, Met734 and Ile737 forms a 'smoother', flatter 

interaction surface that is highly complementary for aromatic side chain motifs^. In 

contrast, different characteristics may be exploited in the ER subfamily, where the LBD 

% sequence identity is in general much lower (only around 20%) compared to AR. In 

particular, regarding AF-2 some interesting substitutions like Gln711>Glu353 in S2 and 

Gln738>Glu380 in SI between AR and ERa may influence both the shape and
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electrostatic fit of different coregulators and could be, as a consequence, exploited for 

small molecule selectivity. Furthermore, mutational studies have indicated that ERa 

coactivator binding groove is not compatible to accommodate F side chains in the NR

box22

Overall, in terms of amino acid identity, the AF-2 subsite S3 seems to be the most 

conserved within NRs (Figure 4.4 b), so perhaps to achieve selectivity, regions SI or S2 

may be explored. In terms of AR AF-2 small molecule binding, SI has been identified as 

a 'hot spot'^°, although binders at S3 have been recently reported^®.

4.1.2 Methods to characterize binding to Androgen Receptor Ligand Binding 

Domain

4.1.2.1 Time Resolved Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (TR-FRET)

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is the distance dependent transfer of 

excitation energy from a donor to an acceptor molecule. Since the energy transfer 

occurs over 1-lOnm distance, comparable to the size of biological macromolecules, 

FRET is considered as a valuable tool to study proximity events occurring in biological 

systems, such as in protein-protein interactions^^. As for any fluorescence based 

technique, the background fluorescence brought by the assay components or by the 

test compounds may be a problem in limiting the application of FRET in high 

throughput assays. To overcome the intrinsic fluorescence limitations, lanthanides 

with longer fluorescence lifetimes have been used as donors combined with a delay in 

the signal measurement (typically with a 200 or lOOps delay), which allows for the 

decay of background fluorescence from interfering systems (usually decaying within 

the 10ns range for most commonly used organic dyes). This technique with improved 

sensitivity is referred to as time-resolved (TR) fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

(TR-FRET). In TR-FRET lanthanides chelates are used as donors, improving significantly 

the lifetime (between 200-1500p,s) and the assay sensitivity, overcoming the short 

lived background fluorescence interfering signals due to intrinsic fluorescence or light 

scattering. The fluorescence decay is exponential and proportional to the lifetime (tf)
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of individual fluorophores^^. In TR-FRET, after excitation, measurement of emission 

commences at a fixed time (typically between 100-400|is) after the flash lamp pulse.

The sample is then re-excited and a new measurement cycle begins^®.

flash excitation

Figure 4.5 Principle of a time-resolved fluorescence assay. Long-lived emissions are monitored normally 

at a fixed time (such as for example 200ps) after excitation from a flash lamp, after prompt fluorescence 

and other background signals (for example, due to light scattering) have decayed.

The process of non-radiative energy transfer between a donor and an acceptor 

molecule has been described by the Forster theory^°. The distance for half transfer 

efficiency (Rq) depends upon the spectral overlap between donor and acceptor, in 

particular of donor emission and acceptor absorption^\ and provides a measure for 

energy transfer efficiency. The energy transfer efficiency depends on the inverse sixth 

power of the distance between donor and acceptor pair (r).

E = [ Rl
R^ + r^

Equation 4.1

As a consequence, TR-FRET is limited to biological systems where donor and acceptor

are close32
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Spectra of Terbium and Fluorescein

Figure 4.6 Excitation and Emission spectra of fluorescein and Terbium. One of the four emission peaks 

of Terbium overlaps with the excitation peak of the fluorescein, and this is where the energy transfer 

occurs. The resonance energy transfer phenomenon occurs whenever the emission spectrum of the 

donor overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. Taken from^^.

As shown in figure 4.6, the terbium emission spectrum is characterized by four sharp 

emission peaks, with silent regions between each peak. The first terbium emission 

peak (located between approximately 485 and 505 nm) overlaps with the maximum 

excitation peak of fluorescein. Thus, the energy transfer to fluorescein is measured in 

the silent region between the first two terbium emission peaks. The emission of 

fluorescein due to FRET is referenced (or "ratioed") to the emission of the first terbium

peak33

Figure 4.7 Principle of AR agonist and antagonist coactivator peptide recruitment assay. Terbium (Tb) 

labelled anti-GST antibody is bound to the AR-LBD via its GST tag and it is excited at 340nm (orange 

arrow). In the case an agonist is bound (left), fluorescently labelled (FI) FXXLF peptide is recruited at the 

AR-LBD AF-2 surface, causing the energy to be transferred (FRET, dashed green arrow) to the FI 

acceptor, which in turns emits at 520nm (orange dashed arrow). In the case an antagonist is bound 

(right), the helix 12 closes the AF-2 site so that FI-FXXLF cannot be recruited and energy transfer cannot 

occur between Tb and FI.
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4.1.2.2 Fluorescence Polarization (FP)

The theory of fluorescence polarization was first developed by Perrin in 1926^^ who 

observed that when a small molecule is excited with plane polarized light the emitted 

light is largely depolarized because molecules tumble rapidly in solution during its 

fluorescence lifetime. The polarization value of a molecule is directly proportional to 

the molecule's rotational relaxation time. Rotational relaxation time depends on 

viscosity (n), absolute temperature (T), molecular volume (V) and the gas constant (R) 

according to the following equation:

Rotational Relaxation Time =
3^V
'W

Equation 4.2

According to this equation, if viscosity and temperature are constant, then the 

polarization value is directly proportional to the molecular volume in terms of size. In 

the specific case outlined in this chapter, a specific change in the size of the molecule 

occurs in response to a binding event, such as the competition of a test compound for 

a fluorescently labelled proprietary ligand (Fluormone™) from the NR LBD. The binding 

of the compound in the LBP, results in the dissociation of the Fluormone-LBP complex, 

therefore in a decrease of the molecular size, and as a consequence, in a reduction in 

polarization value of the emitted light. Small molecules rotate quickly during the 

excited state so they have a low polarization value upon emission. Large molecules 

rotate little during the excited state and therefore they have high polarization value 

upon emission.

The polarization value, usually expressed in millipolarization units (mP) is a ratio of 

light intensities (I) emitted both in the horizontal and vertical planes, as described in 

this equation:

P ~ ^2(yerticai) ^2(horizontal)/^l(vertical) ^\{horizontal)

Equation 4.3

Sometimes the term polarization is used interchangeably with the term anisotropy. 

Anisotropy is associated and interrelated to polarization, also derived from ratio of
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vertical and horizontal intensities. Anisotropy values are usually preferred due to 

mathematical simplicity of the equations compared to those that describe 

polarization. Anisotropy is related to polarization according to the follo\A/ing equation:

a =
2P

3-P

Equation 4.4

One of the biggest limitations of FP in its application to high throughput screening is 

the interference from intrinsic fluorescence of small organic compounds. Generally, 

conjugated bonds within the compound confer a fluorescent character, and the 

greater the degree of conjugation within a compound, the longer the wavelength at
or

which it fluoresces . Compound libraries used in HTS generally contain heterocyclic 

compounds and compounds with low levels of conjugation. In light of these 

observations, assays that are based on excitation at relatively short wavelengths (350 

nm) that detect fluorescence in the green spectral region (450-495 nm), just like the 

assay described in this chapter, have a greater chance of false positives due to 

compound fluorescence^^'Thus, to overcome interference, fluorescence assays that 

employ red-shifted longer wavelength fluorescent probes have been developed^^.

A method to flag fluorescent compounds and false positive wells in HTS screens was 

provided by Turconi and colleagues^® by calculating the total fluorescence intensity 

from a well and the observed anisotropy. With the same method, it is also possible to 

flag false negatives due to compounds present as aggregates and light scattering. In 

this case, the fluorescence intensity will increase along with the polarization if the 

aggregation does not quench the fluorescence. Light scattering from particulates or 

precipitated compounds can also lead to high polarization values due to scattered light 

being infinitely polarized®®.

In this chapter we employed a fluorescence polarization assay commercially available 

from Invitrogen (PolarScreen^“), where fluorescence was detected in the green 

spectral region. In this assay a fluorescently labelled ligand (Fluormone™) binds with 

high affinity to the LBP and it is included in the assay at a concentration close to its Ko,
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to ensure around 80% saturation of the receptor and effective competition from the 

test compound.

ReceptoriLigand Test Compound

High Polarization

Displaced Ligand Receptor:Test Compound

+
Low Polarization

Figure 4.8 PolarScreen™ fluorescence polarization assay principle for AR. The complex between the 

fluormone and the LBP result in a high polarization value, due to increase in size. If the added test 

compound is competing for the LBP, then fluormone will be liberated into solution, resulting in a 

decrease in the polarization value.

4.1.2.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

SPR techniques were firstly described in 1983 from Liedberg and colleagues^^ as a 

label-free method to detect protein-protein interactions. SPR is a phenomenon that 

occurs in thin conducting films placed at the interface between two media of different 

refractive indices. A 50nm layer of gold on the sensor chip is sandwiched between the 

glass layer of a sensor chip and the sample solution flowing through the microfluidic 

cartridge. Plane polarized light from a near infrared LED is focused on the back of the 

sensor chip under conditions of total internal reflection and a diode array monitors the 

intensity of the reflected light. Under these conditions, the light leaks an 

electromagnetic component called an evanescent wave across the gold interface into 

the sample/buffer solution. At a certain angle of incident light, the evanescent wave 

field excites electrons in the gold film resulting in the formation of surface plasmons 

(electron charge density waves) within the gold film with a concomitant drop in the 

intensity of the reflected light at this angle (SPR angle)^°.

When a change of mass occurs near the sensor chip surface, as a result of a binding 

event, the angle of light at which SPR occurs shifts due to a change in the refractive 

index near the chip surface. A sensorgram depicts changes in the SPR angle in real 

time, with the response measured in resonance units (RU). One RU corresponds to a
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0.0001 in shift in SPR angle. Measurement is possible with coloured, turbid or opaque 

samples as only the evanescent wave penetrates the sample. This overcomes 

difficulties typically seen from light scattering or light absorption in other techniques^”. 

SPR entails the immobilization or capture of a "ligand" on the surface of the sensor 

chip, and subsequent flow through of different concentrations of "analyte". 

Interaction between the two parts is monitored as a change in mass density and 

refractive index to calculate association and dissociation rates of interactions to be 

assessed in real time. If a binding event occurs, the mass at the surface will increase, 

thus changing the refractive angle.

The most commonly used sensor chip (the CMS chip) basically consists of a 

carboxymethylated (CM) dextran matrix covalently attached to a gold surface, where 

the molecules are covalently bound through amino, carboxyl, thiol, hydroxyl or 

aldehyde groups. By directly immobilising proteins, we assume that they contain 

available amino groups which are solvent exposed, for example lysines, which can 

covalently bind to the CMS chip. The protein is immobilized by chemical coupling with 

a mixture of 0.4M l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylpropyl)-carboiimide (EDC) and O.IM N- 

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS). This 1:1 mixture forms a highly reactive succinimide ester 

that is able to interact with the free amines of the ligand (Figure 4.9). Different CM 

chips vary according to the density of the carboxyl groups.

Figure 4.9 Scheme of the covalent reaction concerning ligand immobilization onto a carboxymethylated 

(CM) dextran matrix CMS. CM matrix attached to a gold surface containing free carboxyl groups, it is 

activated by a mixture of NHS/EDC to form a succinimide ester, which is now activated for the covalent 

attachment of a free amino group of a protein ligand.
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An advantage of this strategy, compared to isothermal calorimetry is the lower 

requirement for amounts of purified protein and the possibility of using reference 

proteins simultaneously in adjacent flow cells (to discriminate between promiscuous 

and selective binders).

SPR is a sensitive tool to determine the kinetics of protein-protein interaction and thus 

it could be applied to understand NR function'*^. From the small molecule perspective, 

it is possible to measure SPR in presence of DMSO, as some small molecules may have 

solubility issues, but correction is necessary due to the high refractive index 

contribution of the DMSO, and even small differences in DMSO concentration can 

affect the bulk response^^.

4.1.2.4 X-ray Crystallography

X-ray crystallography is the most common technique employed to determine a protein 

structure, and indeed 87.7% structures in the protein data bank (PDB) database have 

been obtained by this method, when compared to only 11.5% of the structures 

determined by NMR and 0.8?^ determined by other techniques.

In order to obtain a detailed structural model of a protein. X-ray crystallography 

interprets the diffraction of X-rays from many identical molecules packed in the crystal 

to produce a strong and detectable X-ray beam. A crystal is an ordered three 

dimensional array of molecules, held together by non covalent interactions. The unit 

cell is the smallest representative of a crystal, and we can imagine the crystal as a 

packed array of unit cells. When the crystals are diffracted, an image of electron 

clouds that surround the molecules in an average unit cell in the crystal is obtained"*^ 

(Figure 4.10).
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X-ray tube

Figure 4.10 X-ray waves diffract the crystal and are recorded as reflections on the x-ray film. X-rays are 

typically at wavelengths of 0.1 to 100 angstroms. Adapted from^^.

One widely used technique to obtain protein crystals is the vapour diffusion method 

where the protein in solution with the precipitant is allowed to equilibrate in a closed 

container with a larger aqueous reservoir where the precipitant concentration is 

optimal for crystals production, as exemplified in the hanging drop or sitting drop 

method. Purified protein is mixed 1:1 with the reservoir solution, giving precipitant 

concentration of about 50% than that required for crystallization. As a consequence, 

there is a net transfer of water from the drop to the reservoir, until the precipitant 

concentration is the same in both solutions. When the system comes to equilibrium, 

the net transfer stops so that the protein drop is maintained at constant precipitant 

concentration. Crystal formation occurs in two phases, nucleation and growth. 

Nucleation requires a higher precipitant concentration compared to that required for 

slow precipitation^^.
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b)

Sitting drop

Buffer and precipitant

Figure 4.11 Scheme of a typical crystallization protein diagram and X-ray crystals vapour diffusion 

method, a) Four areas can be distinguished in a typical phase diagram, an area of supersaturation, 

where the protein precipitates and spontaneous nucleation occurs, an area of lower supersaturation, 

where the crystals can grow but no nucleation can occur, and it is ideal to grow big dimensions and 

ordered crystals. In the unsaturated area, the protein is completely soluble and does not crystallize, b) A 

typical well of a crystallization plate for the sitting drop method, where usually 0.5 to 1ml of reservoir 

containing the precipitant and buffers of choice are contained in the bottom and usually a 2pl drop sits 

on the concave surface of the pedestal. Adapted from^^.

Derivative crystals to study protein ligand interactions are obtained by two methods, 

co-crystallization where ligand and protein are crystallized together, or soaking, where 

preformed protein crystals are treated with the solution of a ligand. In this method, 

the ligand diffuses into the protein through channels of water in the crystal. Both of 

these techniques were employed in work described in this chapter.

From application of a Fourier transform of the spots' reflections on the film we obtain 

diffraction data and electron density information that have to be interpreted and 

modelled with the aid of computer programs. The best phasing model is achieved 

when the structure of a known protein is superimposed to the protein whose structure 

is to be determined. The structure model is then refined through an iterative process 

whose aim is to reduce the R factor (for proteins, it is generally around 0.2) and 

improve the model agreement with the initial intensity data. The R factor is the 

residual index and it is calculated from this equation:

^|l^o6sl \^calc\\/\^obs\

Equation 4.5
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An R factor=0 would give us perfect agreement between the measured and the 

modelled F. The Rfree is also an additional parameter to be monitored to judge the 

quality of a model. It is computed from a small set (5%) of randomly chosen 

intensities, also called the 'test set', which are not used during the refinement. At the 

beginning of the refinement procedure, Rfree is bigger than the R factor, but in later 

stages of refinement, Rfree becomes very similar to R (their difference should not be 

above 10%). In order to appreciate the validity of a model, Ramachandran plots can 

be used to spot any unrealistically modelled regions.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 TR-FRET and FP Biological Validation

'Diarylhydrazides inhibit FXXLF coactivator recruitment by AR without 

traditional antagonism of the LBP*

4.2.1.1 Diarylhydrazides' inhibition of FXXLF recruitment by AR with TR-FRET

The series of diarylhydrazides identified through the VS process inhibited the 

recruitment of the fluorescent labelled (fl) Dll-FXXLF coactivator peptide in the 

presence of an agonist (DHT) concentration equal to ECgo using time-resolved FRET 

assays. Dll-FXXLF is a peptide developed from random phage display technology that 

resembles the SRC family of coactivator proteins in its flanking sequence but that also 

has an AR N-terminal interaction domain of the type FXXLF^^. Thus, it is a biological 

mimic of the N-terminal and the SRC coactivator interactions with the AR LBD.

In order to experimentally derive an ECgo value to be used in the antagonist assays, a 

12 point curve for the natural agonist DHT was determined.

Figure 4.12 Dose-response curve of DHT in an AR TR FRET assay. A 12 point concentration curve was 

generated starting from 2*10'®M until 4*10''^M. Data presented are the mean of two independent 

experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. Error bars on the curve represent ± SEM.

In this specific example, the DHT EC50 for AR LBD wt was experimentally determined as 

6.26±2.78nM, and the Hill slope was calculated as 0.635, therefore the resulting ECgo 

concentration to be included in the TR FRET assay antagonist mode was 55.5nM 

according to this equation:
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Equation 4.6

Wherever a different batch of AR LBD was employed for the experiments, the DHT 

ECgo determination was repeated to ensure accuracy.

All the compounds purchased from Specs^^ as a result of a chemical similarity search 

(chapter 2) were assessed for their ability to antagonize fl-Dll-FXXLF at three point 

concentrations (50, 10 and 5pM). A full 12 point dose-response curve was determined 

for those compounds which exhibited a dose-responsive behaviour in inhibiting the 

coactivator recruitment to AR, as shown by a reduction in the measured TR-FRET 

signal as 520nm/495nm emission ratio from the Fluorescein and Terbium respectively. 

From the initial chemical similarity search screening, four compounds - MDG483, 

MDG292, MDG506 and MDG508 were identified as full AR antagonists with improved 

activity compared to the starting VS hits, MDG173 and MDG15 (Table 4.1).

The maximal activity value in presence of a saturating concentration of DHT was 

calculated as per established methods‘’^ The background signal, representing diffusion 

enhanced FRET in the absence of AR LBD, was subtracted from the FRET value of each 

compound and from the maximal signal, representing FXXLF bound AR in presence of 

DHT at an ECgo concentration.

{F RET signal - background) comyound ,
(FRETmax signal — background)

Equation 4.7

To further validate the utility of these ligands in PCa, on-target binding experiments 

were also performed using the recombinant T877A AR mutant^^'^® characteristic of 

advanced stage androgen-independent PCa. In TR-FRET, the compounds 

demonstrated similar activity to that observed in the wild type assays, indicating their 

potential in advanced phases of prostate cancer.
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Figure 4.13 Diarylhydrazides inhibit the AR recruitment of a fluorescent labelled Dll-FXXLF. Compounds 

were tested in a TR-FRET assay across a concentration range from lO'^M to 4.5*10'®M in presence of a 

concentration of DHT=EC8o in AR-LBD wt (A) and AR-LBD T877A (B). Data points represent the mean of 

two independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the 

mean (SEM) for n=6 values. Data was fitted using Log antagonist concentration vs response (variable 

slope) with GraphPad Prism 5^® (see experimental section for details).
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MIX5173 IVIDG15 MDG483 IVIDG292 MDG506 MDG508

CO^o
OH

H 1

CCCo
h'^-n oh

oo;
OH

Br

"■V

AR wt 40.8 ± 2.5nM 43.2tiM* 15.9±3.2nM 13.3±3.1tlM 26.3±3.8nM 17.9±6.9nM

ART877A 58.5 ilS.SuM 44.9nM* ll.l±3.2tiM 12.4 ± 2.2I1M 33.2 ± 5.9nM 28.1+6.7nM

Table 4.1 Diarylhydrazides' activity towards AR wt and ART877A. IC50 values are shown as ± SEM (n=6). 

Activity data are in agreement for MDG292 and MDG506 in both AR wt and ART877A. The higher 

confidence in experimental reproducibility obtained for MDG292 and MDG506 in coactivator studies 

was used as the basis to advance these compounds to cellular characterization and receptor subtype 

selectivity evaluations. *SEM observed for MDG15 was not reliable across multiple determinations.

As shown from table 4.1, from the chemical similarity search described in chapter 2, 

we identified four novel hits with improved potency towards AR LBD compared to the 

starting hits MDG15 and MDG173. Given the best reproducibility of MDG292 and 

MDG506 results, we especially focused our attention on those.

4.2.1.2 Diarylhydrazides are full AR antagonists as opposed to 'classical' CPA AR 

partial antagonist

One of the 'classical' antiandrogens drawbacks is their intrinsic partial agonistic 

activity, which limits their utility in CRPC. To improve these limitations, advances in 

LBP targeted therapy have yielded a second generation of antiandrogens, such as 

MDV3100^°'^^ and ARN-509^^ characterized as full AR antagonists, and currently in 

clinical trials (phase III and phase II respectively) for their potential treatment of CRPC.

An interesting aspect to consider regarding the diarylhydrazides was their 

differentiation in terms of mechanism of antagonism compared to 'classical' partial 

antiandrogens like CPA. This was determined by running the assay in both antagonist 

and agonist mode in TR-FRET. This investigation was also followed up at a cellular 

level, and is discussed in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.14 Diarylhydrazides are full AR antagonist when compared to a classical AR antagonist like CPA. 

A) A direct comparison between MDG292 and CPA in AR TR FRET antagonist mode, showing a full and a 

partial AR antagonistic profile respectively. B) MDG292 in both agonist and antagonist mode, showing 

full AR antagonism and lack of intrinsic AR agonism; C) CPA in both agonist and antagonist mode, 

showing partial AR antagonism and intrinsic agonism. Compounds were tested in a TR-FRET assay across 

a concentration range from 10‘^M to 4.5*10'®M in presence of a concentration of DHT=ECgo in AR-LBD 

wt. Data points represent the mean of two independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) for n=6 values. Data was fitted using Log antagonist 

concentration vs response (variable slope) with GraphPad Prism 5^® (see experimental section for 

details).

The lack of intrinsic agonism was confirmed for the diarylhydrazides by running a TR- 

FRET assay in agonist mode {Figure 4.15) and also at a cellular level (chapter 5).
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MDG483
MDG292
MDG506
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Figure 4.15 Diarylhydrazides lack of intrinsic agonistic properties for AR-LBD. AR wt TR-FRET was run in 

agonist mode for a ten point range of concentrations, from lO'^M to 0.4*10'^M. Data points represent 

the mean of two independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard 

error of the mean (SEM) for n=6 values.

In contrast, a partial antagonist behaviour can be observed for the above hits in 

inhibiting SRCl-4 coactivator recruitment by PR LBD (section 4.2.1.5).

4.2.1.3 Diarylhydrazides inhibit FXXLF recruitment by AR through a non-LBP 

mediated mechanism

The TR-FRET assay cannot differentiate between direct coactivator antagonists acting 

on the LBD surface and 'classical' AR antagonists which also functionally disrupt 

coactivator recruitment by displacing DHT from the ligand binding pocket. To 

characterize the nature of the antagonist effect, compounds were tested for their 

ability to displace a potent fluorescent ligand (fluorophore) from the AR LBP through a 

fluorescence polarization (FP) assay at a single point concentration (50pM), using 

Cyproterone Acetate (CPA) at the same concentration as a reference, a known AR LBP- 

mediated antagonist. All compounds tested showed 0% inhibition of the AR-LBD and 

fluorophore complex, indicating a non-LBP mediated mechanism of AR inhibition 

(Figure 4.16). MDG483 gave an unusually high value of millipolarization units (mP), 

20% higher than the maximal control. This could be indicative of solubility issues in the 

assay buffer and therefore could generate a false negative result. It is known that FP 

assay outcomes can be influenced by intrinsic fluorescence of the test compounds 

and/or light scattering phenomena due to poor solubility and precipitation. To 

minimize the possibility of such false negative or positive reporting, the FP data was 

rigorously interrogated through examination of both auto-fluorescence and
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aggregation. None of the compounds tested showed competing auto-fluorescence in 

the assay conditions or was shown to be a false negative (See Appendix B).

1S0n

100J

iS>^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Figure 4.16 Fluorescence polarization data is plotted as % Maximal Activity represented by AR-LBD and 

fluorophore complex (0% inhibition). Minimum control value represents free fluorophore (Free F) in 

solution (100% inhibition). Error bars represent the SEM for n=6 values.

MDG508 showed around 20% reduction compared to the maximal value, although it is 

still significantly different than the free fluorophore control (P<0.001). However, it is 

not to be excluded that depending on the chemical substitutions explored, subtle 

conformational changes in AR LBD may somehow perturb the ligand binding within the 

LBP.

4.2.1.4 Diarylhydrazides' Structure Activity Relationship within AR LBD

A systematic investigation of the contribution of single functional groups' 

modifications to the diarylhydrazides scaffold activity on AR LBD was carried out using 

TR-FRET with the same conditions applied before.

Initial optimization efforts were concentrated on the MDG483 and MDG292 scaffolds. 

Results can be grouped according to the rational modifications layout discussed in 

chapter 2.

4.2.1.4.1 Modifications in diarylhydrazides' system A: removal/ methoxylation of C3 

hydroxyl group and substitution of the naphthalene ring effect on activity 

Initial modifications involved investigation of the role of the naphthalene ring coupled 

with the OHc3 in system A, as this is a constant feature in the active diarylhydrazide
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scaffold. The family of compounds shown in Table 4.2 were assayed for these 

purposes.

Compounds

MDGe22

IC50 (HM)

>100

MDG6OO Cl >100

MDG486 -OH >100

Compounds

IVIDG6O8

ICsoMdl

55.2+19.2

MOG605 -Cl 10.311.4

MDG173 -OH 40.812.5

Table 4.2 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the diarylhydrazide A system, involving the removal of the 

naphthalene (MDG486), the removal (MDG622) or the methylation (MDG600) of the OHca group. For 

each analog we presented the corresponding IC50 value as determined by AR TR-FRET and the respective 

parent active compound for comparison, highlighted in red.
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From these initial data, we can conclude that, keeping system B fixed, the naphthalene 

in system A is a required feature for activity, when comparing the MDG486 to its 

active counterpart MDG173 (Table 4.1). This could be explained by the better fit of the 

naphthalene moiety in subpocket SI as suggested by induced fit molecular docking 

and MM-GB(PBSA) studies (chapter 3). Furthermore, the naphthalene has to be 

coupled with an OH group at position C3 in order to keep the intramolecular hydrogen 

bond (IMHB) network that gives the molecule the necessary orientation to fit in the 

pocket, when comparing MDG622 to its active counterpart MDG605 (Table 4.6). As 

hypothesized from molecular docking studies, this hydrogen bond is between the lone 

pair of the imine nitrogen and the OHcs (OHcs—N=c) in the E-isomeric conformation of 

the molecule.

4.2.1.4.2 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system C: imine linker effect on activity 

Substitutions at the imine linker were initially aimed at the investigation of a preferred 

conformation in solution (chapter 2) and also to investigate a steric and hydrophobic 

increase in the diarylhydrazide systems as shown for the family of diarylhydrazides 

compounds in table 4.3.
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h'^'N oh

R2

OH

Compounds Rl R2 ICso(pM) Compounds El Ei ICsaiaMl

MDG621 -CHb -Cl >100 MDG483 -H -Naphthyl 15.9±3.2

MDGGZe -CHb -Naphthyl >100

MOG627 -Phe -Naphthyl >100

Table 4.3 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the imine linker, involving methylation (MDG621 and 

MDG626), or the addition of a phenyl group (MDG627). For each analog we presented the 

corresponding IC50 value as determined by AR TR-FRET and the respective parent active compound for 

comparison, highlighted in red.

The increase in bulk at the second imine substituent Ri completely abolishes the 

activity of the diarylhydrazides, when comparing these compounds to MDG483 (Table 

4.1) or MDG608 (Table 4.6). This could be due to steric clash within the AF-2 pocket.

4.2.1.4.3 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system B: Removal of the C2' hydroxyl 

group effect on activity

An OHc2' functionality is featured in both the active MDG483 and MDG292 

diarylhydrazides, therefore it was important to test its role in influencing the activity of 

the compounds family presented in table 4.4.
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Compounds R1 R2 ICso(pM) Compounds R1 R2

MDG625 -Naphthyl >100 MDG483 -Naphthyl 15.913.2

MDGe28 >100

MDG491 -H -Cl 42.713.5 MDGeos -H -Cl 10.311.4

MDG496 -Cl >100

Table 4.4 Diarylhdra2ides modifications of the 0Hc2', involving its removal in the absence of other 

substituents (MDG625 and MDG628) or keeping the chlorine substituent in meta position (MDG 491), 

and in both ortho and meta positions (MDG496). For each analog we presented the corresponding IC50 

value as determined by AR TR-FRET and the respective parent active compound for comparison, 

highlighted in red.

Amongst the series presented in table 4.4, only MDG491 was active, suggesting a role 

for the substituent at CS'in contributing to the activity of diarylhydrazides. Removing 

the OH from the C2' position totally abolishes the activity (MDG625 and MDG628). 

Combining the OHcr removal with the addition of a C5' substituent confers scaffold 

activity, although decreased then when compared to its hydroxylated analogue 

MDG605 (Table 4.6). The combination of a chlorine substituent in C5' and a C6' 

positions abolishes the activity {MDG496). Collectively, these data demonstrate the
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importance of the OHc2' functionality in determining the activity (this functionality is 

highly contributing but not indispensable, as demonstrated by the diarylhydrazide 

MDG491). As suggested by molecular modeling studies, the OHc2' functionality could 

establish a hydrogen bond with the polar Q733 side chain, that significantly 

contributes to the AGeieterm, improving activity (Figure 3.16, chapter 3). Furthermore, 

there is an important role for the C5' substituent, that, when combined with OHcr, 

contributes to determining the activity and modulating the potency of the compounds 

(Table 4.6).

4.2.1.4.4 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system B: Methylation or substitution of 

the C2' hydroxyl group

Following the same principle applied in the previous section (4.2.1.4.3), we 

investigated the contribution of OHc2' to the activity of diarylhydrazides by its 

methoxylation or substitution with other functionalities (Table 4.5).

The OHc2' methoxylation does not affect the electron density on the ring, and 

consequently potential cation-n or ti-ti interactions. An important consequence of this 

modification is the conversion from HB donor to HB acceptor. This substitution 

resulted in two inactive compounds (MDG619 and MDG620), suggesting a role for the 

hydrogen bond donor character and polarity of the OHc2' in interacting with the 

surrounding amino acids or in keeping the intramolecular hydrogen bond (IMHB) 

network of the diarylhydrazide ligand. According to the predicted pose established in 

chapter 3, this could be due to the disruption of a significant hydrogen bond 

interaction with Q733 as well as an increase in the bulk of the substituent brought by 

the methyl functionality. A similar disruptive effect on IMHB and polar character is 

achieved when the OHcr is substituted for a methyl, resulting in an inactive compound 

(MDG492).

Consideration of the role of the IMHB and polarity in conferring activity to the 

diarylhydrazides led us to consider an amino group substitution (MDG632), which 

would elucidate the requirement of a hydrogen bond donor vs acceptor function. The
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inactivity of MDG632 is correlated to the possible need for a hydrogen bond donor 

function at C2', and perhaps a lower resonance effect of the amino group on the ring 

due to a single lone pair of the amine nitrogen, as opposed to two lone pairs on the 

hydroxyl.

Other modifications listed in Table 4.5 were aimed at decreasing the ji-character on 

the B aromatic system by the introduction of electron attractor groups in order to 

negatively affect potential tx- tx or Tx-cation interactions with the surrounding amino 

acids in the pocket. The inactivity of compounds such as MDG490, MDG 633 and MDG 

631 suggest the potential involvement of these types of interaction in conferring 

activity to the diarylhydrazides, in agreement with molecular modeling studies, where 

the moiety B is located in S3 AF-2 subpocket and interacts with K720 (chapter 3).
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OCH3

R

OCCo
H N OH

R

Compounds R ICsolpM) Compounds R ICa
liM

MDGei9 -H >100 MDG292 -Br 13.3±3.1

IVIDG620 -Br >100

H N Ri

R2

ccc.
N

H' N OH

R

Compounds R1 R2 IC50
(pM)

Compounds M M JCa
Mdl

IVIDG492 CH3 -H >100 MDG608 -OH -H 55.2119.2

MD6490 COOH -H >100

MDGe32 NHj -H >100

MDG633 NO2 -Cl >100

MDGe31 NO; -H >100

Table 4.5 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the OHcz’, involving its methylation (MDG619 and MDG620) 

or its substitution (MDG492, MDG490, MDG632, MDG633, MDG631). For each analog we presented the 

corresponding IC50 value as determined by AR TR-FRET and the respective parent active compound for 

comparison, highlighted in red.
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4.2.1.4.5 Modifications in diarylhydrazides system B: Substitution at the C5' 

position

Another interesting aspect in elucidating the diarylhydrazides' SAR was the 

investigation of the role covered by substitutions at C5'. As discussed in section 

4.2.1.4.3, MDG491 (Table 4.4) bearing only a chlorine substituent in C5' retains activity 

albeit with decreased potency when compared to its hydroxylated analogue MDG605. 

Moreover, one of the active diarylhydrazide ligands was the C5' bromine substituted 

MDG292. So far, these two compounds have in common the presence of a halogen, 

which increases the hydrophobicity but also the aromaticity (electronegativity) on the 

ring, affecting potential n- n or ii-cation interactions. The highly hydrophobic character 

is also shared by the active MDG483, which has a naphthyl instead of a halogen 

substitution. To support this hypothesis, starting from the unsubstituted derivative 

(MDG608), we tested polar substitutions OH (MDG611), NO2 (MDG614) and its 

bioisostere COOH (MDG630) that resulted in active scaffolds but with decreased 

potency. The methylation of the OHcs- and COOHcs- functionalities (MDG612 and 

MDG629) had the same effect on activity. As expected, the substitution of chlorine 

(MDG605) compared to MDG292 had no effect in modifying the activity.

The steric effect was also explored with the -I substitution (keeping the hydrophobic 

and electron attractor character), which resulted inactive (MDG613). Aliphatic groups 

such as CH3 (MDG609) and the bulkier t-Bu substitution (MDG610), which would keep 

the hydrophobicity and the bulk of the -Br or -I also resulted inactive, reinforcing the 

hypothesis that the presence of functionality that could establish interactions with the 

surrounding K720 in S3 is an important feature for activity, again supported by 

considering the best pose obtained from the modeling studies in chapter 3. The 

electron attractor character is combined to the hydrophobic character of the 

substituents at C5', in fact, polar groups like OHcs'diminish the activity compared to 

MDG292 (Table 4.1) or MDG605 (Table 4.6).
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H N OH

R

Compounds R IC50 (pM)

MDCeOS -H 55.2±19.2

MDG609 -CHb >100

MDGSIO -t-Bu >100

MDGeil -OH 39.9116.9

IVIDG612 -OCH3 52.98113.5

MDG613 -1 >100

MDGei4 -NO, 33.4214.7

MDGSOS -Cl 10.311.4

MDGSBO -COOH 43.513.7

MDGe29 -COOCH3 60.76*

Table 4.6 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the C5' position (meta) involving different aliphatic chains 

(MDG609, MDG610), halogens (MDG605, MDG613), electron donor groups (MDG611 and MDG612), 

electron attractor groups (MDG614), and bioisosteres such as MDG630 and its methyl ester MDG629. * 

SEM was variable and large, reducing confidence in data for this compound. For each analog the 

corresponding IC50 value as determined by AR TR-FRET is presented.
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4.2.1.4.6 Modifications in diarylhydrazides' system B: Substitution at the C3' 

position

From the virtual screening hits identified, one of the active diarylhydrazide scaffolds 

was MDG173, bearing two hydroxyl substitutions at C2' and C3'. Therefore, it was 

interesting to explore the effect of substitutions at the C3' position. The methylation 

of the OHc3' (MDG617) or its substitution with CH3 (MDG616), provide us with two 

analogues with improved activity compared to the hydroxylated counterpart MDG173. 

From this, it is possible to extrapolate that a hydrogen bond acceptor instead of a 

hydrogen bond donor character at C3' or a hydrophobic donor group have a positive 

effect on activity. This is supported by molecular modeling, where the diarylhydrazide 

moiety B is located in the hydrophobic AF-2 S3.

Based on the conclusions from the previous sections regarding diarylhydrazide moiety 

B, on the contribution of OHca', a hydrophobic electron attractor group at C5' and a 

hydrophobic electron donor group at C3' in providing the diarylhydrazides with best 

activity values, we decided to design a compound that combined all these 

characteristics (MDG615). This compound was inactive.
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Table 4.7 Diarylhydrazides modifications of the C3' position keeping the OHc2' fixed (MDG616, MDG617, 

MDG615) or using a combination of successful C5' and C3' modifications (MDG615). For each analog the 

corresponding IC50 value as determined by AR TR-FRET is presented.

In conclusion, the dose-response curves for the novel diarylhydrazides identified 

during the SAR elucidation in inhibiting the fl-Dll-FXXLF coactivator recruitment by 

the AR LBD ivt in a TR-FRET assay are shown in figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17 Diarylhydrazides inhibit the AR recruitment of a fluorescent labelled Dll-FXXLF. Compounds 

were tested in a TR-FRET assay across a concentration range from IC^M to 4.5*10‘®M where applicable 

in presence of a concentration of DHT=EC8o in AR-LBD wt. Data points represent the mean of two 

independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean 

(SEM) for n=6 values. Data was fitted using Log antagonist concentration vs response (variable slope) 

with GraphPad Prism s"® (see experimental section for details).

The non-LBP nature of the inhibition of coactivator recruitment by the AR LBD for 

these compounds series was explored by fluorescence polarization. The novel 

diarylhydrazides identified are also unable to displace a potent fluorescently labeled 

ligand from the LBP (Figure 4.18). Compounds were tested at a single point 

concentration (SOpM), using Cyproterone Acetate (CPA) at the same concentration as 

a reference, a known AR LBP-mediated antagonist.
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Figure 4.18 Fluorescence polarization data is plotted as % Maximal Activity represented by AR-LBD and 

fluorophore complex (0% inhibition). Minimum control value represents free fluorophore (Free F) in 

solution (100% inhibition). Error bars represent the SEM for n=6 values.

All compounds tested showed 0% inhibition of the AR-LBD and fluorophore complex, 

indicating a non-LBP mediated mechanism of AR inhibition. MDG616 and MDG617 

showed around 20% reduction compared to the maximal value, although it is still 

significantly different than the free fluorophore control (P<0.001). However, it is not to 

be excluded that depending on the chemical substitutions explored, subtle 

conformational changes in AR LBD may somehow perturb the ligand binding within the 

LBP, as it was demonstrated for PR LBD (section 4.2.1.5).

None of the compounds showed a significant potency improvement after scaffold 

modification. This was not a surprising result, considering that so far the main 

limitation of compounds directed at the NR LBD surface is their limited potency^^. 

However, the present extensive SAR study allowed us to hypothesize about the key 

functional groups in determining diarylhydrazides interaction within the AR LBD, 

coupled with the valuable information provided by the selectivity studies amongst the 

steroid receptors subfamily of NRs and by the induced fit molecular docking and 

molecular dynamics studies, which provided a good rationale for the above discussed 

SAR.

4.2.1.5 Diarylhydrazides display different selectivity amongst the steroid receptor 

subfamily

The nature of NR coactivators and the high % of sequence identity amongst NR 

coactivator binding sites (section 4.1.1.4) are such that, to more fully profile the
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potential utility of the diarylhydrazide ligands, their selectivity was evaluated across 

members of the subclass of steroid receptors, including ERa and ERP, GR, AR and PR.

4.2.1.5.1 The Glucocorticoid Receptor (GR)

The selectivity of the diarylhydrazide scaffold for the AR was demonstrated through 

TR-FRET evaluation in GR, where Dexamethasone bound receptor recruitment of the 

fluorescently labelled SCRl-4 coactivator^ was unimpaired at screening 

concentrations up to lOOpM for all the diarylhydrazides evaluated.

Figure 4.19 Dose-response curve for Dexamethasone in GR LBD. 12 point concentration dose response 

curve was generated starting from 2*10'®M until 4*10'“m. Mean of two independent experiments 

where each well was performed in triplicate. Error bars on the curve represent ± SEM. ECgo was 

determined as 773nM according to equation 4.5.

o MDG483 
□ MDG292
* MDG506
* MDG508
« ^^fepri Stone

Figure 4.20 Diarylhydrazides do not affect SRCl-4 recruitment by GR LBD. Compounds were tested in a 

TR-FRET assay across a concentration range from 10‘^M to 12.5*10'®M in presence of a concentration of 

Dexamethasone=EC8o. Mifepristone, a known GR antagonist, was included at a single point 

concentration of 10‘^M. Data points represent the mean of two independent experiments performed in 

triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) for n=6 values.
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The diat7lhydrazides prepared during the SAR investigation were also tested for their 

potential ability to antagonize GR LBD, and they all resulted inactive at the highest 

concentration of lOOpM.

Figure 4.21 Diarylhydrazides do not affect SRCl-4 recruitment by GR LBD. Compounds and Mifepristone 

were tested in a TR-FRET assay at a single point concentration of lOOpM in presence of a concentration 

of Dexamethasone=EC8o. Data points represent the mean of two independent experiments performed 

in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) for n=6 values.

4.2.1.5.2 The Progesterone Receptor (PR)

Diarylhydrazides were found to partially displace progesterone bound PR recruitment 

of the fluorescently labelled SCRl-4 coactivator^ in a TR-FRET assay.

Figure 4.22 Dose-response curve for Progesterone in PR LBD. 12 point concentration starting from 10' 

until 5*10'^^M. Mean of two independent experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. 

Error bars on the curve represent ± SEM. ECso was determined as 20nM according to equation 4.5.
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Initially the four hits were evaluated for their ability to inhibit the recruitment of a 

fluorescently labelled coactivator, SRCl-4, by the PR LBD. Due to the high % sequence 

identity, it could be anticipated that the compounds could also target PR LBD. 

Surprisingly, diarylhydrazides exhibit a different mechanism of antagonism. In fact, 

while they behave as full AR LBD antagonists, they behave as partial antagonists in PR 

LBD.
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Figure 4.23 Diarylhydrazides partially inhibit the PR recruitment of a fluorescent labelled SRCl-4. 

Compounds were tested in a TR-FRET assay across a concentration range from lO'^M to 4.5*10'®M 

where applicable in presence of a concentration of progesterone=EC80 in PR-LBD (antagonist mode) or 

in absence of progesterone (agonist mode). Data points represent the mean of two independent 

experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) for n=6 

values. Data was fitted using Log antagonist concentration vs response (variable slope) with GraphPad 

Prism 5*® (see experimental section for details).

MDG483 and MDG508 did not give a clear result, whereas MDG292 and MDG506 give 

us confidence in a partial mechanism of action in antagonising PR LBD recruitment of 

the SRCl-4 coactivator. The non-LBP mechanism of antagonism for PR LBD was 

confirmed through an FP assay for each compound at a maximal concentration of 

50|iM, following the protocol applied for AR LBD.
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Figure 4.24 Fluorescence polarization data is plotted as % Maximal Activity represented by PR-LBD and 

fluorophore complex (0% inhibition). Minimum control value represents free fluorophore (Free F) in 

solution (100% inhibition). Error bars represent the SEM for n=6 values.

None of the compounds displaced a potent fluorescently labelled ligand from PR LBP, 

supporting the hypothesis that the compounds are non-LBP partial PR antagonists.

To gain more insight to the diarylhydrazides' selectivity based on small rational 

chemical modifications on the scaffold, the same protocol was applied to the new 

series of compounds considered in section 4.2.1.4, with interesting results. 

Compounds were tested at a maximum concentration of lOOpM, using as a control a 

known PR antagonist, mifepristone (Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.25 Diarylhydrazides evaluated in the SAR study inhibit the PR LBD recruitment of a fluorescent 

labelled SRCl-4 coactivator. Compounds were tested in a TR-FRET assay at a maximal concentration of 

lO'^M in presence of a concentration of Progesterone=EC80. Data points represent the mean of two 

independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean 

(SEM) for n=6 values.

As expected, most of the compounds evaluated disrupt SRCl-4 recruitment to PR LBD, 

except for MDG608. Compounds MDG611, MDG617 and MDG630 had a very similar
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behaviour when compared to mifepristone at the same concentration, and therefore 

they were investigated further for their mechanism of inhibition (Figure 4.26). This 

work suggests that MDG611, MDG612, MDG614, MDG616 and MDG617 may disrupt 

the fluorescent ligand from PR LBP an observation which warrants future additional 

study in its own right.
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Figure 4.26 Fluorescence polarization data is plotted as % Maximal Activity represented by PR-LBD and 

fluorophore complex (0% inhibition). Minimum control value represents free fluorophore (Free F) in 

solution (100% inhibition). Error bars represent the SEM for n=6 values. MDG629 and MDG630 are 

missing from the description due to reagents unavailability. MDG491 could be a false negative in this 

assay (see Appendix B for validation).

In conclusion, we have confidence in saying that MDG292 and MDG506 are PR non- 

LBP partial antagonists. Chemical modifications on the diarylhydrazide scaffold 

enhance, but ultimately complicate our understanding on how a simple modification 

can drastically affect the eclectic binding behaviour of these ligands, as seen in the 

case of MDG611, which seem to affect ligand binding in the PR LBP (Figure 4.26) but 

not in AR LBP (Figure 4.18). Further experiments need to be carried out to understand 

the effect and the contribution of each modification on PR LBD. Since this was 

considered outside the scope of this project, it was not investigated further in this 

chapter.

4.2.1.5.3 The Estrogen Receptors alpha (ERa) and beta (ERp)

The selectivity of the diarylhydrazide scaffold for the AR was investigated through a 

TR-FRET assay in ERa and ERp. Some of the diarylhydrazides investigated
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demonstrated partial antagonism in both isoforms (a and 3) of Estradiol bound ER LBD 

in recruiting a fluorescently labelled PGC-la^^ coactivator. The non-LBP nature of this 

inhibition was confirmed by a FP assay.

a) b)

Figure 4.27 Dose-response curve for Estradiol in ERa LBD (a) and ER3 LBD (b). A 12 point concentration 

dose response curve was generated starting from 2*10 ®M until Results presented are the

mean of two independent experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. Error bars on the 

curve represent ± SEM. ECgo was determined for both as 5.4nM according to equation 4.5.
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Figure 4.28 Diarylhydrazides partially inhibit the ERa recruitment of a fluorescent labelled PGCl-a. 

Compounds were tested in a TR-FRET assay across a concentration range from 10'''m to 4.5*10'®M 

where applicable in presence of a concentration of EstradioNECgo- Data points represent the mean of 

two independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the 

mean (SEM) for n=6 values. Data was fitted using Log antagonist concentration vs response (variable 

slope) with GraphPad Prism S'*® (see experimental section for details).
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Figure 4.29 Diarylhycdrazicdes partially inhibit the ERP recruitment of a fluorescent labelled PGCl-a. 

Compounds were tested in a TR-FRET assay across a concentration range from lO'^pM to 4.5*10'*M 

where applicable in presence of a concentration of EstradioNECso- Data points represent the mean of 

two independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error of the 

mean (SEM) for n=6 values. Data was fitted using Log antagonist concentration vs response (variable 

slope) with GraphPad Prism 5^® (see experimental section for details).

The non-LBP mechanism of action of the two non-selective diarylhydrazide scaffolds 

identified was confirmed by a fluorescence polarization assay in both isoforms of the 

estrogen receptors {Figure 4.30). It is not to be excluded that MDG483 could be a false 

negative in this assay (as already shown for AR LBD, Figure 4.16), therefore it could be 

further investigated using a different technique, like for example a competitive FRET 

assay.
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Figure 4.30 Fluorescence polarization data is plotted as % Maximal Activity represented by ERa LBD or 

ER3 LBD and fluorophore complex (0% inhibition). Minimum control value represents free fluorophore 

(Free F) in solution (100% inhibition). Error bars represent the SEM for n=6 values. MDG483 could be a 

false negative in this assay (see Appendix B for validation).

To gain more insight on the contribution of different substituents in conferring 

diarylhydrazide scaffold activity towards the estrogen receptor a and (3, we tested a 

range of compounds evaluated as a part of the SAR study. Of the hits evaluated, only 

MDG614 and MDG491 exhibit ER selectivity at lOOpM.
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Figure 4.31 Diarylhydrazides evaluated in the SAR study inhibit the ERa LBD and ERp LBD recruitment of 

a fluorescent labelled PGCl-a coactivator. Compounds were tested in a TR-FRET assay at a maximal 

concentration of lO'^M in presence of a concentration of EstradiohECgo. Data points represent the 

mean of two independent experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard error 

of the mean (SEM) for n=6 values.

None of the diarylhydrazides evaluated inhibit the PGC-la coactivator recruitment 

through a LBP mediated mechanism (Figure 4.32).
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Figure 4.32 Fluorescence polarization data is plotted as % Maximal Activity represented by ERa LBD (a) 

and ERP LBD (b) and fluorophore complex (0% inhibition). Minimum control value represents free 

fluorophore (Free F) in solution (100% inhibition). Error bars represent the SEM for n=6 values.
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4.2.1.5.4 Concluding remarks regarding the steroid receptor subfamily selectivity of 

these ligands

The selectivity of the diarylhydrazide scaffold across the steroid receptor subfamily can 

be summarized in the following table:

NR LBDs ICjolpM)

Compounds GR PR ER-a ER-p

MDG483 >100 8.4±1.4 10.213 1210.4

MDG292 >100 22.515.4 >100 >100
MDG506 >100 27.717.3 >100 >100
MDG508 >100 5.9* 411.4 2.9*

MDG608 >100 >100 >100 nd

MDG611 >100 nd** nd nd

MDG612 >100 50-100** nd nd

MDG614 >100 nd** >100 >100
IV1DG616 >100 nd** nd nd

MDG617 >100 nd** nd nd

MDG629 >100 nd nd nd

MDG630 >100 nd nd nd

MDG605 >100 nd 50-100 50-100

MDG491 >100 50-100 >100 >100
Table 4.8 Diarylhydrazides activity data (IC50) determined by TR-FRET across a range of members of the 

steroid receptors subfamily. nd=not determined; *error bar too big, no confidence in the fit; **may also 

target the LBP.

4.2.2 Binding studies using Surface Plasmon Resonance

'Investigation of ARA70 binding to AR-LBD and potential competitive displacement 

by diarylhydrazides'

This work was conducted in collaboration with Dr Ricardo Gutierrez Gallego, 

Bioanalysis Group, Neuroscience Research Program, IMIM-Hospital del Mar, 

Department of Experimental and Health Sciences, University Pompeu Fabra (UPF), 

Barcelona Biomedical Research Park (PRBB) and Dr Victor Buzon-Redorta, Institut de 

Biomedicina-Universitat de Barcelona (IBUB), Parc Cientific de Barcelona.
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In order to confirm diarylhydrazides' direct binding to the AR LBD and their potential 

competition with coactivator peptides, we performed preliminary SPR studies. It was 

intended that the outcome of these studies would provide us with a Kd, which could 

give us a speculative indication on how the diarylhydrazides are inhibiting the AR LBD 

coactivator recruitment. It is important to note that this type of assay still would not 

be able to give us an indication of the definitive binding site of the compounds, but 

just provide additional valuable information about the proposed nature of 

diarylhydrazides' AR antagonism.

Prior to the competition experiment set up, it was important to determine the ideal 

experimental conditions, which in a SPR experiment vary from the type of 

immobilization and chip to be used, the concentration of analyte to be immobilized 

and the concentration of ligand to be flowed through. Another determinant factor is 

the choice of a control flow cell.

On the first round of experiments, we intended to immobilize the higher MW 

component (AR LBD) onto the carboxy-methylated surface of the CMS chip via the 

classic NHS/EDC activation (0.4M l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylpropyl)-carboiimide, EDC and 

O.IM N-hydroxysuccinimide, NHS). The advantage of AR LBD for immobilization 

purposes is the high isoelectric point (pl~9), that allows efficient pre-concentration of 

the protein on the negatively charged surface of the CMS chip. The ideal pH to obtain 

an 'optimal' amount of AR LBD immobilized onto a CMS surface was found to be equal 

to 4.4 units. In these conditions we imagine that the AR LBD is positively charged for 

its interaction with the negatively charged CMS surface. The remaining binding sites 

are then blocked using ethanolamine in order to prevent non-specific binding, as 

primary amines are the best interactors with the negatively charged 

carboxymethylated matrix. Remarkably, this step is not always effective and may still 

lead to non-specific binding on the surface.

One of the disadvantages of the direct immobilization strategy described in this 

chapter for AR LBD is the non-homogeneous surface, where the presence of different 

lysines can lead to different AR LBD orientations on the chip. Moreover, the presence
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of lysines residues in the AF-2 surface opens the possibility that some of the sites of 

interest may be hindered for coactivator peptides binding.

In absence of a valid control, which could have been an inactive AR LBD, or another NR 

LBD of similar pi and molecular weight which is known to not interact with the 

peptides in question, the maltose binding protein (MBP tag) was immobilized onto the 

surface, as in principle the peptides shouldn't bind to it. Another empty reference 

surface was only activated/deactivated (these reference surfaces shouldn't feature 

any binding).

Ethanolamine
deactivation

— FC1 MBPSOpo/ml
— FC2 AR LBD 50 pg/ml

Figure 4.33 AR LBD immobilization on a CMS chip in Acetate lOmM pH 4.4. Immobilization is generally 

carried out at low flow rates (5pl/min) and the concentration of ligand used for immobilization is 

typically in the range of 1 to 100 pg/ml. Ethanolamine is then injected to block the remaining available 

binding sites.

A known AR LBD specific interactor, AR-associated coregulator 70 (ARA70), was then 

flown onto the sample surface, onto reference surface and onto the control surface 

containing the maltose binding protein.
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— ARA70 IOOmM Fc=1-1
— ARA70 lOOpM Fc=2-1
— ARA70 lOOpM Fc=4 -1

Figure 4.34 Sensorgram of the non-specific interaction of ARA70 peptide at lOOpM binding onto the AR 

LBD immobilized on the surface of a CMS chip. The amount of ARA70 bound is inversely proportional to 

the level of AR immobilized on the chip. FC2=AR LBD, FC1=MBP, FC4=Empty reference flow cell. Flow 

rate 20pl/min.

However, in these initial experimental conditions, we observed high non-specific 

binding of the injected peptides onto the CMS surface, demonstrated by the higher 

binding response obtained in the reference empty flow cell, and a binding trend that 

was inversely correlated with the amount of protein immobilized, consistently with 

the peptide non-specific binding onto the carboxymethylated surface (Figure 4.34). 

Including an excess of carboxymethylated dextran (Img/ml) into the peptide solution 

to be flowed through did not function as an effective competitor for the peptides and 

did not improve the non-specific binding artifact.

We concluded that the above described SPR set up was not suitable to observe the 

coactivator recruitment to the AR LBD directly immobilized onto a CMS surface. A valid 

alternative includes the use of a chip that avoids the carboxymethylated dextran 

matrix and where the protein is immobilized indirectly through its soluble tag (using 

for example anti-GST or anti-His antibodies), in order to make the immobilization 

homogeneous. However, due to the short time available to perform the experiments, 

direct immobilization of the peptide onto the CMS surface, while the AR LBD is flowed 

through at different concentrations, was judged as the most pragmatic solution.

This alternative strategy is challenging due to the presence of lysines within the ARA70 

coactivator sequence, especially within the NR box, needed to interact with AR LBD
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(RETSKEFKLLFQSYN). The high pi of ARA70 (~8.5) allowed efficient pre-concentration 

at pH4.4 (Figure 4.35).

a) ARA70 SOpg/ml in NaOAc pH4.4 Ref surface > only activate deactivate

Figure 4.35 a) ARA70 peptide immobilization on the surface of a CMS chip in Acetate lOmM pH 4.4 b) 

reference surface activation/deactivation in the same conditions.

A range of concentrations of AR LBD in HBS-EP buffer starting from the high 

concentration of lOpM was then flowed over the ARA70 and reference surface (Figure 

4.36). The statistic fit, judged by the Chi^ value (generally should be <10, and ideally 

<2), is poor, even accounting for mass transport limitations. Mass transport limitation 

effects occur when high levels of ligand are immobilized on the surface, and when the 

analyte binding the ligand exceed the rate at which the analyte is delivered to the 

surface, and leads to an underestimation of the intrinsic kinetics.
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Tim*

kd<1f5> Rmax (RUi kt (RU/(M's)) Rl (RU) Cone of analy KA (11M) KD(Mi R*q (RU) kobs(1i 
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AR_0.15pM Fc«2-1 - 2 68.8 .15u 133
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Figure 4.36 Sensogram of the interaction of the immobilized ARA70 at SOpg/ml with different 

concentrations of AR LBD, ranging from lOpM to O.lSpM. 160pL of each ligand were injected at 

40pl/min flow rate. FC1= reference surface; FC2= ARA70 surface. The black lines represent the 

simultaneous fit to the Langmuir model for a 1:1 interaction accounting for mass transport limitation. 

Poor fit was indicated by the high Chi2 value (around 10^), red circle.
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In order to limit a potential mass transport limitation effect, and because the analyte is 

transported to the surface by both convection and diffusion, there are two possible 

solutions. The first one is increasing the flow rate or most importantly, the second one 

is using a very low concentration ligand immobilized onto the surface. For this reason, 

ARA70 was immobilized onto the FC4 of the CMS chip at 3pg/ml concentration, using 

FC3 as a reference flow cell, which has been only activated and deactivated. The same 

experiment was then repeated (Figure 4.37).

3), association dissociation

b)

Figure 4.37 (a) Sensorgram of the interaction of ARA70 at 50ng/ml (high density) and ARA70 at 3|ig/ml 

(low density) with different concentrations of AR LBD. (b) Sensorgram of the reference surfaces, where 

only bulk effect can be observed and can be subtracted from the sensorgram in (a). FC2=high; FC4=low; 

FCl and FC3 are reference empty surfaces for ARA70 50pg/ml and ARA70 3|ig/ml respectively.

Repeating the same kinetic experiment as in figure 4.36, Chi^ value improved but the 

Kd had a high variation of 1 order of magnitude (10'® to 10'^).

Nonetheless, we set up a competition experiment with the one of the diarylhydrazides 

active compounds. Due to the challenge in using DMSO in SPR (and due to the short
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time available to perform the experiment), we solubilized MDG614 and the inactive 

compound MDG620 (negative control) in water. The aqueous solubility was extremely 

poor, therefore the dilutions in HBS-EP were just an estimate, and the chances for 

success were very low.

eu««Fc=M -1 

AR20mM Fc=3-t -2 

-AR 20wM»MDC361< Fc*?-1 • 3 

-AR 20uM*lyOG620 FC32-1 - 4

Figure 4.38 Competition experiment trial with MDG614 or MDG620 at ~20plVI /AR LBD 20pM onto 

ARA70 50ng/ml surface. No inhibition could be seen in these conditions, and furthermore, MDG614 and 

MDG620 exhibit the same behaviour. Reference surface FCl was subtracted from the sensorgram.

The same experiment was repeated in the low density flow cell but results were 

equally inconclusive. Due to limitations on instrument availability, it was not possible 

to repeat these experiments, which were inconclusive and are simply presented here 

in this chapter to indicate our experimental intent and as a starting point for future 

investigations. Such investigations should concentrate on scouting for the best ARA70 

concentration to be achieved on the surface and the best AR LBD concentration range, 

before repeating the competition experiment with the diarylhydrazides dissolved in 

DMSO and incubated at starting concentrations of at least SO-lOOpM.

4.2.3 Binding studies using X-ray crystallography

Work conducted in collaboration with Dr Eva Estebanez-Perpina and Dr Victor Buzon- 

Redorta, Institut de Biomedicina-Universitat de Barcelona (IBUB), Parc Cientific de 

Barcelona

Crystallization trials were performed in order to identify a possible binding site on the 

surface of the AR LBD for the diarylhydrazides characterized above. In order to set up 

the crystallization trials the protein was previously expressed and purified by Dr Eva 

Estebanez-Perpina's group as per previously published protocols^'Soaking and co-
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crystallization trials were performed in presence of a high concentration of 

compounds in 5% DMSO. In the case of co-crystallization trials, the general guideline is 

to use a concentration which is ten times in excess compared to the compound's IC50.

Crystals from co-crystallization experiments appeared after 3 months of incubation at 

20”C.

a)

t

b)

Figure 4.39 Crystals of AR LBD in presence of diarylhydrazides. a) Crystals obtained in presence of 

MDG483 0.6pl with the sitting drop method and soaking, after 5 days of incubation at 20°C in presence 

of the reservoir conditions indicated in the experimental section (4.3) which diffracted at 2.3. b) Crystals 

obtained in presence of MDG292 SOOpM with the sitting drop method and cocrystallization after 3 

months of incubation at 2.0°C.

After data collection, the molecular replacement was performed using COOT^®. The AR 

LBD structure 2PIX^ or 1T7R® were used as a search model to identify possible electron 

density at AR AF-2 or AR BF-3 and Ramachandran plots were used to validate the 

model (Figure 4.40). Unfortunately, no electron density corresponding to the 

compounds bound to the AR LBD could be seen after refinement cycles in the soaking 

experiments. However, data from the co-crystallization trials still awaits future 

collection. Crystals appeared for MDG292 at low (200|iM) and high (SOOpM) 

concentration (Figure 4.39 b) after 3 months of incubation at 20‘’C.
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Refinement and model analysis

Resolution (A) 22.9 to 2.27

R factof ^ 19

R.,«% 26

Ramachandran plot 97.57/2.02
(preferred/allowed) %

Figure 4.40 Example of a crystal structure refinement and associated statistical parameters obtained 

from soaking experiments of MDG173 at SOOpM. The electron density maps were generated after 

structure refinement and molecular replacement (see experimental section 4.3), representing here the 

AR LBP with bound DHT.

In the meantime, during my short visiting period in IBUB, co-crystallization trials and 

soaking experiments were repeated. MDG483, MDG292, MDG508 and MDG173 were 

repeated at higher concentrations (200, 500 and 700|iM) and compounds designed to 

elucidate the diarylhydrazides SAR, MDG608, MDG611, MDG612, MDG614, MDG616 

and MDG617 (SOOpM) were also included for the co-crystallization experiment. 

Soaking experiments were carried out with MDG483, MDG292, MDG173, MDG506 

and MDG614, with increasing concentrations, reaching a final maximum concentration 

of 5mM in 5% DMSO.
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4.3 Experimental Section

Screening compounds described in this work were purchased as commercial samples from Specs NV 

(Netherlands) or Chembridge (San Diego, CA). The rest of the compounds mentioned in this chapter were 

synthesized by Billy Egan (School of Pharmacy, TCD), except for MDG629, MDG630, MDG631, MDG632 

and MDG633, which were synthesized by Brendan Kelly (School of Chemistry, TCD). Compound purity in 

all instances was greater than 95% as determined by LCMS and NMR.

4.3.1 Time-Resolved Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (TR-FRET)

Lanthascreen™ TR-FRET AR Coactivator Assay kit (Invitrogen, cat no.PV4381) was used to screen for 

potential coactivator disruptors. Black low volume 384-wells assay plates (Corning, NY, cat no.3676) 

were used to perform the assay (total volume 20pl) and TR FRET signal measured with PHERAstar 

equipment (BMG LabTech) using a Lanthascreen optic module excitation 335nm, emission 520nm- 

channel A and 495nm-channel B.

TR FRET values were calculated at 10 flashes per well, using a delay time of lOOps and integration time 

200ps as recommended by the Invitrogen assay guidelines. The ratio 520nm/495nm was then 

calculated and plotted against the concentration. A serial dilution of compounds was firstly prepared in 

lOOX DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) starting from the maximum desired concentration to achieve a 12 point 

range concentration using 96-well polypropylene plates (Nalgene Nunc, Rochester, NY). Each lOOX 

solution was diluted to 2X concentration with TR-FRET co-regulator buffer A (Invitrogen proprietary 

buffer), yielding a final concentration of 1% DMSO in each well. lOpl of 2X solution was then added to 

the 384 well plate, following addition of 5pl 4x AR-LBD and 5pl of Dll-FXXLF/Tb Anti-GST antibody in 

agonist mode and 5pl of Dll-FXXLF/Tb anti-GST antibody / DHT (Included at a concentration equal to 

ECgo as determined by running the assay in agonist mode first; equation 4.6). The sequence of the Dll- 

FXXLF peptide (VESGSSRFMQLFMANDLLT) was derived from phage display^. Dll-FXXLF and Tb labelled 

anti-GST antibody were premixed in light protecting vials prior to use. A final concentration of DTT 5mM 

was used in the assay buffer in order to prevent protein degradation. All plates (agonist and antagonist 

mode) were incubated between 2 and 4 hours at room temperature protected from light prior to TR- 

FRET measurement. IC50 values were determined by testing each ligand at concentrations ranging from 

lOOpM to 45nM using two fold and three fold dilutions to generate a 12 point dose response curve. 

Data was fitted using the sigmoidal dose response (variable slope) available from Graphpad Prism 5^®.

Top — Bottom
Y = Bottom + 1 +

Equation 4.8

Z'factor for these assays was >0.5 as calculated by the equation provided by Zhang et al.
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Zfactor = 1 — 3 *
ffp + a^i

iMp-MnI

Equation 4.9

In line with the assay protocol, a known agonist, dihydrotestosterone (DHT, cat no.A8380, Sigma) and a 

known antagonist, cyproterone acetate (cat no.C3412, Sigma), were used as controls in the assay. A 

control with no AR-LBD present was included to account for diffusion enhanced FRET or ligand- 

independent coactivator recruitment. A negative control with 2X DMSO was present to account for any 

solvent vehicle effects.

The same procedure was used for AR T877A (Invitrogen cat no.PV4667) with Dll-FXXLF peptide, PR 

(Invitrogen cat no.PV4666) and GR (Invitrogen cat no.PV4683) with SRCl-4 peptide

(GPQTPQAQQKSLLQQLLTE) using Dexamethasone (cat no. D1756, Sigma) and Progesterone (cat 

no.P0130, Sigma) as agonists and Mifepristone (cat no.M8046, Sigma) as a control antagonist, ER-a 

(Invitrogen cat no.PV4544) and ER-3 (Invitrogen cat no.PV4541) with PGC-la peptide

(EAEEPSLLKKLLLAPANTQ) using Estradiol (cat no.E8875, Sigma) as agonist and Tamoxifen as control 

antagonist (cat no.T5648, Sigma). The assay was adapted to exclude possible non-specific aggregation 

mechanism of inhibition by adding very low concentration of detergent Triton X-100 0.001% (Sigma) to 

the assay buffer following the Shoichet review guidelines^®.

4.3.2 Fluorescence Polarization (FP)

PolarScreen™ Androgen Receptor Competitor Assay Kit Green (Invitrogen, cat no. P3018) was used to 

investigate the binding of the test compound to the LBP site, occupied by a high affinity fluorophore 

ligand (Fluormone™). lOOX test compound solutions in DMSO were diluted in AR green buffer 

(Invitrogen) to achieve 2X concentrations and placed in a 384 well plate (Corning, cat no.3576) with 40pl 

volume capacity. AR-LBD was supplemented with 2mM DTT to prevent protein degradation. AR-LBD and 

Fluormone (2X) mix are prepared separately and then added to each compound dilution to achieve a 

final concentration LBD-Fluormone of SOnM and 2nM respectively. Plates were incubated protected 

from light for at least 4 hours. Controls included a maximum mP positive control, which consisted of the 

AR-LBD and Fluormone mix (2X), and a minimum mP control, containing only Fluormone (2X). A vehicle 

control was added to account for DMSO effect, and a blank control containing buffer only. Fluorescence 

polarization was measured with PHERAstar equipment (BMG LabTech) using an optic module with 

excitation at 485nm and emission at 530nm.

The same procedure as described above was employed for PR LBD (PolarScreen™ Progesterone 

Receptor Competitor Assay Kit Green, Invitrogen cat no.P2895), ERa (PolarScreen™ Estrogen Receptor 

alpha Competitor Assay Kit Green, Invitrogen cat no.P2698) and ERP (PolarScreen™ Estrogen Receptor 

beta Competitor Assay Kit Green, Invitrogen cat no.P2700).
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4.3.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance

Experiments with AR LBD and coactivator peptides were conducted with a Biacore 3000 instrument. In 

the first set of experiments; 3mg/ml of purified AR LBD (MW=28kDa) was diluted to SOpg/ml in 

prefiltered Sodium Acetate lOmM buffer at pH 4.4 and immobilized onto a CMS chip (Biacore) 

previously activated with SOpL of a 1:1 mixture of NHS/EDC (0.4M l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylpropyl)- 

carboiimide, EDC and O.IM N-hydroxysuccinimide, NHS). Remaining binding sites were deactivated with 

IM ethanolamine. The flow rate for immobilization was kept constant at 5pl/ml at the temperature of 

25°C. ImM stock solutions in water of ARA70 (kindly provided by Matt Cariquist, KaroBio, Sweden; 

sequence: RETSEKFKLLFQSYN; MW=1890Da; pl=8.50) were diluted to lOOpg/ml in HBS-EP running 

buffer (Biacore) and injected into all four flowcells at a flow rate of 20p.l/min. Carboxymethylated 

dextran sodium salt (fluka) was included in the peptide solution at Img/mL concentration where 

applicable. For ARA70 immobilization, a stock solution of ImM ARA70 in water was diluted to 50pg/ml 

or 3iig/ml in prefiltered Sodium Acetate buffer pH 4.4 and immobilized at a flow rate of 5pl/ml onto a 

CMS sensor chip (Biacore) activated with NHS/EDC as described above. Remaining binding sites were 

deactivated with IM ethanolamine. The empty reference flow channels were activated with NHS/EDC 

as described above and deactivated with IM ethanolamine. For AR LBD kinetic experiments, 3mg/ml of 

purified AR LBD were diluted to a starting concentration of lOpM in HBS-EP and then serially diluted 

until O.lSpM. 160pl of each solution was injected onto the four flow cells at a 40pl/min rate.

HBS-EP Buffer: lOmM Hepes pH 7.4, ISOmM Sodium Chloride, 3mM EDTA, 0.00S% v/v Polysorbate 20. 

Surface was regenerated with NaCI 2M prefiltered or Glycine-HCI lOmM pH2.S. Analysis of the data was 

conducted using BIAevaluation software version 4.1.1.

4.3.4 X-ray crystallography

Purified and concentrated AR LBD 3mg/ml was utilized in both soaking and co-crystallization trials. In 

the soaking experiment, the AR LBD crystals (obtained in E. Estebanez-Perpina lab, IBUB) were treated 

with 0.2-0.8pl of a lOmM stock solution of compounds in DMSO. In the co-crystallization trials, the AR 

LBD was treated with a concentration of compound equal to 10 molar excess compared to its IC50, to 

achieve a concentration of 200, 500 or 700pM in 5%DMSO. Complexes were crystallized with the sitting 

drop vapour diffusion method using 24-well plates. First, 500pl of a reservoir composed of AR LBD 

optimal crystallization buffer (E. Estebanez-Perpina, personal communication) composed of O.lmM 

HEPES pH 7.5 and 1.26mM (NH4)2S04 were added to each well. Ipl of AR LBD at 3mg/ml were added to 

the sitting drop pedestal, and mixed to O.lpl of compounds stocks in order to achieve a final 

concentration of 5% DMSO (4mM, lOmM and 14mM stocks in 100% DMSO to achieve 200, 500 and 

700pM concentrations respectively in the final drop). Finally, Ipl of reservoir solution was added to 

each drop to achieve a 2.1pl final volume. Plates were sealed and allowed to equilibrate at 20°C.
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Diffraction patterns (data obtained in E. Estebanez-Perpina lab, IBUB) were processed with MOSFLM 

by determining the intensities corresponding to each reflection in the orthorhombic space group 

P2i2i2i as previously described for AR LBD^'®'“, and then scaling them to an average intensity using 

SCALA“. Molecular replacement searches and structure building by calculation of the electron density 

maps were performed using the program MolRep“ (using AR LBD PDB id: 2PIT^ as a model), and COOT^® 

(version 0.6.1) by rotation and translation. The electron density maps were calculated as a difference 

from amplitudes calculated (Fc) or observed (Fo) as 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc. Superposition of structures was 

performed using the least-squares superpositioning LSQMAN function^ implemented in COOT using the 

PDB id: 2PIX® or 1T7R® as a model to search for electron density in BF-3 or AF-2. Protein models were 

built from iterative cycles of simulated annealing, minimization in order to reduce the R factor using the 

program RefMacS®^ implemented in the CCP4 suite^.
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4.4 Discussion/Conclusion/Future work

In this chapter we report the characterization of a novel series of diarylhydrazides 

binding to AR-LBD with a non-LBP mechanism of action, with demonstrated ability to 

displace AR coactivators via a TR-FRET assay. The non-LBP mediated mechanism of 

inhibition was confirmed by an FP assay, demonstrating the diarylhydrazides' inability 

to displace a fluorescently labelled ligand from the LBP. These compounds were shown 

to function without any demonstrated intrinsic or partial agonist activity in AR and 

therefore can be classified as 'true'^^ non-LBP antiandrogens. Although the hits 

obtained in this chapter have moderate potency, the approach demonstrates the 

feasibility of targeting NR alternative non-LBP sites and offers the perspective of 

optimization by medicinal chemistry modifications.

Initial optimization efforts on the diarylhydrazide scaffold provided us with 8 more 

biologically active compounds but did not improve potency of the starting hits. The 

SAR analysis provides us with valuable information regarding the substitutions that 

diminish or leave the activity of the starting hits unmodified, from which we can draw 

several conclusions. In the diarylhydrazide system A, the naphthalene group coupled 

with the OHc3 are required features for activity, due to IMHB contribution to the 

molecular conformation and due to better fit in the AF-2 subpocket SI of the 

naphthalene as compared to a benzene, as predicted my molecular docking and 

molecular dynamics. The rigid imine linker was left practically unmodified for the SAR 

analysis, by only investigating the effect of bulk increase at the R2 substituent, which 

resulted in inactive compounds. The system B of the diarylhydrazide scaffold was the 

one that provided the most productive conclusions. The OHcr is not essential for 

activity but it improves activity when combined with an electron attractor hydrophobic 

group in C5' or an electron donor hydrophobic group in C3', supported by the 

molecular docking and molecular dynamics protocol applied in chapter 3, that 

predicted the most probable diarylhydrazide pose in AR AF-2, where the moiety B is 

mostly interacting within AF-2 S3, which is also the most conserved subpocket 

between NRs AF-2.
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The reported SAR study will guide future medicinal chemistry modifications directed 

on improving the diaryhydrazide scaffold; the next step could be the investigation of 

the role of the rigid linker in conferring the diarylhydrazide proteomimetic behaviour, 

and investigation of functional groups directed at the improvement to of solubility and 

ADMET characteristics.

The rational functional group substitutions on the diarylhydrazide scaffold not only 

influence AR LBD binding but also have interesting implications regarding selectivity 

over the NR steroid receptor subfamily. As the steroid receptor subfamily is highly 

homologous regarding the amino acid sequence especially at the AF-2 and BF-3 

interfaces, the design of selective probes is particularly challenging. The study 

presented was directed towards understanding the structural basis of specificity of the 

diarylhydrazides, with the potential of facilitating rational drug design and providing 

general guidelines that extend beyond the AR LBD.

None of the diarylhydrazides evaluated at concentrations up to 100 pM were able to 

displace the SRCl-4 coactivator (bearing an LXXLL type motif) from the liganded GR 

LBD, with at least 10 fold selectivity achieved for AR LBD (although different 

coactivators are considered). This result is surprising due to the high amino acid 

sequence identity in AF-2 between GR and AR (around 70%). When testing the 

diarylhydrazides in another closely related receptor like PR LBD, a different behaviour 

can be observed. While diarylhydrazides fully antagonize FXXLF motif recruitment by 

AR LBD, differentiating their behaviour from the 'classical' antagonist CPA, they only 

partially affect the recruitment of an LXXLL motif contained in the SRCl-4 coactivator, 

acting as mixed agonist/antagonists for PR LBD. From these observations we can 

conclude that the different behaviour of the diarylhydrazides may be due to the type 

of the coactivator recruited (full for the FXXLF motif and partial or null for the LXXLL 

motif). However, it has to be taken into account that different concentrations of 

acceptors are used and, although indicated in the assay guidelines, they might be only 

sub-optimal. When analysing the same type of coactivator, included at the same 

concentration, diarylhydrazides do not affect SRCl-4 interaction in GR but they 

partially antagonize it in PR, possibly due to higher stability of GR LBD/SRCl-4 vs PR
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LBD/SRCl-4 complex. Regarding the estrogen receptors a and 3, the lower amino acid 

sequence identity (around 20%) and the differential shape of the AF-2 interface, 

makes the compounds' observed selectivity easier to rationalize. Some 

diarylhydrazides indeed targeted ERa and ER3 with the same affinity in displacing an 

LXXLL motif contained in PGC-la coactivator, such as MDG483 and MDG508, which 

are non-selective ligands. Ligands with electron donor groups at Cs- and Cy also 

increased the activity towards ER. This is rationalized in the studies presented in 

chapter 3, where the B moiety is interacting within ERa negatively charged region of 

SI, which may accommodate bulkier substitutions due to point amino acid mutations 

compared to AR AF-2 SI. MDG292, MDG605 and MDG491 were the selective 

diarylhydrazides scaffolds presenting at least 2-fold selectivity over the closest 

receptor PR LBD and >5-10 fold selectivity for the most distant receptor isoforms of 

the subfamily ERa and ER3.

Studies across the steroid receptor subfamily to identify a selective chemical probe are 

invaluable tools to understand NR tissue and coregulator specificity. Selectivity needs 

to be considered in a more complex environment, consistent with the notion that 

different ligands in the LBP elicit different H12 conformation and recruit a different 

pattern of coregulators®®, and therefore extensive cellular functional assays (looking at 

non genomic effects and cross-talk with other transcriptional regulators for example) 

may be the future direction.

It is important to note that all the biochemical assays performed in this chapter 

confirm the coactivator proteins displacement by diarylhydrazides through an 

alternative non-LBP site, but the experimental data presented does not provide 

absolute or direct evidence of the diarylhydrazides binding site as AR AF-2. While 

supported by the molecular modeling studies provided in chapter 3, such data does 

not exclude an allosteric mechanism of inhibition of coactivator recruitment, mediated 

for example by the recently discovered BF-3 regulatory surface. Some observations 

may be inferred from the Hill coefficients of the diarylhydrazides dose response 

curves, which deviate from the standard Hill coefficient of a competition curve (equal 

to -1), and range from -4 to -2 for the compounds tested, suggesting negative
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cooperativity and therefore an allosteric type of inhibition. However, these values 

could themselves be dependent on different populations of receptors bearing 

different affinities or multiple binding sites with different compounds affinity, or 

simply they are the result of assay artifacts due to compounds' solubility issues. Due to 

the above mentioned variables, although Hill coefficients were reproducible, no clear 

conclusions can be drawn from these observations regarding allosterism. Nonetheless 

previous reports have highlighted the importance of the antagonist Hill coefficients in 

influencing the NR affinity for a particular coactivator and also in eliciting different 

conformational changes that ultimately affect coactivator recruitment and 

transcriptional activation^^.

SPR was employed as a confirmatory secondary screen to provide a deeper insight 

regarding the mechanism and kinetic of the compounds in inhibiting the binding of a 

known FXXLF bearing coactivator like ARA70, following the successful application of 

SPR previously described in the study of estrogen receptor agonist/antagonist 

kinetics^^ and to demonstrate direct binding to AR LBD, although still not providing 

information about the binding site. As discussed in the results section, the 

immobilization protocol will need further future development if this method is to 

underpin successful characterization, both regarding the type of immobilization and 

the optimal concentration analyte/ligand^®. Furthermore, the limited solubility of the 

diarylhydrazides in water or in buffer requires that the experiments should be carried 

out in the presence of a low concentration of DMSO (1-5%) and detergents (which are 

already present in HBS-EP buffer) - a requirement that not all operators of SPR 

instrumentation will readily embrace.

In order to gain more information regarding the compounds' binding site and exclude 

binding at BF-3 as was strongly suggested from the molecular dynamics studies 

outlined in chapter 3, we suggest site specific mutational studies need to be carried 

out in future work - testing the compounds' activities in different single point mutants 

in AR AF-2 and BF-3 site. This procedure could be quite arduous unless the lab has 

established routine protocols for AR LBD protein expression and purification. An 

alternative to mutational studies. X-ray crystallization trials, if successful, would
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directly confirm the binding site of the compounds. However, given the compounds' 

limited binding potency for AR LBD, the obtainment of stable crystals is rather difficult. 

In fact, incubation of the crystals with a very high concentration of the compounds 

could ultimately damage the crystal and hamper data collection. So far, with our 

collaborators in Barcelona, we have proved that the purified AR LBD can co-crystallize 

in presence of our compounds, with a promising perspective of a crystal structure 

obtainment. Soaking trials have so far proved unsuccessful, but they have been 

repeated during the course of the short period research visit in Barcelona.

If a high concentration of the purified protein is available, a protein NMR study might 

also be performed to study the contribution of single amino acids in the pockets of 

interest to the binding of the compounds. Another alternative to prove direct binding 

would involve exploration of high throughput thermal shift assay that can guide the 

initial selection towards more labour intensive SPR analysis.
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Chapter 5

Functional Effects of Diarylhydrazides 
in Cellular Models of Prostate Cancer

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

Caboni L, Kinsella G.K., Blanco F., Fayne D., Jagoe W.N., Carr M., Williams D.C., Meegan M.J. and Lloyd 

D.G. 'True' antiandrogens-Selective non-ligand binding pocket disruptors of androgen receptor- 

coactivator interactions: novel tools for prostate cancer. J.Med.Chem., 2012, 55 (4), pp 1635-1644
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5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 'Androgen-Independent' Prostate cancer: a confusing term

'Prostatic cancer is influenced by androgenic activity in the body. At least with respect to serum 

phosphatases, disseminated carcinoma of the prostate is inhibited by eliminating androgens, 
through castration or neutralization of their activity by estrogen injection. Cancer of the 
prostate is activated by androgen injections.'^

Since 1941, when studies from Huggins and Hodges^ proved the strong link between 

prostate cancer (PCa) and androgens, androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) has been 

the foundation of PCa treatment, evolving from the. surgical form (orchiectomy) to the 

chemical form (antiandrogens). ADT has demonstrated to be effective in inducing 

regression of disease but unfortunately it is not curative. In fact, PCa inevitably 

becomes refractory to surgical or chemical castration .

The prostate cancer stage which occurs after chemical or surgical castration is often 

addressed in the literature by different terms, such as 'hormone refractory prostate 

cancer' (HRPC) or most commonly 'androgen independent prostate cancer' (AlPC). 

These terms are somewhat inaccurate and are not truly indicative of the molecular 

mechanism of disease relapse. The term 'hormone refractory' is deemed inaccurate 

because prostate cancer may respond to further hormonal manipulations, as 

demonstrated by the efficacy of second generation antiandrogens currently in clinical 

trials and the direct suppression of adrenal androgens^. The term 'androgen 

independent' is also inaccurate because advanced stages of disease are still dependent 

on androgen receptor signaling. Given these premises, a more generic and accurate 

term is needed.

Castration resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) is a generally accepted comprehensive 

term that describes advanced stages of prostate cancer which are resistant to 

androgen ablation^. More recently, Crawford and Petrylak^ argued that the term 

endocrine resistant prostate cancer (ERPC) should be used instead, given the negative 

connotation that the term 'castration' assumes in men affected by the disease.

As demonstrated by studies of Buchanan and colleagues®, Heinlein and Chang^, and 

Chen and colleagues®, increased AR expression is a mechanism of resistance to
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antiandrogen therapy, therefore AR plays still a crucial role in CRPC, and cells continue 

to proliferate and survive in androgen depleted conditions through aberrant activation 

of AR^'^°. The molecular mechanism of CRPC development and subsequent failure of 

ADT has been subject of numerous studies, but it remains poorly understood. 

Hypotheses include AR gene mutations, AR protein or coregulator overexpression, 

promiscuous pathways of AR activation and crosstalk between AR and other 

pathways®'A brief general introduction of these concepts is given in the following 

sections.

A detailed discussion of therapeutic approaches in CRPC, such as on/off ADT, second 

generation antiandrogens and 'non-LBP' strategies, has been previously outlined in 

chapter 1.
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Figure 5.1 Summary of CRPC development. CRPC may occur through different mechanisms, including AR 

gene amplification, leading to a hypersensitive pathway (a); a promiscuous pathway where AR is illicitly 

activated by ligands other than androgens, including antiandrogens like flutamide (b); an outlaw 

pathway where AR is phosphorylated and activated by the MAPK or AKT pathway through growth factor 

and cytokines signalling (c). We also have the bypass pathway and the lurker cell pathway, which are 

independent of AR signalling. All these pathways have the same outcome of illicitly activate AR 

transcriptional activity, resulting in increased expression of AR target genes (like PSA), increased growth 

and survival. Taken from^°.

5.1.2 AR Mutations

While PCa initially adapt to a reduced androgen environment, genetic changes occur 

that allow tumors to circumvent normal growth regulation by androgens, leading to 

aberrant activation of the AR signaling axis. These mutations are usually missense 

mutations that decrease specificity of a ligand binding and allow illicit activation of AR 

by other ligands.

The AR gene is located in the X chromosome and it is present in men as a single allele, 

as a consequence any germline or somatic mutations at this point would have a
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functional effect on the AR pathway. Due to the heterogeneity of prostate cancer cells 

and different stages examined, it has been difficult to compile a list of incidence of 

somatic AR mutations within PCa^^. However, a public database of AR mutations and 

their correlation with AR linked diseases has been constructed by collecting all the 

reports available in the literature (http://androgendb.mcgill.ca/). Mutations are in 

general concentrated in signature loop of NR (aa 701-730 helices 3-4), at the 

coregulator interface (874-910) and between hinge and LBD regions (aa 670-678). The 

functional significance of many of these mutations and the correlation with prostate 

cancer has not been fully clarified. However, some mutations in the hormone binding 

pocket have been well described.

As a matter of fact, acquired point mutations in AR are more frequent in CRPC 

patients, with 50% of patients presenting mutations in the hormone binding domain 

that were not found in primary tumors, where indeed the incidence of point mutations 

is very low. Most of these mutations alter ligand specificity (like mutations occurring in 

codon 874 and 877, where AR can be activated by estrogens and progestins)^^. The 

first AR mutation was described in LNCaP cell line by Veldscholte and colleagues^^. 

Analysis of the AR gene from LNCaP identified a missense mutation in codon 877 

leading to a threonine to alanine (T877A) substitution in the ligand binding pocket. 

This mutation has a steric effect^^. In fact, substituting an alanine for a threonine alters 

the AR ligand specificity mainly because T877 is in direct contact with the ligand 

through hydrogen bond with the 17 OH of the steroid, and when it's substituted with 

alanine this hydrogen bond contact is lost. Furthermore, the steric hindrance of 

alanine side chain compared to the threonine side chain is less, so that other ligands 

such estrogens and progestins or antiandrogens may fit into the pocket and activate 

AR. In our study, we demonstrated that our compounds are also equally active on AR 

carrying the T877A mutation. This has interesting implications in their potential 

application in CRPC and also represents a further proof that the compounds are not 

acting through an LBP based mechanism.

Other LBP mutations have been identified in other cells lines such as CWR22Rvl, 

where a point mutation in codon 874 causes an histidine to be substituted with a
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tyrosine. This residue is not in direct contact with the ligand but projects away from 

the LBP. As revealed by structural analysis from the LNCaP and CWR22 tumors, this 

insertion is located in a cavity between helices 11 and 12 and might directly influence 

the helix 12 conformation and therefore coactivator recruitment and transcriptional 

activation of (PDB id: 2Q7K-2Q7L).

Another well characterized mutation in the LBP is found at codon 741 which causes 

tryptophan 741 to be substituted with a leucine (W741L) or with a cysteine (W741C). It 

has been demonstrated that this mutation occurs in LNCaP upon androgen deprivation 

and bicalutamide treatment^^, causing the potent antiandrogen bicalutamide to 

function as an agonist instead. Structural information on the molecular mechanism of 

this ligand specificity alteration has been provided. In AR wt the tryptophan 741 would 

clash with the B ring of R-bicalutamide and this would cause the protein to rearrange 

the helix 12 in an antagonist conformation (as seen for estrogen receptor^®) but when 

substituted with leucine or cysteine there is more space to accommodate the side 

chain of the antagonist, which now can stabilize the AR in a agonist conformation^^ 

(PDB id: 1Z95). In conclusion, different mutations influence ligand responsiveness with 

a different mechanism, but with the same outcome of altering ligand specificity and 

illicitly activate AR pathway.

Figure 5.2 Structural influence of different AR LBP mutations. A) AR wt (PDB id: 1T7R) overlaid with AR 

T877A (PDB id: 2AX6) co-crystallized with antiandrogen hydroxyflutamide (brown); B) AR wt (PDB id: 

1T7R) overlaid with AR H874Y (PDB id: 2Q7K); C) AR wf (PDB id: 1T7R) overlaid with AR W741L (PDB id: 

1Z95) co-crystallized with antiandrogen bicalutamide (magenta). In all cases amino acid substitutions 

that alter ligand specificity are shown in light blue (A, Y, L). Helix 12 in its activated conformation is 

shown in blue. DHT is shown in green.
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Unfortunately to date a structure of AR wt in presence of an antagonist has not been 

crystallized, so we have to assume the agonist/antagonist switch is based on the helix 

12 conformational rearrangement as seen for estrogen receptor^®. In AR, 

crystallization efforts have been hampered by poor protein stability in presence of 

antagonist and by the need of a stabilizing ligand like DHT during growth, expression 

and purification stages^”.

Many other mutations listed in the database have not been studied in depth and their 

function is unknown. Nonetheless, we can conclude that there is a strong evidence 

that mutations are acquired in CRPC and in response to antiandrogen treatment, as 

demonstrated by the 'flutamide withdrawal syndrome', during which patients show 

clinical worsening upon treatment with flutamide, but improvement upon cessation of 

therapy^^. This reinforces the initial idea that AR mutations such as T877A occur in 

response to antiandrogens, in this case upon flutamide treatment^^. Discontinuing 

flutamide results in an initial tumor regression before growth eventually resumes. The 

T877A mutant does not have the same response with bicalutamide, and this shows 

that different antiandrogens can select for different mutations. As described earlier, 

bicalutamide is ineffective as antiandrogen in the W741L or W741C mutant.

5.1.3 AR Hypersensitivity

Another possible mechanism by which prostate cancer bypasses androgen suppression 

in ADT is the increased sensitivity to low androgen levels^.

AR sensitization by low androgen circulating levels can be attributed to several causes. 

One of the mechanisms involved is AR overexpression by gene amplification, 

confirmed by an increase of AR mRNA levels in CRPC compared to normal prostate 

tissue ' . AR gene amplification occurs after androgen ablation and it is a mechanism 

by which prostate cancer cells select the clones that are able to survive and proliferate 

in a low androgen environment. In this case, the term 'androgen-independent' is 

inappropriate, because the cells respond on low levels of androgen but they are still 

dependent on AR function in order to grow.
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A second mechanism of AR hypersensitivity is high AR expression levels, increased 

stability and enhanced AR nuclear localization in PCa cells. In this case AR is able to 

respond to much lower androgen concentrations but it could also be constitutively 

activated, together with the overexpression of coactivators that facilitate AR 

transactivation.

Another mechanism of hypersensitivity is the increase in androgen levels due to the 

increase in conversion rate from T to DHT by 5a-reductase to compensate for the low 

hormone circulating levels. It has been suggested that this resistance mechanism can 

be overcome by total androgen ablation to completely block androgen signaling by 

combining an antiandrogen with an agent that prevents the production of androgens 

at adrenal level (Gonadotropin releasing hormone, GnRH inhibitor)^'* but the 

therapeutic benefits are unclear.

5.1.4 Coregulators Alterations

Coregulator(s) alteration is believed to be one of the mechanisms leading to CRPC, 

which facilitates transactivation and AR activation in response to low levels of 

androgens. Coregulators include proteins that directly interact with AR to activate 

(coactivators) or suppress (corepressors) its transcriptional activity. It is possible to 

have a decrease in corepressor expression or an overexpression of coactivators, which 

can be combined with mutation in the AR to increase the AR transactivation and 

enhance the response in presence of low androgens”.

The AR coactivator ARA70 has been found to have the capacity to increase AR 

transcriptional activity in low androgen levels environment” or in presence of 

antiandrogens^^ and in CWR22 CRPC model, ARA70 mRNA have been found to be 

elevated”; coactivator CBP/p300 expression has been found upregulated during 

androgen deprivation therapy in prostate cancer patients”. Additional evidence has 

been brought forward by the knockdown of CBP/p300 using small interference RNA 

(siRNA) which inhibits prostate cancer cell proliferation”.

The expression of a dominant negative ARA55 mutant that inhibits AR transcriptional 

activity induced by antiandrogens by blocking endogenous ARA55 interaction with AR
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was recently reported^^. These findings support the crucial role of coregulators in the 

development of CRPC.

In conclusion, coregulator overexpression combined with the other mechanism listed 

above may be responsible for the evolvement progression and maintenance of the 

CRPC phenotype.

5.1.5 Ligand independent activation of AR

Certain growth factors, such as insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), keratinocyte 

growth factor (KGF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) can activate AR pathway and 

transcriptional activation in absence of androgens^^. It is unclear if their activating 

effect is direct or it is indirect along their signaling pathway. Upregulation of these 

factors combined with mechanism described above could contribute to the CRPC 

phenotype. This hypothesis supports the importance of the link between tyrosine 

kinases and AR signaling in prostate cancer. HER2/neu, member of the family of EGF 

receptor family of tyrosine kinases has been found to be overexpressed in CRPC, and 

its overexpression can activate AR dependent genes in absence of androgen ligands 

but not in absence of AR^^ suggesting that this pathway is linked to that of AR, mainly 

through mitogen-activated protein kinase (MARK) pathway^'* or alternatively through

the Akt pathway, which is putatively involved in CRPC 35

Cytokines like IL-6 may also activate the AR pathway and AR associated genes. IL-6 is a 

pleiotropic cytokine involved in mediating immune inflammatory responses and in the 

growth of normal and cancer cells. Reports have found higher levels of circulating IL-6 

in CRPC patients^®. IL-6 can be considered a biomarker for CRPC and this application 

will be discussed in more details in section 5.1.7.2.

5.1.6 Others: The bypass and Murker cell' pathway

It is possible to bypass the AR completely by stimulating cell growth and inhibiting 

apoptosis even in the absence of androgens and AR. One possible candidate that 

mediates this mechanism is the BCL2 gene, that can inhibit apoptosis and has been 

found to delay the onset of CRPC in an LNCaP xenograft modeP^.
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The 'lurker cell' pathway suggests that a subpopulation of CRPC cells is present even 

before therapy is initiated^*. There would be epithelial stem cells among the basal cells 

of prostate cancer that are not affected by rates of proliferation/death induced by 

androgen ablation.

5.1.7 Prostate Cancer biomarkers: PSA and IL-6 

5.1.7.1 Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA)

The PSA gene is a member of a family of genes called kallikrein-like proteases and 

encodes a 33kDa glycoprotein, PSA (kallikrein 3, KLK3) which consists on a single 

polypeptide chain of 240 amino acids.

In normal prostate, PSA is secreted into the glandular duct where it degrades high 

molecular weight proteins synthesized by the seminal vesicles (semenogelin I and II) to 

inhibit the coagulation of semen. PSA only enters the serum through leakage into the 

extracellular fluid of normal prostate. A characteristic early feature of PCa is the 

disruption of the basal cell layer basement membrane, and due to the loss of this 

normal glandular architecture, serum PSA levels are elevated. PSA is relevant in 

prostate cancer oncology and it used as a biomarker to detect prostate cancer and
. 39 40monitor response to treatment ' .

PSA gene is positively regulated by the AR and it continues to be expressed in PCa that 

recur after androgen deprivation therapy, as AR is still active during CRPC conditions. 

As mentioned, during CRPC, specific genetic and epigenetic changes are selected so 

that AR transcriptional activity is still present. As an effect of antiandrogen resistance 

there would be a rise in PSA levels that can be confirmed with an in vitro cellular 

model; however, the connection between tumor cell growth and PSA production is not 

straightforward. In fact, changes in PSA production induced by androgens and growth 

factors do not always parallel changes in LNCaP cell gro\A/th rate induced by these 

factors, suggesting that PSA production occurs independently of cell growth rate and 

may be influenced by various interrelated factors, including the hormonal and the 

stromal environment^^.
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Another link with PSA and cancer has been established as linked to the proteolytic 

capacity of PSA which affects growth factors like IGFBP-3 and IGF-1, both 

overexpressed in PCa. Its proteolytic activity may have a role in cell migration and

metastasis^®.

The value of PSA as screening marker is controversial because of its inability to detect 

initial stages tumors. Generally, serum values higher than 4ng/ml are considered as a 

threshold to perform prostate biopsies, but using one value for all men would be risky 

as it excludes a large cohort of patients with clinically significant early stages of the 

disease. The decreased luminal proteolytic processing of PSA produced by tumor cells 

causes a decrease in the cleaved inactive form of mature PSA (which circulates as free 

PSA), resulting in a lower ratio of serum-free to total PSA'*®. Also, other conditions that 

increase the volume of the prostate and somehow disrupt the glandular architecture 

(like benign prostatic hyperplasia) may also elevate PSA serum levels. However, serum 

total PSA monitoring is still used in clinic as a biomarker of PCa responses to therapy 

and also as an early indicator of PCa recurrence.

5.1.7.2 Interleukin-6 (IL-6)

IL-6 is a pleiotropic cytokine involved in mediating immune inflammatory responses 

and in the growth of normal and cancer cells. Reports have found higher levels of 

circulating IL-6 in CRPC patients and raised the possibility of the use of IL-6 as 

biomarker for advanced stages of prostate cancer^®'In fact, high IL-6 amounts are 

secreted into supernatants of AR negative cell lines (such as PC-3 and DU-145) while in 

contrast LNCaP were found to be IL-6 negative*^; IL-6 has been found to enhance AR 

transactivation via STAT-3 or MAPK pathway'*^' and thus to be implicated in PCa 

progression towards the castration resistant stage. It has been proposed that these 

effects are mediated by CBP/p300 A study by Lin and colleagues suggested that IL-6 

can induce AR activity through both increasing AR gene expression and activating the 

AR in the absence of androgen in PCa cellular models'*^. Recent findings have 

indicated that IL-6 can inhibit PSA expression*^ although previous contrasting report 

show PSA upregulation in LNCaP cells*® and PCa growth through inhibition of p300
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recruitment. Stimulatory effects may be due to transition of IL-6 from a paracrine 

growth inhibitor to an autocrine growth stimulator^^. The first report to show that IL-6 

is an autocrine growth factor that mediates androgen induced growth in LNCaP cells 

was suggested by the DHT stimulated/dependent IL-6 secretion in the LNCaP^° 

whereas its IL-6 function as an autocrine growth factor even in the absence of 

androgen in cell lines like DU-145 or PC-3 (androgen independent cell lines). It is 

possible that the acquisition of an autocrine growth loop with IL-6 is associated with 

CRPC.

In conclusion, there have been conflicting reports on the role and effects of IL-6 in 

prostate cancer cellular models. However, it could be considered as an interesting 

potential marker for CRPC phenotype and could be monitored alongside with PSA- 

which remains the first choice marker as its effects and results are more consistent.

5.1.8 Experimental Design

5.1.8.1 In vitro prostate cancer cellular models

Several models of prostatic cancer cells are available in vitro. In order to study an 

androgen dependent effect, LNCaP cells are widely used. In order to study CRPC and 

androgen independent conditions the PC-3/DU-145 and the 22Rvl cell lines are 

commonly used. LNCaPs have been consistently reported to express functional AR, to 

exhibit androgen dependent growth and to secrete PSA, whereas PC-3 and DU-145 

have reported to either express in low quantities or not express functional androgen 

receptor (AR null). Their proliferation and survival are not dependent on AR pathways. 

The 22Rvl cell line presents characteristics that bridge both dependent and 

independent phenotypes.

The majority of cell lines used are derived from metastatic lesions (such as DU-145, PC- 

3 and LNCaP). We have very few reports of cells arising from primary 

adenocarcinomas, and one of these is the CWR22Rvl (also called 22Rvl). As no single 

model is available that encompass the features of all PCas, therefore several models 

must be used^^. Comprehensive reviews about PCa in vitro cellular models^^' are
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available, but for the sake of simplicity only the cell lines used in this chapter will be 

briefly introduced.

5.1.8.1.1 LNCaP

LNCaP cells were isolated from needle aspiration biopsy of a lymph node metastatic 

lesion of human prostate adenocarcinoma from a 50-year-old Caucasian male^'*. Their 

doubling time is about 60 hours. Different sublines have been derived following long 

term androgen deprivation, long term culture, high passage number and

transfection 52

LNCaP cells are used as a model for androgen dependent prostate cancer; they 

respond to androgen and express AR target genes like PSA upon androgen regulation. 

High affinity specific androgen receptors are present in the cytosol and in nuclear 

fractions of cells in culture; also estrogen receptors are demonstrable in cytosol^^. 

Their propagation and culture conditions will be described in the experimental section 

of this chapter. LNCaP express functional AR containing the T877A mutation in the 

hormone binding pocket^^. These cells are an ideal model to study the effect of 

compounds in androgen deprived condition in a 'promiscuous receptor' condition, 

which is believed to be one of the molecular mechanisms of CRPC.

5.1.8.1.2 PC-3

The PC-3 cell line has been established from human prostatic adenocarcinoma 

metastatic to the bone. The cells in culture have a greatly reduced dependence upon 

serum for growth compared to other normal prostatic epithelial cell lines and do not 

respond to androgens, glucocorticoids or growth factors^®. This cell line is useful to 

investigate the effect of therapeutics in advanced prostate cancer cells that use AR 

independent pathways for survival and growth. Alternatively to PC-3, it is possible to 

use the DU-145 line, also isolated from a metastatic lesion, which has very similar 

characteristics to PC-3 regarding the AR expression pattern.

Although PC-3 and DU-145 have been reported as AR negative, several studies 

reported the expression of AR mRNA and protein in these cells, at lower but 

detectable level (around 50% less) compared to an AR positive cell line like LNCaP.
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Because the treatment of these cells with DHT resulted in an upregulation of the AR 

protein but did not result in the stimulation of an AR responsive reporter gene, these 

two cell lines should be considered as androgen non responsive rather than AR null^^.

5.1.8.1.3 PWR-IE

PWR-IE cell line represents normal prostatic epithelia, which contain SV40 antigen. 

They were derived from a normal prostate with mild hyperplasia and immortalized 

with an adenovirus 12-SV40 hybrid virus. PWR-IE express AR wt and PSA upon 

exposure to androgen and represent a useful model to study androgen dependent 

cell growth in a normal prostatic epithelia environment and could be useful to 

characterize the development and progression to disease.

5.1.8.1.4 22Rvl

22Rvl cells are derived from primary human prostate carcinoma. The CWR22 

xenograft forms androgen-dependent tumors that secrete PSA in the blood stream of 

mice, regresses after castration and then relapses. Relapsed tumors are designated 

with the term CWR22R, and the first report of isolation of the cell line from a 

xenograft is reported by Jacobberger group in 1999^®. The resultant cell line is called 

22Rvl, (also reported in some manuscripts as CWR22Rvl) and expresses AR harboring 

several mutations, detected in the original CWR22 xenografts, of which the most 

representative is the H874Y^°. This cell line can be considered as an in vitro model to 

study CRPC as the occurrence of these AR mutations indicates the progression from 

the androgen-dependent state (CWR22) to the CRPC phenotype (22Rvl). Furthermore, 

in a study by Tepper and colleagues^\ a novel mutation was identified that was not 

present in the original CWR22 xenografts, which consists in a tandem duplication of 

exon 3, and produces a llAkDa protein, resulting from the addition of 39 amino acids 

in the DBD, and also containing the original mutation H874Y. Interestingly, this cell line 

express truncated forms of AR, lacking the ligand binding domain, referred to as 

ARALBD, which is able to interact with promoters with or without androgens (because 

retains fully functional DBD). 22Rvl displays a dose dependent androgen responsive 

phenotype, although to lesser extent when compared to LNCaP. Low levels of PSA
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mRNA are also expressed, but levels are below detection in androgen depleted

medium or in response to androgenic stimulation^^.

In conclusion, this cell line represents both androgen responsive and androgen 

insensitive features and could be used as a more comprehensive model for CRPC 

progression which includes features from both LNCaP and the DU-145/PC-3 cell lines. 

As it will be explained in the results section, 22Rvl cell proliferation does not depend 

on externally supplemented androgens in androgen depleted conditions. A study by 

Attardi and colleagues characterized in detail the ability of a variety of steroid 

hormone agonist and antagonists to bind to the mutated AR in the 22Rvl cell line and 

their ability to induce growth, PSA secretion, and transcriptional activity®^. The results 

obtained confirm altered ligand specificity induced by the AR H874Y mutation and 

supported by the lack of functional PR or ER in 22Rvl cells®^ , as previously reported 

for LNCaP, PC-3 and DU145

5.1.8.1.5 MCF-7

The MCF-7 cell line was derived from a patient with metastatic breast cancer^^ and it 

is the most common hormone responsive and ER expressing breast cancer cell line. 

Other steroid receptors like AR, PR and GR were found to be expressed®^. This cell line 

could be a model to study the complex relationships between biological actions of 

steroid hormone receptors. It is known that classical antiandrogens like flutamide are 

able inhibit growth of MCF-7 in vitro.

5.1.8.1.6 HEK-293

Human Embryonic Kidney cell line-293 are used as a common vector for transfection 

assays (ATCC-CRL-1573™), especially for nuclear receptor studies^®, and they represent

a valid negative control ("normal" line) to monitor off-target effects of compounds®^.

5.1.8.2 Cell Viability assays

Cell viability studies measure the % of live cells at the end of a treatment period; this 

can be achieved by different methods. To understand the changes occurring in a cell
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after certain period of time due to death by apoptosis or necrosis we can use figure 

5.3 to choose the biomarkers to be monitored accordingly.
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.

wl- 
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LDH Release 0 4-

Caspase 0 ++
ATP +++ 0
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• • ^ ^
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LOH Release 0 + ♦
Caspase 0 0 0
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Resazurin + -I-+ 0 0 i

Figure 5.3 Mechanism of cell death can be determined by measuring different markers of cell viability 

and apoptosis in vitro. LDH release is used to measure membrane integrity and it is a cytotoxicity 

measurement. Caspases could be used if we presume an apoptotic cell death mechanism; most 

commonly MTS or Resazurin are used as markers of cell viability. (Adapted from Promega protocols and 

application guide on cell viability)^®.
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Figure 5.4 General scheme representing an in vitro cytotoxicity assay protocol. Usually the cells are 

seeded into a plate and left to equilibrate 24hrs before treatments. At day zero the treatment starts and 

the incubation time may vary. For exposure periods longer than three days, media and treatments are 

usually replaced. According to the assay biomarker we chose to monitor, the incubation time may vary 

(Adapted from Promega protocols and application guide on cell viability)

Our purpose was not to understand the mechanism of cell death, but rather to better 

understand the activity and possible toxicity of the study compounds, so as to identify 

a suitable candidate(s) for more extensive functional studies. Accordingly, the readily 

available resazurin reagent was used as a biomarker to measure cell viability.

Viable Cell

I
o

Resazurin Resorufin
Emits fluorescerKie at 59Clnm

Figure 5.5 Conversion Resazurin to Resorufin by viable cells. Resazurin is reduced to resorufin by viable 

cells, detected from emission at 590nm. (Adapted from Promega protocols and application guide on cell 

viability)™
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5.1.8.3 Hormone dependent and independent cell proliferation studies

Hormone dependent and hormone independent studies are useful to characterize the 

transition from an initial primary prostate cancer stage to CRPC conditions. It was 

observed that DHT has a biphasic effect on LNCaP cell proliferation, reaching the 

maximum stimulatory peak at a concentration of O.lnM after 12 days stimulation^^. 

This is followed by a progressive decrease with a return to control levels at doses of 

InM or higher, suggesting the involvement of a proliferative process and an 

antiproliferative process modulated by steroids^^’ The stimulatory effects on 

proliferation by antiandrogens were also observed and to be synergistic with DHT 

stimulated cell proliferation^'*. In fact, it is well documented that 'classical' 

antiandrogens (i.e. those binding within the LBP / competing with endogenous ligands) 

have partial agonistic properties, which make them less useful in management of 

advanced prostate cancer®.

In these kind of assays, as a measure of functional AR activation, biomarkers like PSA 

or IL-6 can be monitored.

5.1.8.4 ELISA

Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) is a widely used immunological 

technique^®; there are different types of ELISAs and they are broadly divided in three 

methods, direct, indirect or sandwich.

In a direct method the antigen is immobilized directly on the plate and detected with 

an enzyme labeled primary antibody. The mixture of chromogen/enzyme substrate is 

then added for spectrophotometric detection. This is the quickest method, but it is 

less used and less versatile than indirect methods. In fact, labeling primary antibodies 

is a long and expensive procedure and there is also minimal signal amplification as a 

result. Direct methods can be used to estimate working dilutions of a conjugate to be 

used in other ELISA systems.

In indirect methods, the antigen on the plate is first captured by a primary antibody 

and then an enzyme linked secondary antibody is used for detection. This technique is
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more versatile, as a wide variety of secondary antibodies is available commercially, 

and it is also more sensitive, as the signal amplification is increased as a result. In fact, 

each primary antibody has several epitopes that can be bound to the labeled 

secondary antibody. A disadvantage of this method is represented by the cross 

reactivity of secondary antibodies (that is the reason why antibodies from different 

species are used) and by the longer incubation times required.

Another method is the sandwich ELISA (Figure 5.6), which is useful where antigens are 

in crude form (contaminated with other proteins) or present at low concentrations, 

because in contrast to the previously described methods, the primary antibody is 

adsorbed first onto the plate. In this work we applied sandwich ELISA to measure the 

amount of antigen (hPSA or hlL-6) between two layers of antibodies.

HRP-Linked Antibody

Detection
Antibody

Sandwich ELISA

Figure 5.6 Diagram of a sandwich ELISA. The diagram refers to an indirect sandwich ELISA where three 

different antibodies are used. In this chapter we describe a direct sandwich ELISA where the detection 

antibody is directly linked to HRP (Taken from’®).

The antigen must contain more than one antigenic site (epitope) to bind different 

populations of antibodies. The secondary antibody is usually coupled with an enzyme 

for detection, like horseradish peroxidase (HRP). HRPs are a class of enzymes where 

the substrate hydrogen peroxide is coupled to the oxidation of a hydrogen donor (like 

tetramethylbenzidine, TMB), which changes color during the reaction. The reaction is 

stopped with molar concentrations of strong acids (like H2SO4 2N) or strong bases,
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which stop enzymatic activity quickly by denaturing the enzyme and drastically 

changing the pH of the reaction. As addition of stopping agents may alter the 

absorption spectrum of the product, sulfuric acid stopped HRP/ELISAs are read at 

450nm (Figure 5.7).

NH, H,0,

H3C CH3

TMB ?.=285nm

NH 2H,0

Figure 5.7 HRP reaction with TMB substrate. Chromogen TMB is oxidized in presence of HRP substrate 

H2O2 to a quinone that absorbs at 450nm when the reaction is stopped.

In a general ELISA protocol^^ (see experimental section for specific details), a wash 

buffer is used between each step to remove unbound material, usually TBS or PBS 

supplemented with detergents, like 0.05% Tween-20. A blocking solution is also used 

to minimize background signal. Blocking solutions bind to all potential sites of non

specific interaction and they are optimized for the type of assay and antigen used. 

Usually they are composed of 'irrelevant' proteins, mixture of proteins or other 

compounds that passively adsorb to all the remaining binding surfaces on the plate 

(for example, casein, non-fat dry milk proteins and bovine serum albumin (BSA)). A 

substrate (H2O2) for the enzyme (HRP) is then added at 1:1 ratio to a solution 

containing a chromogenic chemical (TMB), which is colorless in absence of enzymatic 

activity on the substrate.

All ELISA methods described previously can be adapted to measure antigens or 

antibodies under competitive or inhibitory conditions.
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5.2 Results

5.2.1 Cell Viability studies: Cellular compound screening

'Diarylhydrazides demonstrate low toxicity in different prostate cancer cellular models'

To ascertain the translational (clinical) potential of these ligands, compounds were 

evaluated in cellular models of prostate cancer (LNCaP^'*, an androgen-dependent cell 

line, PC-3^®, an androgen-independent cell line, and 22Rvl^®, a cell line representative 

of CRPC conditions) and in the 'normal' prostatic epithelia cell line PWR-IE^®. Cell 

viability was assessed after 24 hours of incubation with the test compounds initially at 

three different concentrations to establish their dose-responsiveness, considering 

SOpM as the highest concentration. The 'classical' antiandrogen CPA was used as a 

reference, which shows a minor effect at 5*10'^M in the androgen independent cell 

line PC-3. In general, at 5*10'^M MDG292 reduces cell viability to a 50-60% whereas 

MDGSOG acts consistently across the three cell lines, retaining cell viability at around 

80% (Figure 5.8). These data suggested MDG506 as a potential candidate for further 

functional characterization.
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Figure 5.8 Diarylhydrazides and CPA effect on cell viability at three point concentration. Cells were 

seeded at 2.5*10Vml and treated with the compounds 24 hours later. Results were evaluated following 

the AlamarBlue protocol 24 hours after treatment. Compounds dilutions were prepared from 200X 

stocks to achieve a final concentration of DMSO per well of 0.5% (see experimental section for more 

details). Data plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each 

well was performed in triplicate. P values were obtained using a two way ANOVA test (Bonferroni post

test).

Ideally, diarylhydrazides should have no effect on the AR null cell line like PC-3 and 

have the same behavior as CPA (Figure 5.8), except they would still have to have an 

effect in 22Rvl cells to show their potential application in CRPC. PC-3 cells do not
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express, or express in very small quantities AR protein and do not express any other 

nuclear receptors; therefore any effect on those would be due to an off-target 

promiscuous effect.

Interestingly, MDG506 has a V-shaped dose-response curve in the cell lines evaluated, 

being more effective at 1*10^M concentration. The reason for a V-shaped response is 

not clear, but it may be due to a dual mechanism of action.

The closest compound to CPA in terms of its behavior in different prostate cancer cell 

lines was MDG292, so this compound and MDG506 were brought forward to the 

optimization step. Diarylhydrazides like MDG483 could potentially have off target 

effects and be more generally toxic.

HEK-293 cells were chosen as a control as they are potentially steroid receptor null 

and commonly used as transfection host to study nuclear receptor function.

HEK-293 cells were not significantly affected by any of the compounds between 5*10 

M and 1*10‘^M and there was a minor significant effect (P<0.05) for all the 

compounds between 5*10’^M and 5*10'^M. A 5*10'^IVI concentration in cells is very 

high and potentially toxic independently of the mechanism of action. In comparison to 

LNCaP, there was a significant difference (P<0.001) between the 5*10’^M and 5*10‘^M 

concentration points. However, MDG506 showed a significant difference between 

5*10‘^M and 1*10'^IVI but a non-significant effect between 5*10'^M and 5*10'^M 

(consistent with a V-shaped dose-response curve).

78

-7

In the initial screening other MDG active compounds were evaluated at three point 

concentrations in LNCaP in an attempt to find the best compound for characterization 

studies. MDG173, MDG15 and MDG491 reduce LNCaP cell viability to less than 50% 

after 24 hrs incubation (Figure 5.9). While interesting from an antiproliferation 

perspective, this result makes these compounds unsuitable candidates for study in the 

longer incubation periods required for hormone dependent functional 

characterization.
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Figure 5.9 Other diarylhydrazides effect on cell viability at three point concentration. Cells were seeded 

at 2.5*10Vml and treated with compounds 24 hours later. Results were evaluated following the 

AlamarBlue protocol 24 hours after treatment. Compounds dilutions were prepared from 200X stocks to 

achieve a final concentration of DMSO per well of 0.5% (see experimental section for more details). 

Data plotted represent mean ± SEM of one single experiment where each well was performed in 

triplicate.

In order to determine the IC50, compounds were evaluated in different cell lines at 

eight points of concentration (Figure 5.10 and 5.11). IC50 values are reported in table 

5.1.

From this preliminary three point concentrations cell viability studies, MDG506 and 

MDG292 are the best candidates to be advanced in LNCaP cells antiproliferative 

studies, as after 24hrs of treatment at 5*10‘^M they do not reduce cell viability to less 

than 50%.
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Figure 5.10 Diarylhydrazides effect on cell viability at eight point concentration. Cells were seeded at 

2.5*10Vml and treated with compounds 24 hours later. Results were evaluated following the 

AlamarBlue protocol 24 hours after treatment. Compounds dilutions were prepared from 200X stocks to 

achieve a final concentration of DMSO per well of 0.5% (see experimental section for more details). 

Data plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was 

performed in triplicate.
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PC-3
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22Rv1

Figure 5.11 Cyproterone Acetate (CPA) effect on cell viability at eight point concentration. Cells were 

seeded at 2.5*loVml and treated with CPA 24 hours later. Results were evaluated following the Alamar 

Blue protocol 24 hours after treatment. Compounds dilutions were prepared from 200X stocks to 

achieve a final concentration of DMSO per well of 0.5% (see experimental section for more details). 

Data plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was 

performed in triplicate.

Compound LNCaP IC50 (pM) PC-3 ICso (pM) 22Rvl IC50 (pM)

MDG483 1 0.5 31

MOG292 >100 >100 >100

MDG506 nd nd nd

MDG508 4.8 7 ~25

CPA 71 >100 nd

Table 5.1 Comparative analysis of IC50 values between different prostate cancer cell lines. nd=not 

determined. In the case of MDG506, after 24 hours no reduction in cell viability was observed under 

50% and CPA didn't have any effect on 22Rvl.
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5.2.2 Hormone dependent studies

'MD6506 reduces DHT dependent cell proliferation and PSA expression in LNCaP'

As detailed in the introductory section, prostate cancer cells are sensitive to low 

concentrations of androgens; in particular, DHT has a biphasic stimulatory effect on 

LNCaP cell proliferation^^. In order to explore the optimal concentration of DHT to 

stimulate LNCaP cell proliferation for hormone dependent studies, cells were 

stimulated for five or seven days with different concentrations of DHT (Figure 5.12).

b)

O

^
^ iS9 ^ ^

DHT Concentration

Figure 5.12 DHT effect on LNCaP cell proliferation. Cells were seeded at 2*10 /ml and treated for five 

consecutive days after 48hrs of equilibration in androgen deprived media. Media and treatment were 

replaced every second day or third day. DHT has a Gaussian type effect (a) reaching a maximum of 2- 

fold increase at a concentration of 10'^°M in 0.1% DMSO in steroid depleted conditions (b). Data plotted 

represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was performed in 

triplicate.

It was experimentally confirmed that DHT has a biphasic effect on LNCaP cell 

proliferation reaching the maximum stimulatory concentration at 10'^°M after five 

days of treatment in androgen deprived conditions, and returning to basal levels 

(corresponding to untreated cells) at concentrations equal to lO'^M.

Treatment of LNCaP cells with a maximal stimulatory concentration of DHT (10'^°M) 

for seven days did not result in any improvement regarding cell proliferation; but 

indeed it resulted in a significant reduction (P<0.01) on PSA secretion and on cell 

proliferation, perhaps due to cell death (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13 DHT effect on LNCaP cell proliferation is optimal after 5 days of treatment. Cells were 

seeded at 2*loVml in 24-well plates and treated for five or seven consecutive days after 48hrs of 

equilibration in androgen deprived media. Media and treatment were replaced every second day or 

third day. There was a significant (P<0.01) reduction in viable cells and secreted PSA levels in the media 

after 7 days treatment with the same concentration of DHT as shown by two-way ANOVA analysis 

(Bonferroni post-test). Data plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments 

where each well was performed in triplicate.

In light of these findings, a concentration of DHT equal to 10'^°M and five days of 

treatment where found to be the best conditions (to the best of our knowledge) to 

study the compounds' effect on hormone dependent proliferation of LNCaP cells.

The next step consisted in the identification of the best diarylhydrazide candidate to 

observe a functional effect on DHT dependent cell proliferation with minimal off target 

effects. In order to identify a suitable candidate, we evaluated the cell viability after 

five days treatment with different diarylhydrazides (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.14 Diarylhydrazides effect on DHT stimulated LNCaP cell proliferation. Cells were seeded at 

2*loVml in 24-well plates and treated for five consecutive days. Media and treatment were replaced 

every second day or third day. Data plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three Independent 

experiments where each well was performed in triplicate.

As described earlier, we evaluated the compounds at three point concentration, taking 

50pM as the higher concentration. We then chose the most promising candidates, 

MDG292 and MDG506 (Figure 5.14). I\/IDG483 was also included for study, stemming 

from its good on-target activity on a TR-FRET assay. From the above data regarding a 

five day treatment period (Figure 5.14) it was clear that, although MDG483 and 

MDG292 are having an effect, the % reduction of cells is of too great an extent to 

allow us to distinguish between specific and non-specific effects on the reversal of DHT 

stimulated cell proliferation. Although it was not identified as the best compound on 

target, MDG506 is a promising candidate for characterization at a cellular level as the 

reduction of cell viability after five days only reaches around 30% at a 20|iM 

concentration. MDG506 was therefore selected to observe downstream effects on
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gene expression in terms of secreted PSA levels with ELISA. MDG506 was also included 

in the 22Rvl cell line in order to establish its behavior in a CRPC cell line (Figure 5.15). 

It is interesting to note, as explained in the introductory section, the 22Rvl cell line 

present both androgen dependent and androgen independent characteristics. 22Rvl 

cell proliferation does not depend on DHT, as demonstrated by the lack of a significant 

effect on cell proliferation when 22Rvl cells are exposed to DHT at a 10'^°M 

concentration. This is strikingly in contrast to the LNCaP cell line, which presents 

marked androgen dependent characteristics. As a consequence, no effect could be 

significantly be detected MDG506 at 10 or 20iiM concentration in 22Rvl. CPA did not 

have any effect on 22Rvl, consistently with its limitations in CRPC conditions (Figure 

5.14).
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Figure 5.15 CPA and IVIDG506 effect on DHT stimulated 22Rvl cell proliferation. 22Rvl cells were 

exposed to a concentration of DHT equal to and viability was measured after five days of

treatment in androgen deprived condition. Data plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three 

independent experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. P values were obtained by two- 

way ANOVA analysis (Bonferroni post-test).

The functional effects of MDG506 in both LNCaP (Figure 5.16) and 22Rvl cell line 

(Figure 5.17) were measured as secreted PSA levels in the media. After five days of 

DHT exposure at 10‘^° M concentration in androgen deprived conditions, the 

supernatant was collected and subjected to a sandwich ELISA for quantification of 

hPSA antigen. Treatment with DHT significantly stimulates production of PSA in LNCaP 

cells (P<0.001). MDG506 does not stimulate PSA production per se when compared to
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untreated cells at 10 or 20|iM, in contrast to classical 'LBP antiandrogens' like CPA. The 

difference between untreated cells with MDG506 20|a.M in presence of DHT is non

significant, suggesting a return to basal untreated conditions.

DHTO.InM

C«M9 1|iM 10mM 2a|iM

Figure 5.16 MDG506 dose dependent effect on DHT stimulated PSA secretion in LNCaP cells. Data 

plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was 

performed in triplicate. P values were obtained by two-way ANOVA analysis (Bonferroni post-test).

Consistent with previous reports, where 22Rvl growth was found to be independent 

of androgenic stimulation®^ it was not possible to observe an increase in PSA 

expression in response to DHT stimulation. It is interesting to note, the basal levels of 

PSA in untreated cells are higher than in LNCaP (Figure 5.17).
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Figure 5.17 MDG506 dose dependent effect on DHT stimulated PSA secretion in 22Rvl cells. Data 

plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was 

performed in triplicate.

IL-6 could be used as marker for CRPC conditions^®' therefore we decided to 

monitor a potential effect of the diarylhydrazides on hlL-6 by monitoring its secreted
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levels in the media after a five day treatment period. However, the results are not of 

straightforward interpretation.

The production of IL-6 in 22Rvl cells is influenced by DHT (P<0.05) and treatment with 

MDG506 at a lOpM concentration brings back IL-6 secretion to a basal level. However, 

the results are poorly detectable and do not allow us to draw any significant 

conclusions.

Cells MDG506 10 ^M

Figure 5.18 MDG506 10|ilVI effect on DHT stimulated IL-6 secretion in 22Rvl cells. Data plotted 

represent mean ± SEM for two independent experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. P 

values were obtained by two-way ANOVA analysis (Bonferroni post-test).

5.2.3 Hormone Independent studies

'MDG506 reduces CPA stimulated PSA expression in LNCaP and 22Rvl cells'

All known classical 'LBP antiandrogens' such as CPA have intrinsic agonistic properties. 

In a PCa cellular environment, when included at a low concentration, they stimulate 

cell proliferation and AR transactivation, leading to drug resistance conditions, 

characteristic of a CRPC stage.

Therefore, we decided to investigate the effect of MDG506 on CPA dependent 

proliferation in LNCaP (androgen dependent conditions) and 22Rvl (androgen 

independent conditions). We experimentally confirmed that in androgen deprived 

conditions (which are mimicking ADT), an antiandrogen stimulates cell proliferation 

and upregulates AR dependent genes like PSA even more strongly than DHT itself. 

When the antiandrogen treated cells are incubated with a fixed concentration of
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MDG506 (10 or 20|iM) it is possible to observe a reduction in cell proliferation and 

indeed a reduction in PSA expression levels both in LNCaP and 22Rvl cells.

CPA effect on LNCaP PSA secretion is 'bell-shaped', reaching a maximal stimulatory 

effect at IpM concentration. MDG506 at lOpM significantly (P<0.001) reduces CPA 

IpM induction of PSA secretion (Figure 5.19). In contrast, the combined effect of CPA 

and MDG506 on cell viability does not follow the same trend, suggesting that PSA

secretion is not directly correlated with cell proliferation41
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Figure 5.19 tVIDG506 lOpM dose dependent effect on CPA stimulated PSA secretion in LNCaP cells. CPA 

effect on LNCaP PSA secretion is bell-shaped, reaching a maximal stimulatory concentration at IpM. 

IVIDG506 significantly (P<0.001) reduces CPA induction of PSA secretion. Data plotted represent mean ± 

SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. P values 

were obtained by two-way ANOVA analysis (Bonferroni post-test)

Increasing MDG506 concentration from 10 to 20|iM has a negative effect on cell 

viability in absence of CPA (Figure 5.20), therefore distinguish between a functional 

effect or a simple decrease of PSA secretion due to reduction in cell viability is very 

difficult.
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Figure 5.20 MDG506 20|iM dose dependent effect on CPA stimulated PSA secretion in LNCaP cells. Data 

plotted represent mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was 

performed in triplicate. P values were obtained by two-way ANOVA analysis (Bonferroni post-test).

When the same experiment was repeated in 22Ri/l cell line (Figure 5.21), a different 

trend between effects on cell viability and effects on PSA secretion was observed 

consistently with LNCaP. MDG506 at lOpM concentration induces a significant PSA 

secretion reduction (P<0.01 and P<0.05) at the three CPA concentrations tested.
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Figure 5.21 CPA mediated effects on 22Rvl cell proliferation and PSA secretion. Data plotted represent 

mean ± SEM for at least three independent experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. P 

values were obtained by two-way ANOVA analysis (Bonferroni post-test).

In parallel, we evaluated the effects of different CPA concentrations in combination 

with MDG506 10p.M on IL-6 secretion in 22Rvl cells. However, no significant effects 

could be detected (Figure 5.22) suggesting that IL-6 may not directly be involved in the 

intrinsic agonistic activity of classical 'LBP antiandrogens' like PSA.
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Figure 5.22 CPA mediated effect on IL-6 secretion in 22Ri/l cells. Data plotted represent mean ± SEM for 

two independent experiments where each well was performed in triplicate. P values were obtained by 

two-way ANOVA analysis (Bonferroni post-test).
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5.3 Experimental Section

5.3.1 Cell Culture

LNCaP cells (androgen-dependent), PC-3 (androgen-independent) and PWR-IE (normal prostatic 

epithelia) were cultured in RPMI-1640 GlutaMAX™(lnvitrogen), F12K (Invitrogen) and K-SFM media 

(Invitrogen). The first two were supplemented with 10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), penicillin 

(lOOunits/ml), and streptomycin (lOOpg/ml). K-SFM was supplemented with 5ng/ml Epidermal Growth 

Factor (EGF) and 0.05mg/ml Bovine Pituitary Extract (BPE). Cells were propagated at 1:3 or 1:6 dilutions 

at 37^ in 5% COj.

22Rvl cells were generously provided by Ms. Alice Vajda from Prof Donal Hollywood's Prostate Cancer 

Research group (Institute of Molecular Medicine, Trinity College Dublin). Cells were maintained in in 

RPMI-1640 GlutaMAX™ (Invitrogen), supplemented with 10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), penicillin 

(lOOunits/ml), and streptomycin (lOOpg/ml)

HEK-293 cells and MCF-7 were cultured in Dulbecco Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium (DMEM) 

GlutaMAX™ supplemented with 10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), penicillin (lOOunits/ml), and 

streptomycin (lOOpg/ml).

5.3.2 Trypsinization of Cells

All cell lines used in these studies were adherent, therefore subconfluent cultures (80%) were passaged 

using trypsin (Invitrogen). Medium was removed from the flask and flask was washed twice with pre

warmed IX PBS (Invitrogen) to eliminate any traces of serum, which contains trypsin inhibitors. Cells 

were incubated with 2.5ml (T25 flask), 5ml (T75 flask) and 8ml (T175 flask) of trypsin at 37°C for 5 

minutes. Once fully detached (as easily observed under the microscope), an equal quantity of media 

was used to neutralize the trypsin. Cluster of cells were separated by repeated pipetting and then 

transferred to a sterile vial and centrifuged at 1200rpm for 5 minutes. Media was discarded and pellet 

of cells was resuspended in an appropriate quantity of complete pre-warmed media. At this point cells 

were transferred to an adequate flask containing sufficient quantity of media to perform a 1:3 or a 1:6 

dilution and transferred in an incubator to grow at 3TQ in 5% CO2. In the case of LNCaP cells, which 

grow slowly in clusters, a 48hr time of undisturbed growth was allowed for the cells to properly attach.

5.3.3 Cell Counting

Cells were counted using a haemocytometer (Sigma) following previously established protocols^®. 20pl 

of cell suspension were transferred to the haemocytometer and observed under the microscope. Using 

the gridline, cells were counted on four sets of sixteen corner squares. Each set of 16 corner squares is 

equivalent to the number of cells x loVml. Cells were then diluted in media according to the desired cell 

density.
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5.3.4 Freezing Cells

After trypsinization, cells can be stored for future use by cryopreservation. The procedure is similar to 

the one described earlier for cell trypsinization, but in this case the pellet of cells (containing 6-7 million 

of cells) is resuspended in 1ml of freezing media in cryogenic vials. The freezing media contains 10% 

(v/v) DMSO, which acts as a cryoprotectant, 30% (v/v) FBS and 60% (v/v) media. Vials are then 

transferred in a isopropanol alcohol bath, which provides IT/min cooling rate necessary for successful 

cryopreservation of cells (Mr Frosty, Sigma) to -80°C for at least 6 hours before being transferred to 

liquid nitrogen (-ISO-C) for longterm storage.

When a new cell aliquot was required, the vial was rapidly defrosted in a water bath at 37°C before 

being transferred in 5ml of pre-warmed media and then centrifuged at 1200rpm for 5 minutes to 

remove any traces of DMSO. This procedure must be carried out rapidly as DMSO is toxic to the cells. 

Supernatant was discarded and the pellet of cells was resuspended in 5ml of pre-warmed media and 

transferred in a T 25cm^ flask to grow until sub-confluency at in 5% CO2.

5.3.5 Charcoal stripped Fetal Bovine Serum

In order to deprive serum of endogenous steroid hormones, 0.125g of dextran coated charcoal (Sigma 

cat no C6241) were added to a 50ml aliquot of FBS (2.5mg/ml final concentration) and incubated with 

constant agitation at 4°C overnight. The following day, the charcoal treated vial was centrifuged at 2000 

X g for 15 minutes and supernatant filter sterilized using a 0.22-pm filter in a new sterile 50ml vial. The 

resulting charcoal stripped serum was used immediately or stored at -20°C for future use.

It is important to note that charcoal stripping also removes other lipophilic substances, such as growth 

factors and cytokines, leaving glucose and amino acid concentration unchanged.

5.3.6 Cell Viability and Cell Proliferation Assays (Androgen dependent and independent)

For cell viability (end point) assays LNCaP, PC-3, PWR-IE, 22Rvl, HEK-293 and MCF-7 cells were seeded 

at 2.5*loVml density in 200pl volume of a 96-well plate in triplicate and incubated for 24 hours prior 

testing. Test compounds were included at different concentrations to achieve a final concentration of 

0.5% DMSO in each well. Effect of 0.5% DMSO on cell-viability was also evaluated in each plate. Cell 

viability was assessed after 24 hours of treatment using 10% AlamarBlue* reagent (Invitrogen) for each 

well. Cell viability was monitored by the reduction of resazurin, a blue, cell-permeable and non toxic 

compound, to resorufin, a red and highly fluorescent product. Viable cells continuously convert 

resazurin to resorufin, increasing the overall colour and fluorescence of the media surrounding cells. 

Fluorescence intensity can be quantitatively determined with a fluorescence microplate reader at 

excitation/emission 544nm/590nm (Spectramax Gemini).

For hormone dependent cell proliferation assays in androgen deprived LNCaP cells, sub-confluent cells 

(70%) were seeded at 2*10*cells/ml in a 24-well plate in triplicate in 1ml volume per well. Cells were 

plated in phenol red free RPMI GlutaMAX™ (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% charcoal-stripped FBS
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to deplete endogenous steroids 48 hours prior the assay as described in previous reports . The use of 

phenol red free media is necessary, because phenol is a weak estrogen agonist®^ and might potentially 

activate the AR through the promiscuous pathway and interfere with androgen dependent studies. 

Optimal condition for LNCaP treatment was found to be 5 days and the concentration of DHT included 

to stimulate the cells was O.lnM. Cells were treated with different concentrations of test compounds 

with or without O.lnM DHT to achieve a final concentration of 0.1% DMSO in each well (Ipl of a DHT 

lOOnM stock in 100% DMSO added to 1ml of media). A control for the vehicle was included to ensure 

no effect on viability could be detected. Media and treatments were replaced every second day, after 

washing the cells twice with IX PBS. Stocks used were lOOOX the final concentration desired in the well 

(for example, to achieve a lOpM final concentration at 0.1% DMSO, Ipl of a lOmM stock was added to 

the well) and stored at -20°C.

Supernatants were collected after five days for secreted PSA levels evaluation and cell proliferation was 

assessed for the same plate using AlamarBlue® in order to exclude non-specific effects due to toxicity 

issues. Supernatants were assayed immediately or stored at -20°C for future use.

For androgen independent studies, LNCaP cells were stimulated for the same length of time (5 days) 

with different concentrations of CPA, varying from O.l-lOpM. Ipl of concentrated stocks (O.lmM, ImM 

and lOmM) were added to 1ml media in each well to achieve a final concentration of DMSO of 0.1%. 

Wells were co-treated with MDG506 at lOpM or at 20|iM final concentrations.

The same procedure was repeated for 22Rvl cells in androgen dependent and independent studies.

5.3.7 Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) ELISA

Secreted levels of prostate specific antigen were evaluated with a commercially available kit (Quantikine 

Human Kallikrein 3/PSA Immunoassay, R&D systems). The assay was performed following 

manufacturer's guidelines. The following reagents were supplied:

Wash Buffer: 25X buffered surfactant with preservatives 

Assay diluent RDIW: buffered protein solution with preservatives 

Assay diluent RD5-19: buffered protein base with preservatives

KLK3/PSA Microplate: 96 well polystyrene microplate coated with a mouse monoclonal 

antibody against KLK3/PSA

KLK3/PSA Standard: 600ng of recombinant human KLK3/PSA in buffered protein solution with 

preservatives; lyophilized 

Stop Solution: H2SO4 2N

KLK3/PSA Conjugate: polyclonal antibody against KLK3/PSA conjugated with horseradish 

peroxidase with preservatives

Substrate A: Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to be mixed 1:1 with substrate B 

Substrate B: Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)
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In brief, 50^1 of standards and cell culture samples were added to pre-coated wells containing lOOpI of 

assay diluent RDIW (R&D systems) and incubated for two hours at room temperature. Unbound 

material was washed several times with wash buffer (R&D systems) and 200pl of Horseradish 

Peroxidase (HRP) labeled PSA conjugate antibody was added to each well and further incubated for two 

hours at room temperature. Wells were washed several times and treated with colored substrate 

(Tetramethylbenzidine, TMB) for an additional 30 minutes, after which SOpI of stop solution (Sulphuric 

Acid 2N) was added per well and optical density (450nm with correction at 540nm) was read with a 

plate reader within 30 minutes (Versamax).
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5.4 Discussion, Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Work

Classical antiandrogen therapy is known to have limited beneficial effects in hormone 

insensitive PCa. Alternative AR inhibitors are therefore needed in the treatment of 

PCa. Classical antiandrogens can be distinguished for their different behaviors at a 

cellular level. Save for two recent examples®^'all LBP antiandrogens described to 

date have also intrinsic partial agonist activity®, demonstrated by induction of PSA in 

absence of hormone stimulation in LNCaP cells. In this study, the novel non-LBP 

diarylhydrazide antiandrogen MDG506 did not induce PSA expression in absence of 

hormone stimulation when compared to CPA. In androgen deprived LNCaP cells, 

MDG506 reduces PSA expression in combination with CPA, antagonizing its partial 

agonist activity in a dose responsive fashion. This result supports the hypothesis of a 

non classical mechanism of AR inhibition for the diarylhydrazide ligands and it also 

demonstrates the potential application of these and other non-LBP antiandrogen small 

molecules targeting alternative AR sites, alone or in combination with existing prostate 

cancer therapies.

While these first cellular results look promising, more extensive future functional 

studies need to be carried out to ascertain successful selective blockage of AR 

mediated transcriptional activity. While diarylhydrazides selectivity has been 

evaluated on target on NR-LBDs through TR-FRET, in a cellular context there is a more 

complex situation, where a full length receptor is present and also other NRs other 

than AR are present. Off-target effects and some diminishing or lack of functional 

inhibition when the full length receptor is present rather than LBD alone might be 

expected. Thus, in order to more fully validate diarylhydrazides as effective probes for 

AR function in future work, a reporter gene assay should be considered, where the 

exogenous receptor (AR) is introduced to a NR negative cell line, such as HEK-293. 

Luciferase reporter gene assays often lack of sensitivity and they could have poor 

reproducibility, so other methods may be considered as alternatives. RT-PCR 

experiments measure specific changes at a transcriptional level and may be useful to 

identify compounds that potentially affect not only PSA expression (as measured by 

secreted levels in the ELISA or expression by Western Blots) but also PSA mRNA levels.
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This can be achieved by isolating the RNA of the treated cells (by one of the classic 

methods, such asTrizol®), converting it to cDNA, amplifying and quantifying.

To simulate CRPC conditions in this work we employed our own protocol of a five day 

period treatment with antiandrogen in an androgen deprived condition, but it would 

also be interesting to consider a longer period where the cells are exposed to the same 

concentration of antiandrogen (like CPA) in order to understand what determines 

resistance and how cells evolve to an antiandrogen independent state, and at which 

intervention stage in disease are our compounds most useful.

Once enough in vitro data is obtained, and a pharmacokinetic profile of the 

compounds has been established (by studying solubility, absorption, and metabolism), 

in vivo work may help to understand the clinical potential of the compounds in CRPC 

and to further guide lead optimization to a more advanced pre-clinical stage.

Based on the body of in vitro data to date, the specific objectives of future in vivo 

protocol include determining:

• Does MDG506 have anti-tumor activity in CRPC cells in vivo as a sole agent or 
by enhancing the activity of an established chemotherapeutic agent in co
administration

• Does MDG506 reduces the CPA mediated effects on tumor progression in vivo

A pilot experiment could be run first to calculate the sample size, an equal number of 

mice would be treated with cells only or vehicle only (controls), CPA or MDG506 only 

and CPA in combination with MDG506.

Tumors can be harvested when they exceed a certain size and blood samples can be 

collected to measure serum PSA levels. In general, species used include nude athymic 

mice Balb C nu/nu mouse, which is the most common host for xenotransplantation of 

human tumors^^. Castration resistant conditions, characterized by androgen 

independency, can be established when PSA levels return to pre-castration levels. 

From this moment on, animals can be randomized and treated with vehicle, 

compounds alone or in combination.
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General Discussion and Conclusions

In this work we report the discovery, identification and characterization of a novel 

series of diarylhydrazides as non-LBP binding 'true' antiandrogens, with demonstrated 

ability to disrupt AR interaction with coactivators (MDG483, MDG292, MDG506, 

MDG508, MDG491, MDG603, MDG605, MDG611, MDG612, MDG608, MDG614, 

MDG616, MDG617, MDG629 and MDG630) and with established potency in AR 

dependent prostate cancer cell lines (MDG506). The rationale behind the nuclear 

receptor non-LBP approach, and in particular an extensive discussion of the NR 

cofactor interaction as a potential target for drug discovery is detailed in chapter 1.

The diarylhydrazide series of novel antiandrogens is generally introduced in chapter 2, 

where we demonstrate the successful implementation of a virtual screening approach 

in the identification of novel AR modulators based on the structural requirements of 

the coactivator interactions within the AF-2 surface included in a 3D pharmacophore 

(MDG173 and MDG15). Of particular note, while at that time X-ray crystal structures 

of AR and a series of interacting coactivator motifs were available, no X-ray crystal 

structure of small molecules was available at the AR AF-2 interface. Thus, a structure 

based virtual screening protocol was initiated, with particular attention on the two 

aromatic function of the FXXLF motif coactivator projecting towards the AR AF-2 

subpockets. This initial work was carried out in our group by Dr Gemma Kinsella. 

Building on this starting point, this work included a focused chemical similarity search 

in an attempt to improve AR potency and to better understand the molecular 

mechanism of action of the compounds and their putative AR interactions. Focusing 

on the validated naphthohydrazide scaffold, we designed a series of compounds 

bearing targeted chemical modifications in order to build a SAR. An accurate in silica 

approach to predict the binding pose of the compounds in AR AF-2 and to underpin 

lead optimization of the diarylhydrazide scaffold is described in chapter 3. The 

protocol consisted of a combination of a semi-flexible docking method, induced fit 

docking, and a molecular dynamics simulation where poses were ultimately selected 

after MM-GB(PBSA) calculations of a 10ns molecular dynamics trajectory run. The 

resulting selected poses were employed to rationalize SAR and explain selectivity
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across other members of the steroid receptor subfamily, bringing down the 

contribution to the total AG binding at an atomic level through pairwise energy 

decomposition analysis of the amino acids in AR and ERa AF-2 and AR BF-3.

The biological validation of all the diarylhydrazides identified in this work is presented 

in chapter 4 and chapter 5. As a primary screen, activity was measured with a TR-FRET 

assay and non-LBP mediated mechanism of inhibition was confirmed by FP assay. 

These compounds are shown to function without any demonstrated intrinsic or partial 

agonist activity in AR and therefore can be classified as 'true' non-LBP antiandrogens. 

The primary screen was used to obtain activity values for the new series of compounds 

identified in view of an extensive SAR study. Furthermore, the basis of selectivity was 

investigated for the steroid receptor subfamily members. The nature of NR 

coactivators and the high homology between the NR coactivator binding sites are such 

that, to more fully profile the potential utility of these ligands, their selectivity was 

evaluated across members of the subclass of steroid receptors, including ERa and ER(3, 

GR, AR and PR. None of the compounds were found to antagonize GR, but presented 

different patterns of selectivity and notably a partial antagonistic behavior in PR-LBD.

A secondary assay employing SPR was attempted to confirm AR LBD binding and 

displacement of AR specific coactivators, such as ARA70. Unfortunately, due to the 

short time available to access the infrastructure and perform the experiments, the 

results obtained only provided a good starting point for future experimental 

optimization. X-ray crystallography studies (soaking and co-crystallization in the 

presence of diarylhydrazides) were also initiated in collaboration with Dr Eva 

Estebanez-Perpina, IBUB Barcelona, with crystals obtained and awaiting future 

synchrotron data collection.

The non-LBP 'true' mechanism of antagonism of our novel compounds was confirmed 

at a cellular level, where the diarylhydrazides clearly distinguish their behavior from 

the 'classical' antiandrogen CPA in different prostate cancer cell lines, lacking intrinsic 

agonistic properties in the absence of androgens and demonstrating a potential 

therapeutic relevance / application in CRPC conditions, where classical antiandrogen
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therapies fail, as demonstrated by induction of PSA in absence of hormone stimulation 

in LNCaP cells. In this study, the novel non-LBP diarylhydrazide antiandrogen MDG506 

did not induce PSA expression in absence of hormone stimulation when compared to 

CPA. In androgen deprived LNCaP cells, MDG506 reduces PSA expression in 

combination with CPA, antagonizing its partial agonist activity in a dose responsive 

fashion. This result supports the hypothesis of a non 'classical' mechanism of AR 

inhibition for these diarylhydrazide ligands and it also demonstrates the potential 

application of these and other non-LBP antiandrogen small molecules targeting 

alternative AR sites in combination with existing prostate cancer therapy.

In conclusion, through application of virtual screening methodologies and augmented 

through focused molecular modeling, compound enumeration and biological 

characterization, we present and attribute novel diarylhydrazide scaffolds as 'true' 

antiandrogens - displacing AR interaction with coactivators, having a full antagonistic 

profile on AR (both wt and T877A), partial antagonistic profile for PR and different 

selectivity for the other members of the NR-3 family (GR, ERa and ER3).The novel 

scaffolds identified comprise a new class of compounds from which medicinal 

chemistry optimization and rational drug discovery can be initiated to improve the 

potency of the selected diarylhydrazides candidates, like MDG506 and MDG483, and 

also to identify novel chemical scaffolds in an attempt to enrich the present SAR data. 

The initial small molecule non-LBP 'true' AR modulators provided by this study will be 

used in future work to further characterize the AR coactivator interface, to understand 

the basis of selectivity and to further guide rational drug design in the search of other 

novel scaffolds directed at this interface.
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Appendix A Diarylhydrazides tested during the course of this Thesis

MDGJD Project Supplier SupplierJD Structure Activity

(ARivtTR-

FRET)

15 AR AF-2 VS SPECS AN-988/40680570

h'^n I

"VI
1

43.2 pM

173 AR AF-2 VS SPECS AK-968/11482603 CCC^o
H'^'N OH

40.8±2.5
pM

292 Similarity
Search

SPECS AE-848/34517025 oa;^
H'^'N OH

Br

13.3 ±3.1 
pM

481 Similarity
Search

SPECS AG-205/06971039 COy
H-'^-N

>100 pM

482 Similarity
Search

SPECS AG-205/32388043 >100 pM

483 Similarity
Search

SPECS AG-690/11156274 cxV»
N

H

15.9 ±3.2 
pM

484 Similarity
Search

SPECS AG-690/11191237

h'^-n-"

1

>100 pM

485 Similarity
Search

SPECS AG-690/11450109 O^O
N

H N OH

"Vr"

>100 pM
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486 Similarity
Search

SPECS AG-690/11450119 a;o
N

H' 'N OH

>100 nM

487 Similarity
Search

SPECS AK-968/40052375 cCo >100 nM

488 Similarity
Search

SPECS AK-968/40225178 ccC"
""€c:

k

>100 nM

489 Similarity
Search

SPECS AK-968/40320181 co;.
"V:

^0

>100 nM

490 Similarity
Search

SPECS AK-968/40660142 oa; >100 nM

491 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-329/10500005

a

42.7 ±3.5
HM

492 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-329/11481807

h'^-N I

>100 tiM

493 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-329/11481810 OCvo

h'^-N
II

" ll

>100 nM

494 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-329/11481813 ca;»
1

>100 nM

495 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-329/11481815

H'^'N

>100 nM
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496 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-329/11482595

H^^'N

Cl

>100 HM

497 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-329/11482596 nfY" >100 nM

499 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679770

h'^n

>100 \i.M

500 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679802

Br

>100 nM

501 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679809

h'^n oh

Bf

>100 nM

502 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679916

Oi

/k

>100 nM

503 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679917

"kX
1

>100 nM

504 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679919 >100 nM

505 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679923

Oi
"^9

Ov

>100 nM
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506 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40679931 26.3 ±3.8
HM

507 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680452

"Vo-
OH

>100 |±M

508 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680498

"Vo
s

17.9 ±6.9
HM

509 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680500

h'^n

>100 nM

510 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680503

h'^n
"V-

r°

>100 nM

511 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680531

1

“V'
^0

>100 ^M

512 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680532

"Vo-.

>100 uM

513 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680546

H'^'N

Cl

>100 nM
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514 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680547

a

>100 HM

515 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680562

1

>100 \iM

516 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-988/40680571

Oi
1

""Xr”

>100 nM

598 Similarity
Search

SPECS AN-648/41220887

H N

"Vi
r° '

>100 nM

599 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 8806676

H-'^N

"^0
1

>100 ^M

600 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 5113192

H'^’N OH

>100 nM

601 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 5238483 OCo
H'^'N

jl.
H N

OH

° u

>100 nM

602 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 5331730 OH

H
]\
N.^H

0 A Jk 
” iTi

>100 nM
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603 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 5660431 rrr" 11.3 ±2.6
HM

604 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 5653834 >100 nM

605 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 5367002 ca;«
N

H N OH

a

10.3±1.4
HM

607 Similarity
Search

Chembridge 5327458 >100 nM

608 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SIA oo;.
H N OH

55.2119.2

609 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SIB

H'^'N OH

CH

>100 nM

610 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SIC ccc;»
OH

>100 ^M

611 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SID

H N OH

OH

39.9116.9
HM

612 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SIE co;.
h' oh

OCH;.

52.98113.
5kiM

613 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SIF

H N OH

1

>100 hM
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614 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SIG oo;.
H N OH

NO,

33.42±4.7
HM

615 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

SIJ co;.
H N OH

a

>100 nM

616 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

S2A

H N OH

13.2112.8
HM

617 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

S2B

H N OH

12.2310.5
3 nM

618 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

S2C oo;.
h' 'n oh

>200 |iM

619 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy,
TCD

S2D occ;,
H N OCH-

>100 tiM

620 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

S2E

H N OCHs

Br

>100 nM

621 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy,
TCD

S2F

h'“'n oh

a

>100 nM

622 SAR Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy,
TCD

S3A OX-
H N OH

Cl

>100 [iM
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623 SAR SPECS AN-329/11482602 oa;«
"V.

NO-.

>100 HM

624 EZ
Isomerism

Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy,
TCD

MJMl CC^o
N

H N OH

>100 nM

625 EZ
Isomerism

Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy,
TCD

MJM2a CCC° >100 \iM

626 EZ
Isomerism

Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy,
TCD

MJM2b occ° >100 tiM

627 EZ
Isomerism

Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

MJM2C ca;o >100 nM

628 EZ
Isomerism

Billy Egan, 
School of 
Pharmacy, 
TCD

MJM3 aXo >100

629 SAR Brendan
Kelly, School 
of
Chemistry,
TCD

R1 co;.
H N OH

ccxx:h.

60.76 nM

630 SAR Brendan
Kelly, School 
of
Chemistry,
TCD

R2 cc;.
H N OH

COOH

43.5 ±3.7

631 SAR Brendan
Kelly, School 
of
Chemistry,
TCD

R3

H N NO-

>100 liM

632 SAR Brendan
Kelly, School 
of
Chemistry,
TCD

R4

H N NH,

>100 nM
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Appendix B Biological Assay Validation

B.l Time Resolved Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer Data

B.1.1 Instrument Performance Control: Assay window and Z' factor

Prior to compound assessment using TR-FRET, the Pherastar instrument was validated 

to ensure correct signal measurement using the Lanthascreen® optic module^. In brief, 

serial dilutions of Fluorescein labelled substrate acceptor were prepared in the 

screening buffer and a fixed concentration of Tb labelled antibody (donor) was added 

in black low volume 384 well plates. Plates were incubated for two hours at room 

temperature in the dark. Emission ratio signal was measured using the same protocol 

outlined in chapter 4 (section 4.3), with lOOps delay and ZOOps integration time. 

According to diffusion enhanced TR-FRET, the signal obtained should be directly 

proportional to the concentration of fluorescein substrate in each well. Z'-factor values 

and Assay window were calculated as per equations B.l and B.2. Raw data are 

presented in Table B.l and calculations in Table B.2.
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Concentration (nM) Emission ratio (520/495nm)

100 0.271

0.158

0.153

0.264

0.158
0.289

50 0.187

25 0.143 0.141

12.5 0.113 0.108 0.112
6.25 0.099 0.098 0.102

3.125 0.093 0.093 0.082
1.5625 0.083 0.079 0.076

0.78125 0.063 0.075 0.075

0.390625 0.071 0.061 0.061
0.1953125 0.060 0.056 0.059

0.09765625 0.062 0.060 0.061
0.048828125 0.060 0.063 0.056

0.024414063 0.062 0.054 0.062
0.012207031 0.058 0.064 0.057

0.006103516 0.063 0.062 0.069
0.003051758 0.062 0.065 0.059

Table B-1. Raw data for emission rate values (520/495nm) from a dilution series of a fluorescein 

substrate (lOOnM to 3.05pM) in presence of a fixed concentration of Tb labelled antibody (62.5nM). 

Each well was repeated in triplicate.

kih (high) Oh (high)
0.275 0.01314563
Pi (low) O|(low)
0.062 0.00307128

Table B-2. Calculation of the standard deviation (o) and mean (p) values of the highest and lowest 

emission ratio values according to table B.l (values are represented in red italics).

Z'-Factor and assay window values for the Lanthascreen® protocol were calculated as 

follows:

, ah + criZ'Factor = 1-3* -r^-------7 = 0.85
\Fh-Fl\

Equation B.l

Assay Window =l!Jl = 4.44 
FI

Equation B.2
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Data presented demonstrate high sensitivity in measurement of TR-FRET signal to 

proceed with compounds screening.

B.1.2 Hits Validation

Our investigation of the proposed mechanism of action (i.e that the compounds act by 

inhibiting FXXLF recruitment to AR through a non-LBP mediated fashion) was informed 

by following some key points presented in^ which includes guidelines on the 

identification of screening artifacts in the drug discovery process. In this case we were 

particularly interested in excluding an aggregation based mechanism of action 

especially for MDG483, which physically manifests as a colloidal solution.

The TR-FRET assay was adapted accordingly by including 0.01% of a non-ionic 

detergent (Triton X-100) in the assay buffer used for compound dilutions and by 

observing activity after spinning the solution for several minutes in a microfuge.

M - Triton X-100 0.01% 
OUl + Triton X-100 0.01% 
B + Microfuge 1200rpm

Figure B-1 MDG483 AR TR-FRET inhibition at 50nM concentration is not attenuated by including small 

amounts of nonionic detergents (0.01% Triton X-100) or after spinning for several minutes at IZOOrpm. 

One way ANOVA (P>0.05, non-significant).

No change of activity could be observed for other compounds belonging to the 

naphthohydrazide scaffold discussed in the thesis.
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a - Triton X-100 0.01% 
Cn] + Triton X-100 0.01%

Figure B-2 Compounds belonging to the naphtohydrazide series and CPA AR TR-FRET inhibition at 

lOOpM or 200pM (MDG608, MDG611, MDG612 and MDG614) concentration is not attenuated by 

including small amounts of nonionic detergents (0.01% Triton X-100). Two way ANOVA (P>0.05, non

significant).

B.2 Fluorescence Polarization Data

Fluorescence polarization assays are susceptible by fluorescence 

interference/aggregation and light scattering issues by compounds present in the 

wells. This could lead to false positive or false negative hits. This problem is addressed 

in^ and the presence of false 'hits' can be determined by plotting the total 

fluorescence intensity of the assay versus the anisotropy for each compound. FRET 

assays are not affected by intrinsic compound interferences because of the fixed delay 

time (in our case lOOps) where background signals have decayed^. In this case, we 

wish to determine if the compound activities are truly represented in the FP assay. As 

discussed, MDG483 gave an unusual high polarization value (Chapter 4, Figure 4.16)
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Figure B-3 MDG483 is a false negative at 50[iM but returns to the inhibition range at IpM. MDG483 

appears to have solubility issues in the chosen assay buffer at high concentration. MDG483 is therefore 

a true negative at IpM where the inhibition of the LBD-F complex is around 0%. CPA 50pM was used as 

a true positive control.
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Figure B-4 MDG491 is a false negative at 50pM in PR LBD FP. A true negative like MDG605 at 50pM is 

presented as a control, having an LBD-F complex around 0%.

B.3 Conclusions

High throughput screening assays of small molecules are limited by the high frequency 

of false positives or false negative compounds reporting^'Prior to advance identified 

hits in lead optimisation studies, it is a good practice to confirm that the small 

molecules identified are specifically inhibiting the target and not acting by non-specific 

mechanisms. One of the recurrent non-specific mechanisms of inhibitions is the
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aggregation based inhibition, due to the formation of small molecule aggregates that 

indiscriminately associate with proteins. This type of small molecule behaviour can be 

recognised by distinctive characteristics such as steep dose response curve, sensitivity 

to detergents, assay conditions and target concentration.

False positive or negative reporting can be limited by a combination of dynamic light 

scattering (DLS), which allows for observation of the compounds particles under the 

microscope and secondary screen assays that utilise different conditions from the 

primary screen assay, such as, for example, a combination of biochemical and 

biophysical techniques like TR-FRET and SPR. It is always sensible to exclude 

aggregation by testing the compounds in the presence of non-ionic detergents or in 

presence of increasing target concentrations^’®.

We reported some issues in FP assays for some compounds like MDG483, predicted by 

the physical manifestation of MDG483 as a colloidal solution. We are confident that in 

TR-FRET, the delay time in which the signal is measured is sufficient to overcome 

interference by intrinsic compound fluorescence or light scattering due to poor 

solubility. However, the TR-FRET assay protocol was modified by supplementing the 

screening buffer with low concentration of detergents such as Triton X-100. It is known 

that moderate to low concentrations of detergents disrupt aggregate formation, and 

also dissociate the protein-aggregate interaction and reverse inhibition®. The final 

concentration of this component is determined as 0.01% assuming that the Invitrogen 

proprietary screening buffer does not contain any detergents.
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Appendix C Receptor-Ligand Interactions 

C.l Relationship between Kj, Kp and IC50

The binding of a ligand L to its receptor R follow a simple law mass of action at 

equilibrium described by this relationship:

K*i

L-\-R^LR
k,

Equation C.l

Where k+i and k-i are the association and dissociation kinetic constants respectively, 

and the complex LR forms at the same rate it dissociates. The equilibrium dissociation 

constant Kp is the concentration of ligand which occupies half of all the protein's active 

sites at equilibrium, which can be derived from the following equation:

[R][L] k.,
[RL]

= Kr
<■+1

Equation C.2

The fractional occupancy (fo) at equilibrium is the fraction of the receptor which is 

bound to the ligand at equilibrium as a function of ligand concentration. The fractional 

occupancy can be described by the following equation:

fo =
[R][L]_ [R][L] [L]

[/?] + [/?]W [L]+Kd

Equation C.3

When [L] =Kd, the fractional occupancy is 0.50, when the ligand concentration is equal 

to four times its Kp, it will occupy 80% of the receptors at equilibrium.

Competitive binding experiments measure the binding of a labeled ligand L*to a 

receptor R at varying concentrations of an unlabeled ligand L or inhibitor I. The 

antagonist concentration at which the binding of L* is 50% of the maximal inhibition is 

defined as IC50. The IC50 of a competitive inhibitor is influenced by three factors:
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• The affinity of the receptor for the inhibitor, higher affinity for I, the lower the IC50 

becomes

• The concentration of labeled ligand L*, the greater the concentration of L*, the 

more inhibitor I will be required to reach half maximal inhibition, raising the IC50 

value

• The affinity of the labeled ligand L* for the receptor, expressed by the equilibrium 

dissociation constant Kp. More inhibitor would be necessary to compete with 

tightly bound ligand (low Ko) than to displace a weakly bound ligand (high Kq)

Considering a simple case of a reversible binding at equilibrium with no cooperativity, 

according to the law of mass action, the Ki, dissociation constant at equilibrium for the 

unlabeled ligand can be deduced from the IC50 according to the Cheng and Prusoff 

equation^ when the concentration of I is equal to its IC50 (at half maximal inhibitory 

conditions, i.e. when fo=0.5).

[L]

Kt = ICson+-jr

Equation C.4

The IC50 measures at a fixed concentration of ligand L, the concentration of I eliciting 

50% of inhibition. To incorporate cooperativity of the antagonist in determining Kj 

values, where the slope parameters deviate from unity, the equation C.3 is adapted to 

take into account slope parameters of the dose response curve of the agonist (k) or 

antagonist (n), which are indexes of cooperativity^'^. The IC50 values obtained from a 

competition experiment are influenced by the concentration of labeled ligand, by the 

receptor concentration and by the experimental system. Therefore they cannot be 

easily compared unless determined in the same conditions. In order to compare 

different experimental conditions for the same ligand a K| should be derived following 

the equation C.3. It is important to note that the Ki value is a property of the protein 

and the unlabeled compound, while IC50 is a property of the experiment. Changing the 

experimental conditions will change the IC50 but not the Kj.
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In competitive fluorescence polarization (FP) experiments, like the ones employed in 

this thesis, a relatively high concentration of the receptor is required in order to bind 

significant amounts of fluorescent ligands (F*). As a general guideline, it is important 

to have a ratio between the receptor (R) concentration and the fluorescently labeled 

ligand (F*) that is equal to [R]/Kd(F*) =1, so that the starting polarization value will 

represent 50% of the maximal shift, and the difference between the signals of the 

ligand bound receptor state (high polarization) and free ligand (low polarization) can 

be maximized to increase assay sensitivity. In the assay guidelines, it is recommended 

to start at a polarization value corresponding to 80% of the maximal shift. 

Furthermore, an FP experiment is designed so that the fluorescently labeled ligand 

concentration included is well below its Kp ([L]/Kd<0.1) in order to avoid "ligand 

depletion" phenomenon, where the actual concentration of free ligand is significantly 

lower than that added due to receptor binding. For example, the Kd of F* for AR-LBD 

was measured as 20±10nM, therefore in the assay it should be included a 

concentration lower than 2nM. If we include a concentration of F*=lnM, we would 

use a concentration of AR LBD equal to 32±16nM to achieve ~80% saturation. 

Likewise, in TR-FRET experiments we use a concentration of ligand that is equal to its 

ECgo so that 80% of receptors are occupied at equilibrium in conditions closer to 

saturation and effective displacement from a test inhibitor can occur (test inhibition in 

presence of submaximal concentration of ligand). If we oversaturate with ligand we 

would tailor the assay to identify allosteric modulators.

Taking into account that the interaction between a small organic molecule and a 

receptor R could exert multiple simultaneous and contradicting effects on an assay, 

which are distinct from a canonical bimolecular equilibrium complex as described 

above, and also account from small molecule associated "side-effects" on a particular 

target, given by aggregation, precipitation, chemical interference, we use a Hill-type 

equation to fit concentration dependent inhibition curves.
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fo =
[L] nH

+ Kd

Equation C.5

Equation C.5 is adapted from equation C.3, where nH is the Hill coefficient (or Hill 

slope) and it is also the average number of interacting sites. For example, according to 

the Hill equation 1:1 equilibrium competitive binding at equilibrium has Hill coefficient 

=1. Different values of the Hill slope are indicative of additional mechanisms 

contributing to the apparent affinity constant of the compound. The dose response 

curves in this thesis are fitted using the variable slope method of a non-linear 

regression fit according to the following equation:

Y = Bottom -I-
Top — Bottom

1 -I-

Equation C.6

where the dependent variable Y (response) is correlated to the bottom and top values 

(representing the Y values for the minimum and maximum curve asymptote 

respectively) and to the independent variable X (the logarithm of the drug dose). The 

Hill slope is best fit value given a set of data points.

C.2 Kinetics of Receptor-Ligand Interactions

Similarly to what described in the previous section, to derive kinetic information about 

the complex RL formation (equation C.7), we consider the rate constants for the 

forward kass (association rate constants ka, k+i, kon, units M'^sec'^) and reverse reaction 

kdiss (dissociation rate constant, kd, k.i, koff, units sec'^). The forward rate of the 

reaction is given by kass [R][l-] according to equation C.8, whereas the reverse reaction 

is dependent on kdiss and the concentration of [RL] according to equation C.9. The net 

rate equation for formation of the complex RL is the following:

d[RL]
dt

= l<ass[R][L] - kdiss[RL]

Equation C.7
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Composed of association and dissociation rates:

d[RL]
dt

= fcass[^]W

Equation C.8

d[RL]
dt

Equation C.9

In equilibrium conditions, the association rate is equal to the dissociation rate so that 

the equilibrium association and dissociation constants can be derived:

l^ass[R][L] = kdissiRL]

Equation CIO

K, =
^ass

^diss

[RL]

Kn =

Equation C.ll

kdiss [/?][/-]
^ass [RL]

Equation C.12

From these premises, it is clear that two interactions may have the same affinity but 

different association and dissociation constants that describe the kinetic of interaction 

and how fast is the equilibrium reached.

It was of our particular interest in this thesis to describe the kinetics of interactions {in 

particular AR-LBD and ARA70) using a SPR experiment. In SPR, the rate of association 

and dissociation are expressed in terms of RU (response units) according to equation 

C.13. If a ligand L is immobilised on the surface and A is the analyte in solution, then 

the concentration of the [LA] complex is equal to the response R (units, RU), the total 

concentration of L at the surface is equal to the maximum binding capacity Rmaxand
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the concentration of the free L is equal to Rmax-R- The rate of formation of the complex 

[LA] is given by the following equation:

d[LA] dR
~ ~ ^ass[^][^max ~ R] ~ ^diss[^]

Equation C.13

For a given system of following a first order reaction, the time for the complex [LA]o to 

decrease to l/2[LA]o is equal to:

2 [^]o 1
^dissti = =-In-= ln2

2 L^Jo ^

Equation C.14

ln2
^diss

ti/2 = ----- = 0.693//Cdi,

Equation C.15

The half-life ti/2 is a very important concept in drug pharmacokinetics.

The relationship between thermodynamic and kinetic of binding is given by the Gibbs 

free energy of binding, which is directly proportional to the association constant at 

equilibrium in determinate reaction conditions according the following equation:

AG = -RTlniKA)

Equation C.16

Where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature of the system in K.

C.3 Full, partial and inverse antagonism

Agents that activate the receptor {agonists) can elicit fully efficacious or partially 

efficacious properties {full or partial agonists). Partial agonists elicit a submaximal 

response compared to full agonists, even when fully occupying the receptors. Classic 

or null antagonists occupy the agonist binding pocket and block receptor mediated
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function by blocking agonist occupancy and agonist elicited responses. Inverse 

agonists stabilize inactive receptor conformations and decrease basal receptor 

activation in a dose-responsive manner (Figure C.l a).

a)

Logio/[dose](g)

Figure C-1 (a) Dose-response curves presenting the characteristics of full agonist, full antagonist and 

inverse agonist with a negative efficacy of around 50%. (b) Dose response curves representing a full 

agonist in presence of competitive or non-competitive antagonists. Image adapted from^.

The classical occupancy theory introduced by Gaddum and Clark, which states that the 

intensity of a pharmacological effect is directly proportional to the number of 

receptors occupied, does not account for the partial agonist and inverse agonist 

concept, which was introduced later by Ariens and Stephenson^. According to this 

theory, the drug receptor interaction occurs with two distinct stages, first the 

association of the complex [RL], described by the affinity, and then the initiation of a 

biological effect [RL]*, which is given by the efficacy (Equation C.17). The efficacy 

refers to the ability of a receptor-ligand complex to elicit a biological response. A drug 

with 100% efficacy is a full agonist. Other efficacy values denote partial agonism. Full 

antagonists have 0% efficacy. Inverse agonists display negative efficacy, as they 

depress basal response.

[R] + [L] ^ [RL] - [RLY

Equation C.17
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The competitive surmountable mechanism of antagonism is described by the Schild 

analysis. The action of a competitive antagonist can be overcome by increasing the 

dose of agonist, shifting the agonist dose-response curve to the right. As the response 

is surmountable, the maximum response remains unchanged. The degree of rightward 

shift depends on the affinity of the antagonist and on the dose used. Conversely in 

case of non-competitive insurmountable antagonist, the action cannot be overcome by 

increasing concentration of agonists, due to the binding site difference, and the 

maximum response attained by the agonist is depressed (Figure C-1 b). In this thesis, 

the validation of a non-competitive mechanism of antagonism, consistent with the 

notion that the compounds are non-LBP antagonist and do not compete with the 

natural agonist for AR LBD binding, could have been achieved by determining a DHT 

dose response curve in presence of a fixed concentration of antagonist, or, vice versa, 

determining an antagonist dose response curve in presence of increasing 

concentrations of DHT. No rightward shift should be observed in these conditions.
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Appendix D The N-acylhydrazone scaffold

During the past years the N-acylhydrazone scaffold has demonstrated its versatility in 

pharmaceutical research^. In fact, compounds containing the N-acylhydrazone moiety 

have been previously described as antimicrobial^'^ antiviral'*, antimalarial^, 

anticancer®'^, anti-inflammatory®'^°, anticonvulsant^^ antidepressant^^ and 

vasodilatatory^^'

H R2

R3

Figure D.l The N-acylhydrazone scaffold

Most interestingly to the scope of our work, N-acylhydrazones have been described as 

metal chelating agents, particularly useful as anticancer agents that induce apoptosis^. 

In this particular case, the proposed mechanism of action for the compound 

procaspase activating compound 1 (PAC-l) seems to be due to the chelation of 

In the context of this thesis, this sould be kept in mind particularly when evaluating 

our compounds in a cellular assay, where compounds inhibition of DHT dependent cell 

proliferation may be due to the chelation of Zn'^^ in the DNA binding domain, and, as a 

consequence, inhibiting the receptor association to the ARE in the DNA.

Furthermore, phenolic acylhydrazones have been described in GlaxoSmithKline as 

agonist for the Estrogen-Related Orphan NRs ERR3 and ERRy^^. Notably, one of the 

compounds was found to be a mimic of the coactivator PGC-la. This increases our 

confidence in our virtual screening and methodological process in identifying the 

diarylhydrazides as novel antiandrogens acting through the displacement of the 

coactivator interaction with the AR.
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